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ABSTRACT 

We must change our beliefs, and change them in particular ways, in response to new-

information. But not all changes are created equal: some are rational changes, some 

not. The Problem of Epistemic Change is the problem of specifying the rational 

constraints on how the epistemic state of an agent ought to change in the face of new 

information. This dissertation is about the philosophical and logical investigation 

of rational belief change. I start by arguing that the familiar foimdations-coherence 

distinction from static epistemology does not adequately carve up the logical space 

of theories of epistemic change. It is better to think of theories as being loosely 

ordered along a continuum from more to less foundational. The ordering, however, 

is "clumpy" in the sense that there are large regions in the ordering which remain 

unexplored. I then present and develop GDEC which is a new foimdations model of 

belief revision that fills a gap in this ordering of theories of epistemic change. The key 

insight in GDEC is that belief that... is ambiguous between the attitudes of acctpt 

that ... and expect that GDEC respects the difference and how it matters for 

epistemic change. I show that GDEC is a genuine competitor to the AGM theory of 

behef revision in the sense that the two approaches are incompatible. Tlie remainder 

of the dissertation is devoted to exploring the logical dj-namics of GDEC and the 

models I develop here which extend it by applying them to a series of richer epistemic 

environments. I show how puzzles and paradoxes which confound other theories of 

belief revision are solved in a unified way by GDEC and its extensions. In particular. I 

give solutions to Moore's Paradox, Fuhrmann's Impossibility Theorem, the Reduction 

Problem of Epistemic Conditionals, and the Gardenfors Impossibility Theorem. 
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Chapter 1 

FOUNDATIONS 

1.1 The Problem of Epistemic Change 

Beliefs change. I have a lot beliefs today that I did not have a year ago; and conversely 

I have given up a lot of beliefs over the past year. My epistemic state today is quite 

different from what it used to be. 

Suppose a year ago I believed that Jones owns a Ford. But. after talking with 

Jones, I have since found out that the Ford I routinely see him driving is on loan 

from his brother-in-law. In fact, I learned that Jones owns a Toyota, but that it does 

not nm. So he drives the Ford. So I no longer believe that Jones owns a Ford, since 

I have become better informed about Jones and the Ford. 

For a contrasting scenario, suppose instead that I just quit believing some things 

that I used to believe for no apparent reason at all. Suppose I never talked with Jones 

about his car, but I nevertheless stop believing that he owns a Ford and insist now 

that he owns a Toyota. I have never seen him in a Toyota, and all evidence points to 

his owning a Ford. But I steadfastly deny that he owns a Ford even though I am not 

better informed about the matter. 

There is an obvious difference between these two scenarios. The first possibility— 

the case where I become better informed about Jones—seems completely imcontro-

versial. If the second possibility characterizes some of the differences between my 

epistemic states of then and now, however, we have the feeling that something hcis 

gone wrong. There is a clear sense in which I ought to have jettisoned my belief that 

Jones owns a Ford in the first case, but not in the second. It is not merely the fact 

that beliefs change that we care about; we care about the fact that beliefs change— 

and ought to change—in particular ways. The Problem of Epistemic Change is just 
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the problem of specifying what the landscape of rational belief change is. A sohition 

to the Problem of Epistemic change should detail what the dynamics of belief ought 

to be. This is the problem that will take center stage in this dissertation.^ 

Some of the acquisitions and deletions to my stock of beliefs over the past year 

were, no doubt, more profound than others. I have learned some new necessar\- truths, 

and (I admit) I used to believe some things which have turned out to be necessarily 

false.^ I introduce the case of esoteric and mathematical discoveries just to ignore 

them: the commonsense mandates on the everyday changes in belief will be trouble 

enough. 

There are two facts about human epistemology that make the problem of epis

temic change a compelling one. The first is that at any given time we only have an 

incomplete picture of the way the world is at that time. This is. no doubt, as it should 

be. The world is simply too big for us to know every detail all the time. So. we nuist 

draw defeasible conclusions on the basis of what we accept as true. We may be forced, 

in the face of new information, to either adjust our defeasible expectations or change 

what we accept as true (or both). The second fact is that the world is not only big. 

it is also a dynamic place. Light switches can be thrown, blocks can be moved, and 

tigers can pounce. We live in, and hence must reason about, a changing world. As 

we become acquainted with changes that occiu:. we must change oiu* epistemic state 

accordingly. 

Epistemic change is not a uniquely human problem. The problem must be con

fronted, and solved, by any (rational) epistemic agent whatever. The lone exception: 

that (very small) class of agents who are both omniscient about all the present facts 

'A bit of termlnoIog>~ 'belief change', i:heoiy changes 'belief revision", and "belief dynamics' are 
all alternative names that have been used in the literature for roughly the same project. None of 
the names is entirely felicitous, though, since more than just beliefs matter in incorporating new 
information. 

^Or, at any rate, I used to think I believed some proposition which turned out to be necessarily 
false. We need not get involved with what is believed when we (think we) believe sometiiing which 
unbeknownst to us is impossible. 
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and live in. static environments. The rest of us must change oiu: beliefs, and change 

them rationally. The particular guise of the problem of episteniic change that I aui 

interested in attempts to abstract away from the contingencies of hiunan epistemol-

ogy, and focus instead on what features rational behef change must have whether the 

agent is a natxural epistemic agent (like humans) or an artificial epistemic agent (Uke 

John PoUock's OSCAR='). 

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to introducmg the necessary background 

and foimdations—both philosophical and logical—for investigating rational belief 

change in a precise way. 

1.2 Normative Theories 

Theories of rational beUef dynamics are normative theories in the sense that a change 

m beUef is countenanced as rationally permissible or obhgatory. I Uke to think of 

epistemic rationality as being limited to internal facts. A rational belief change is 

something Uke a behef change that, given the facts you have and yoiur present epis

temic state, is beyond epistemic reproach. Suppose I beheve that P. and that Q 

entails P. If by my hghts I am forced to give up P, then I need to give up Q as 

well. You pointing out to me that Q is in fact true does not imdercut that the belief 

change was rational, given what I knew when the revision was made. There is a sort 

of cognitivist thesis about this sort of epistemic rationaUty which seems to me to 

be right: the norms for rational revision are part of our cognitive cxrchitectiure. But 

we are not, or not obviously, perfectly rational creatiures. We make mistakes, we flo 

things we ought not to have done, and so on. How can we reconcile the fact that we 

are not ideally rational with the position that the norms for rational revision cire part 

of our cognitive architecture? 

^OSCAR is an AI system which is the implementation of Pollock's on-going project of building an 
artificially intelligent autonomous agent. See Pollock (1995) for an overview of the OSCAR Project. 
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The right model of normativity for rational belief change is. I think, what we 

might call the competence model of normativity. The idea was first developed and 

put to use in theoretical linguistics by Chomsky (1965). In the case of language, 

it is easy to make a competence-performance distinction. Actual language use is 

riddled with ungrammaticalities, false starts, aborted sentences, and the like. .Ac

tual language users are themselves limited: we are finite creatures, we have limited 

memory, shifts of attention, and so on. These are all features of real language use— 

performance. Chomsky made explicit the fact that this is typically not the sort of 

thing that theoretical Unguists care about. Rather what is of interest is 

... an ideal speaker-listener, in a completely homogeneous speech-community, 

who knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically 

irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of atten

tion and interest, and errors (random or characteristic) in applying his 

knowledge of the language in actual performance. (Chomsk}'. 1965. p. 3) 

None of us are ideal speaker-listener's, though, so what does linguistic theory purport 

to say about us? The idea is that by describing the grammar in the head of an ideal 

linguistic agent, a theory of granunar is an attempt at spelling out the details of 

our underlying competence—i.e., the system of rules which codifies, describes, and 

explains our linguistic capacity. 

Before returning to epistemological theories of belief change, we shoidd consider 

two consequences of the competence model of normativity. First, the model is in 

fact a model of normativity. A basic feature of grammatical theories is that they 

categorize sentences as either permissible or impermissible. A sentence is permissible 

(firom a grammatical point of view) just in case it is well-formed according to the 

theory. Second, the linguist has access to two sorts of data. One is. naturally enough, 

performance data—corpus data, and what have you. The other is native speaker 

intuition: the theoretical linguist uses the armchair as a laboratorj-'. One constraint 
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on theories is that they cannot render as grammatical sentences which intuitively do 

not seem to be, and must render as grammatical sentences which intuitively seem 

to be. Both of these consequences of the competence model are significant for the 

dynamics of belief. A theory of rational beUef change is an attempt at spelling out 

what our cognitive competence is with respect to epistemic change, and is in this way 

a normative theory. 

But is this concept of rationality really normative, or is it primarily a descnptivf. 

concept masquerading as a normative one in only a very thin sense? There is. I 

think, a sense in which the project is descriptive—but it is not merely descriptive. 

Here is what I mean. I am interested in the underlying competence of rational belief 

change. One way of getting at a theory of rational X (whether it is rational belief, 

rational decision, whatever) is to think of the theory as a description of what an ideal 

ra t ional  agent  would  beUeve,  dec ide ,  whatever :  ra t ional  agents  would  do  A.  B .C.  

The resulting theory then gets its normative force by saying: if we are to be like these 

ra t ional  agents ,  we  ought  to  do  A,B.C.  

So, I am interested in how ideal rational agents would change their beliefs, and. 

derivatively, how we ought change oiu: beUefs. This project fits neatly into the cogni

tive picture I sketched earUer. In introducing the competence-performance distinc

tion, Chomsky originally motivated it by saying that what we are after is a description 

of the linguistic capacity of an ideal speaker-hearer who has no memory Umitations. 

shifts of attention, etc. and whose appUcation of her linguistic norms is flawless. 

Describing the linguistic capacity of that kind of agent just is giving a theor\- of 

our linguistic competence. Similarly, describing the epistemic dynamics of an ideal 

epistemic agent who has no memory limitations, shifts of attention, etc. and whose 

appUcation of her epistemic norms is flawless just is giving a theory of oiu: epistemic 

competence. 

By identifying theories of belief change as competence normative. I only mean to 

be making perfectly explicit what is akeady present in our rough-and-ready, intuitive 
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notion of rational change of belief. Now, since theories of belief change are compe

tence normative, we should expect them to tell us about the underlying stmctiure 

of epistemic cognition. To do this, they should abstract away from epistemically ir

relevant conditions such as memory limitations, distractions, shifts of attention and 

interest, and errors (random or characteristic) that an agent might make in appKing 

her epistemic norms. We might therefore expect idealizations in a theory of epistemic 

change—e.g., an idealization with the effect that all epistemic states are closed imder 

(classical) logical consequence. But, in fact, this is as it should be on the competence 

normativity model. 

Pursuing the analogy with Unguistic theory, we should expect a generous amount 

of data for theories of belief change to be accessible from the cirmchair. A major 

constraint is that a theory must render revisions as epistemically beyond reproach 

which we in fact judge to be epistemically beyond reproach, and conversely. There are. 

of course, limits to how complex toy problems can be before oiur intuitive judgments 

run out. At that point, epistemological theories need to be examined in more complex 

domains, and that requires that they be implemented. Even so. a theory has no hope 

of generating correct conclusions in complex cases if it fails on toy problems. The 

adequacy of a theory measured on toy problems is judged from the armchair. 

The structure of a theory of epistemic change should specify, given an epistemic 

state K, how an agent should update k in the face of the new information o: Up(K. o). 

Giving a theory of the properties of this updating operator Up(-. •)—how it depends 

on the beUefs, reasons, and so on in the epistemic state k—then amounts to giving 

a theory of the kinematics of rational belief change. Particular theories are different 

according (at least in part) to the extent to which they fill in this general stmctiure 

in different ways: what they take epistemic states to be (what kind of stmctiure is 

K?), and what properties the update operator Up(-,-) is supposed to have. 
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1.3 AGM Belief Revision 

The best known, and most influential, theory of belief change is the AGM theory of be

lief revision, developed by Carlos Alchourron, Peter Gaxdenfors. and David Makinson 

in the early 1980's. (Alchourron, et ai, 1985; Gardenfors, 1988). The core intuition 

behind the AGM theory is that when forced to correct oiu: imperfect pictiure of the 

world, we should only make changes to our beliefs which we are absolutely required 

to make. Information is not gratuitous, and so beUef change should be conservative. 

On the intuitive level, we can distinguish three types of belief change—they differ 

in the relationship between the new information and old. In the simplest case, the new 

information may be completely compatible with my epistemic state. For instance. I 

used to have no attitude at all about today's weather in The Netherlands. But. 

listening to the news this morning, I learned that there is quite a storm hitting the 

coast of the North sea right now. This does not in any way conflict with my previous 

epistemic state, but does add some information. This kind of belief change is called 

expansion. Contraction is the limiting case at the other end of the belief change 

extreme. If, later today, I leam that the radio program that I was listening to had 

inaccurate weather information (it was dated by a day), then it looks like this new 

revelation requires that I withdraw my belief about the weather in The Netherlands 

without adding anything new.'' This is the process of contracting an epistemic state. 

Expansion and contraction are, all things considered, pretty rare. More topical is a 

case, like the case of Jones and his Ford above, where I leam something new that 

does conflict in some way with my current epistemic state—in this case, in order to 

make room for the new information we have to engage in revision.^ 

''This is not quite right. This sort of case looks like I am picking up the new belief that the radio 
program had inaccurate weather information: and contraction is supposed to just delete episteniic 
conunitments. Cases of pure contraction Jire notoriously hard to come by. Conceptually, though, 
there is no problem in identifying contraction as the limiting case where we remove beliefe. 

®This t£kxonomy is standard in the belief dyntimics literature: Alchourron. et al. (198.5): 
Gardenfors (1988); Hansson (1999) all draw the lines in this way. In their version, the only kind 
of conflict between new information and a belief state is logical (i.e., classical) inconsistency. But 
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To model belief change m a precise way, we need to model epistemic states. The 

AGM theory takes epistemic states to be belief sets, where a belief set is & set of 

sentences closed under classical propositional logical consequence.® More carefully: 

Definition 1.1 (AGM Belief Sets). Let A = {p,q,...} be a set of atomic sentences. 

£  i s  a  l a n g u a g e  o f  c l a s s i c a l  p r o p o s i t i o n a l  l o g i c  w i t h  l o g i c a l  c o n s t a n t s  A .  — —  

formed in the usual way. Let Cn be the classical consequence operator C. A set 

of sentences of K of £ is an AGM belief set \S K = Cii{K). 

An AGM belief set is just a theory, in the logician's sense of the term 'theory. ' 

As a limiting case, Kj_ = C is the (unique) absurd belief set. 

BeUef change in the AGM picture should take agents from belief sets to belief sets, 

in the face of new information. Formally, a revision operator is a function which takes 

behef set-sentence pairs to beUef sets. The AGM theory is a postulational theor\' of 

beUef change in that it starts by postulating what the rational bounds are on this 

function. 

For any beUef set K and sentence (p of £. let K * 0 denote the revision of K by 

(p, and similarly let K + cp denote the expansion of K by 0. Expanding, in the AGM 

sense, is just set union closed under classical consequence: K+0 = Cn(KU {0}). The 

revision function * is an AGM compatible revision function iff it satisfies the following 

constraints (Alchourron, et ai, 1985; Gardenfors, 1988); 

(*1) K *(j> — Cii{K * 6) 

(*2) ( f )  E  K  *  ( j )  

(*3) K * (l> Q K + (j) 

(*4) If -10 ^ A" then K + (j}C K*({> 

other sorts of conflict might be relevant. 
®We will only be considering epistemic commitments expressible in propositional languages, so 

there should be no confusion if we drop the qualifier 'propositional*. 
^More accurately, an AGM belief set is a closed theoTy (Chang and Keisler, 1990. p. 12). 
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(*5) K *(f> = Kj_ iff -i<f> 6 Cii(0) 

(*6) If 6 Ca(0) then K — K* tlj 

(*7) AT * (^ A C (/<" * 0) + ̂  

(*8) If -'•0 0 /C * 0 then {K *(!>)+ ii}  C  K *  {0  A p)  

Likewise, let K — (j) be the contraction of K by <p. i.e. K "minimally" changed so 

as to longer imply 0. The contraction function — is an AGM compatible contraction 

function iff it satisfies the following constraints (Alchourron. et ai. 1985: Giirdenfors. 

1988): 

(-1) K  -  ( f )  ^  C n { K  -  0 )  

(-2) K-<t>CK 

(-3) If 0 ^ /r, then a: - 0 = ft: 

(—4) If 0 ^Cn(0), then (l>^ K — <t> 

(—5) If 0 6 K ,  then K  C { K  —  0 ) + 0  

(-6) If (0 0) € Cn(0), then K — (t> = K — u> 

(-7) K  -  ( p n K  -  i i )  C  K  - { ( j )  M l ) )  

(-8) If 0 ^ AT — (0 A ^), then if - (0 A 0) C /C — 0 

Isaac Levi has argued that revision must always be decomposable into a series of con

tractions and expansions (1984:1988). Within the core AGM theory, the suggestion 

is what has come to be called the Levi Identity: 

K *(J) = {K — ->0) + 0 

In fact, it is easy to see that an AGM compatible contraction function determines a 

revision fimction, via the Levi identity, which is also AGM compatible. Conversely. 
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if we start with an AGM compatible revision function and define contraction via the 

Harper Identity 

K — (j) = K n {K * -<(f)) 

then the resulting contraction is also AGM compatible. For reference, let us collect 

these results together as follows: 

Proposition 1.1 (Gardenfors 1988). Let - be an AGM compatible contraction 

function for the language C. Then if* is defined in terms of — via the Levi Identity, 

it is an AGM compatible revision function. Similarly, let * be an AGM compatible 

revision function for the language C. Then if — is defined in terms of* via the Harper-

Identity, it is an AGM compatible contraction function. 

The AGM postulates only constrain possible revision and contraction functions, 

and do not give (or recommend in any obvious way) a constniction of a rational 

belief revision function. However, given the Levi identity it is sufficient to give a 

direct construction of contraction to arrive at an indirect construction of revision. 

Historically, the AGM trio attacked the problem in just that way. Pre-theoretically. 

a contraction of a belief set K" by a sentence <p should return as much of K as is 

possible without implying 0. 

Definition 1.2 (AGM Remainder Sets). Let K be any belief set. and o be any 

sentence  of  C.  The remainder  se t  of  K l ess  0 ,  A' -Lo) ,  i s  the  se t  such  tha t  B € (KLo)  

iff: 

1 .  B C K  

2. ^ Cn(5) 

3. There is no set B' such that (f> 0 Cn(B') where B C B' Q K. 

In general, there may be more than one maximal subset of K that does not imply 

4>. So we want to pick "the best one". But suppose that, given some measiure of 
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'best', we have a tie. What then? Well, we should take the common parts of all the 

best such remainders. The typical way of picking the best elements of a set is to 

use some selection function. Given an AGM belief set K. a selection function for K 

is a function 7 such that (for any sentence (j)): (1) in the principle case where the 

remainder set is non-empty 'y{KL<i)) picks out a non-empty subset of KJlo: and (2) 

in the limiting case where K±(l) is empty, then 7(K'±(p) just retiums {/v}-

Definition 1.3 (TR Partial Meet Contraction; Alchourron, et al. (1985)). 

Fix a prepositional language C and let K be an AGM belief set relative to £. A 

contraction operator ~ is a transitively relational partial meet contraction function 

for C iff there is a selection function 7 such that for any sentence oE C: 

1. Kr^4> = f]y{Klcl)y, 

2. There is a relation 72. such that (for nonempty KI.0): 

(a) 7(/C10) = {B 6 KU : CTZB. VC € KL0} 

(b) 72. is transitive over Kip. 

The relation 72. is called the marking-off relatiorL since it marks off the best elements 

of the remainder set KL(j). 

One of the main results in the original AGM paper is that a contraction operator 

on (logically closed) belief sets is AGM compatible iff it is a transitively relational 

partial meet contraction operator. 

Proposition 1.2 (Alchourron, et al. (1985)). Let K be any AGM belief set The 

contraction operator — is a transitively relational partial meet contraction operator iff 

it satisfies (—!)-(—8). 

By Proposition 1.1, we thus know that transitively relational partial meet contraction 

also characterizes AGM compatible revision functions. 
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1.4 Foundations and Coherence Belief Change 

When one sees the labels 'foundations" and "coherence"' in epistemology. the usmil 

suspects are theories of justification, not theories of belief dynamics. There is some 

agreement that they apply equally well—and in analogous ways—in the context of 

the problem of epistemic change (Harman, 1984: Gaxdenfors. 1992: Rott. 1998). 

The basic idea guiding the foundations theory of belief change draws upon famil

iar considerations from foundationalists with respect to justification. Paraphrasing 

Harman's characterization: some beliefs depend on others for their justification, and 

revision of a belief set in the face of new information should be sensitive to the pres

ence or absence of surviving justifications. Formal theories of defeasible inference 

such as default logic (Reiter, 1980), circumscription (McCarthy. 1980). TMS (Doyle. 

1979), and defeasible argumentation systems (Pollock, 1995; Prakken and Vreeswijk. 

2000) seem to be the types of theories which both Harman and G&denfors have in 

mind. 

It is not necessary to explore in any detail these theories to get the basic framework 

in view—and the basic framework is all we need for our discussion of foundations and 

coherence theories of belief change. In all of these theories of defeasible inference, 

what an agent defeasibly believes (and so what an agent might have to revise) is 

supported by the presence of justifications, and when the justifications are imdercut 

the behefs which depend on them are no longer viable. Justified belief is a matter 

of pedigree. Suppose you believe that Q. Your belief is justified just in case it is 

in some sense or other supported by your epistemic state—^just in case you have an 

epistemically viable reason for believing that P. 

Likewise, coherence belief revision is supposed to bear some relationship to coher

ence justification. In particular, it is negative holistic coherence theories which are 

the "static counterparts" to coherence theories of belief change.® According to nega-

®See Pollock and Cruz (1999) for a thorough taxonomy of theories of epistemic justification. 
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tive holistic coherence theories, beliefs do not have—and it is not so that they ought 

to have—justifications attached to them that legitimates their presence in an agent "s 

belief set.® Reasons play essentially and exclusively a negative role informing us when 

a belief should be given up. The core AGM theory presented above is supposed to be 

paradigmatic of a coherence theory of belief change. 

Foundations approaches to beUef change take seriously the idea that some beliefs 

are held just because others are. To make this distinction a little more concrete, let us 

call a theory of epistemic change a foundations theory iff we can distinguish derived 

from non-derived beliefs in an epistemic state, and this difference makes a difference 

to rational belief change. A theory of epistemic change is a coherence theor\' just in 

case it is not a foundations theory. It is important that this way of drawing the line 

is just a regimentation of the way in which Harman and Gardenfors draw it. 

It is easy to see that the formal theories of defeasible inference mentioned above— 

Doyle's TMS, default logic, defeasible argiunentation systems, and (more generally) 

nonmonotonic logics— are all foundations theories of belief change. The core notions 

of this family of theories is that beliefs owe their existence to chains of justifications. 

By changing the justification status of beliefs higher up in a chain, we can change 

the status of the conclusions. Suppose that you believe Q solely on the basis of P. 

which  i s  se l f - jus t i fy ing .  Now say  you leam tha t  R (which  i s  no t  a  reason for  Q).  

Then according to these theories of defeasible inference, your belief in (J "sur\-ives" 

the incorporation of R just in case your beUef in P still justifies you in beUeving 

That is, you beUeve Q just because you believe P (and P is still a reason for Q). Q is 

^Pollockand Cruz give a thorough discussioa of negative holistic coherence theories of justification 
(Pollock and Cruz, 1999, pp. 80-84). 

'"But see Hansson and Olsson (1999) for a dissenting view. They argue that the AGM theor\' is 
inconsistent with basic tenets of coherentist epistemology. However, their argument seems to turn 
on conflating positive and negative coherence theories: only the latter seem to motirate coherence 
belief change. 

"^^Of course, these theories differ as to how the computation is supposed to go. what coimts 
as interference between belief, and so on. But they all have this basic foundational intuition in 
conmion. 
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a derived belief and P is a non-derived belief; more importantly, these theories insist 

that this difference matters in how your epistemic state changes imder the infiuence 

of new information. 

It is equally easy to see that the core AGM theory is a coherence theor\'. Suppose 

an agent has independent reason to believe V il}, and independent reason to believe 

<f>. To simplify things, let us say that these are all of the agent's beliefs. Let the 

agent's AGM belief set be K. So, K = Cn{{0 V Contrast K with the belief 

state K' of an agent who only has independent reason to believe o. Since o V t-  is a 

logical consequence of <j), Cn{K') = Cn{K). Thus, in the AGM framework, the two 

belief sets are indistinguishable even though the disjunctive belief is merely derived 

inK' .  

Both Gardenfors and Harman argue for coherence theories of belief change in 

part by arguing that foundations theories would require agents to keep track of too 

many justifications. Harman advances two argiunents against foimdations approaches 

and for coherence approaches, both relying on what principles he sees each being 

committed to in order to regulate rational belief change. Foimdations theories of 

belief change rely, Harman says, essentially on what he calls the Principle of Netjative 

Undermining: It is rationally obUgatory to stop believing P whenever an agent no 

longer associates the belief in P with an adequate justification. On the other liand. 

coherence theories are committed to a positive correlate of this thesis—the Principk 

of Positive Undermining: It is rationally obligatory to stop believing P whenever an 

agent has positive reason to think that believing P is no longer epistemically \iable 

(Harman, 1984, p. 46). 

Barman's first argument is that, as a matter of fact, people do not keep track 

of the justifications that the Principle of Negative Undermining would require, tind 

so foundations theories "would say one should stop believing ahnost everything one 

believes, which is absurd" (p. 46). The principle of positive undermining—the coher-

entist principle—has no such absurd results so we have reason to doubt foimdations 
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theories on this score. His second argument is that clutter avoidance is rational in a 

complex world, and coherence theories of epistemic change are consistent with this— 

and foundations theories are not (since they must endorse the Principle of Negative 

Undermining). 

The target of Harman's arguments against foundations theories of belief change 

are theories Uke Doyle's TMS. But these are rather extreme cases of theories which 

satisfy the criteria of being foimdations theories. All that is required for a theor\- to 

be a foundations theory of behef change is for it to make sense to chraw a derived-non-

derived belief distinction. Clearly there is plenty of room for theories which meet this 

requirement and yet are very far from TMS, defeasible argumentation systems, and 

the like. So Harman's arguments are directed not at foundations theories of belief 

change, but to a rather special subset of this class of theories. 

Quite contrary to Harman's argimaents. it looks like rational belief change requires 

some ability to distinguish 'derived' from 'non-derived' beliefs, in some sense or other 

of these terms. Consider an example, adapted from Hansson (1989). Suppose you 

enter a town, which you know has exactly two coffeeshops. It is a holiday. You see 

me on the street drinking some coffee. You form the beUef that either coffeeshop A 

or coffeeshop B is open (A V B). Then you see that the hghts are on in shop A. and 

so you beUeve it is A that is open. Let us represent this epistemic situation by the 

set of beliefs {A.AV B}. Now, as you approach coffeeshop A you see a sign in the 

window: CLOSED FOR CLEANING ALL DAY. You have to revise yoiu: epistemic state 

to reflect that A is in fact not open (-"A). Intuitively, the revision of {A. Av i5} with 

-lA should still include the disjunctive belief A V B. 

To see why (merely) derived beUefs are important in belief change, consider a 

situation exactly like the one above except that upon walking into the town, you 

do not see me (or anyone else) with a coffee. You walk into the town, see that the 

^-For our present purposes it is not relevant whether or not his arguments are successful on that 
particular specisil subset of theories. 
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lights are oa in coffeeshop A, and form the belief that it is open (.4). Since yoii know-

logic, you therefore also believe Ay B. Now, when you see the sign posted in the 

window and have to revise by -lA, you should not be left beheving that .4 V B. This 

disjunctive beUef was held just because one its disjuncts was. Making a distinction 

between non-derived and (merely) derived behefs is essential for getting the right 

picture of rational belief change. 

1.5 Foundations Theories 

Whatever the merits of the analogous taxonomy in the case of justification. I doubt 

that the apparently tidy distinction between foundations and coherence theories of 

belief change is all that useful. The reason is that the core AGM theor\' is the only 

game in town which qualifies as a coherence theory of belief dynamics. If the criterion 

for partitioning theories is whether or not they can make sense out of the derived-

non-derived belief distinction, then as a matter of fact most theories of beUef change 

are foundations theories. Of course theories that trade explicitly on modeling the 

procedures of defeasible reasoning are foundations theories. But they £ire not alone. 

Theories of belief-base dynamics—which I will discuss next—are equally foimdations 

theories (Hansson, 1989; Fuhrmarm, 1991; Rott. 1998). And. as we will see. these 

theories appear, at least on the surface, to be much more closely related to the core 

AGM theory than to (say) Reiter's default logic. Partitioning theories of belief change 

along the foundations-coherence divide does not do justice to these facts. 

The basic idea behind belief-base models is that changes to belief sets tire mtide to 

a rather limited privileged subset of beliefs, and the changes percolate outward from 

this privileged subset to the belief set at large. A beUef base is. in the belief d\^Tiamics 

literature, just identified with any set of sentences. Then, given a behef set /v. we 

can define when a set of sentences is a belief base for K (Hansson, 1998. p. 18): 

Definition 1.4 (Belief Bases). If A C £, then A is a belief base. Let K be an AGM 
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belief set. Then ^ is a belief base for K iff Cn( A) = K. 

The focus for beUef base models in the hterature, just as in the core AGM theory, is 

to axiomatize belief base revision and to provide an equivalent semantic construction. 

The difference is that it is changes to beUef bases, not belief sets, that are of principle 

interest. Using beUef bases instead of belief sets as the basis for investigating episteniic 

change does make this approach a foundations one since we can easily define the 

concept of a merely derived beUef. Intuitively, a beUef is derived relative to the belief 

set K with belief base A just in case it is a consequence of A but not in A: a 6 K 

is a derived beUef of K with belief base A iff a 6 Cn(A) \ A. So a theory which uses 

belief bases is a foundations theory of belief change. 

However, this is imsatisfying. There is a clear sense in which belief-base models 

are more like the core AGM theory than they are Uke default logic and defeasible 

argumentation systems. The foundations-coherence distinction does not reflect either 

of these relationships in an adequate way. and relying on this distinction obsciu-es the 

taxonomy of theories of beUef dynamics. 

Let me point to an analogous situation in modal logic. During the late 1950's 

and early 1960's there was a serious debate—principally between W. V. 0. Quine 

and Ruth Barcan Marcus—as to whether quantification in intensional languages was 

coherent or not. As part of this dialogue. Marcus (1961) argued that it is mistake 

to think that languages can be neatly partitioned into the categories of intensional 

and extensional: 

Our notion of intensionality does not divide languages into mutually ex

clusive classes but, rather, orders them loosely as strongly or weakly inten

sional. A language is expUcitly intensional to the degree to which it does 

not equate the identity relation with some weaker form of equivalence. 

(P -5) 

Marcus goes on, in addition, to discuss implicit extensionalizing of a language. Roughly. 
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a language is more strongly implicitly extensional than another the extent to which 

the first allows as sufficient for substitution salva veritate an equivalence relation that 

is more extensional than that required for such substitution in the second.'^ 

There are, I think, two points that can be drawn from Marcus's suggestion. First, 

it is a mistake to think that there is some sharp dividing line between intensional 

and extensional languages. Quine's worries about quantified modal logic rested ou 

just this mistake. The other point, which Marcus did not explicitly make, has a more 

methodological flavor. Given that theories can be arranged as more or less intensional. 

with first-order logic as a limiting case, we can learn more about intensional constructs 

in general by subjecting more points on this continuum to formal investigation.^' 

Returning to the situation in belief dynamics, I want to make an analogous sugges

tion. Instead of thinking that the foundations-coherence distinction neatly pcurtitioiis 

theories of belief dynamics into two classes. I prefer instead to think of theories of 

epistemic change as being loosely ordered on a spectrum from more to less founda

tional, with coherence theories like the core AGM theory being a limiting case. The 

suggestion is that theories of belief change differ in the extent to which they acknowl

edge in an epistemologically reaMstic way that some behefs are held just because of 

some others and reflect this fact in specifying how beliefs are revised. For short, let 

us say that theories differ with respect to how seriously they take the foimdationalisr 

intuition in belief change. So, in general, one theory is more foundational than an

other the extent to which the first takes the foundationaHst intuition in belief change 

more seriously than the second. 

Belief-base theories are clearly foundational: they are more foimdational than 

the core AGM theory. And they are less foundational than the formal theories of 

sounds odd to more contemporary ears that her discussion is about the intensionalit\- of 
languages instead of theories. It was not altogether uncommon at the time to talk at once about a 
language and a theory in that language. Marcus' interest in formal languages at the time was ahva\-s 
coincidental with an interest in a theory expressed in that language. 

^•'Notice that this is a very different proposed from suggesting that we can learn more about 
intensional constructs by tweaking the properties of the models for modal logics in \'ar{ous ways. 
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defeasible inference. But there is a clear sense in which it is the case that belief-base 

models are much closer to the former than they are to the latter. The only way in 

which one belief depends on another is via logical consequence. So my way of ordering 

theories seems to do what we want in that respect. 

But this way of ordering theories also suggests that there is a large gap in our 

understanding of epistemic change. At the extreme foundations end of the ordering 

we find theories which have a rich epistemological structure of reasons, default rules, 

defeat relations and so on, but it is far from obvious how to characterize the abstract 

properties of beUef change in these theories. It is hard to see how theories with this 

kind of complex structure relate to properties that the update operator Up(-. •) ought 

to have. At the other end of the spectrum, we find the AGM theorj' of belief revision. 

The core AGM theory is attractive in part because the radical coherence stance it 

takes can be modeled in mathematically tractable ways. The theory has a nice formal 

structure, but it sacrifices epistemological sophistication to get it. Between these two 

poles of the continuum very little has been explored, the lone e.xception being belief-

base models. Belief-base models are certainly more foundational than is the .•X.GM 

theory, but only just barely. Thus, what we know about belief change is. in this sense, 

clumpy; there are well understood groups of theories which are clumped near either 

end of the ordering from more to less foundational, and no serious forays in between. 

Just as in the case of intensional constructs, to get a better understanding of the 

contours of rational belief change we need theories that investigate the expanse which 

remains unexplored between the foundations and coherence Umits to theories of belief 

djTiamics. The rest of this dissertation will focus on exploring one tirea in logical space 

for modeling belief change which is situated somewhere near the midpoint between 

the limiting cases of foimdationalism and coherentism. 
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1.6 Themes 

This dissertation is about the Problem of Epistemic Change. There are five other 

themes that are woven into the story I want to tell—themes that have their own 

philosophical value. 

First, as I just argued, it is important that we explore some of the territor\* between 

the two poles of our ordering of theories of belief change. In Pollock and GiUies (2000). 

John Pollock and I showed that, starting from a position at the limiting foundations 

end of the spectnun, we cannot define any sensible AGM-style revision fiuictions on 

epistemic states. Vutually all of the postulates are demonstrably falsified. So the 

two poles of our ordering are incompatible. But. as I show here, there is something 

sensible to be seen somewhere between. 

Second, I am interested in prioritized belief change—changes in belief where the 

new information is guaranteed to be accepted in the revised state. This is not the only 

type of model, of course. Non-prioritized behef revision relaxes this assiunption.^'' I 

am interested in prioritized beUef change not because it is a simpler case to study, 

but because it illustrates an important point for epistemology. There is a difference 

between the concept justified belief and the concept justified belief change. The fust is 

a property of behefs, whereas the second is a property of transitions between sets of 

beliefs. Focusing on prioritized beUef change highlights that there is a real difference 

here. In effect, a theory of prioritized belief change is a theory which begins where a 

theory of justified belief ends. Since there is a conceptual difference between justified 

belief and justified belief change, we ought to be able to say something interesting 

about the latter which does not commit us in any substantive way to a particular 

theory about the former. That is what a focus on prioritized belief change allows us 

to do. 

Third, the models I will develop and advocate are what I call properly semantic 

^^See Friedman and Halpem (1999a) and Hansson (1998) for a discussion and references. 
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models of epistemic change. Our intuitions about epistemic facts—whether a partic

ular agent in a thought experiment is justified is a particular belief or not. whether 

a beUef change is a rationally permissible belief change, and so on—are a principle 

data source for building theories of our epistemic competence. Competence theories 

of some aspect of our epistemic lives are driven by and must answer to oiu- judgments 

about what the rational epistemic commitments of particular epistemic states are. 

These judgments, moreover, seem to me to be semantic judgments—they are judg

ments about the structure, content, and dynamics of how we represent the world. We 

do not represent the world by the set of beUefs we happen to have. It is rather the case 

that we have the epistemic commitments that we have in virtue of the information 

that is encoded in our representation of the world. Models of behef change that take 

this stance seriously are properly semantic: they aim at characterizing belief change 

as an operation on semantic structures. Although it is not a decisive objection against 

a theory of belief change that it is not properly semantic, it ought to be possible to 

reconstruct such a theory in a properly semantic representation. 

The fourth and fifth of my themes together form a pair of contextualist themes. 

David Lewis (1996) and Keith DeRose (1992), among others, have forcefully argued 

that the truth of knowledge attributions depend on non-trivial parameters which are 

determined by the context of utterance. Lewis' proposal—which e.xtends an idea he 

had about the dynamics of natmral language much earlier (Lewis. 1979)—is that "5 

knows that p" is true iff p is true at all the possible worlds which are imeUminated 

by S''s evidence—psst! except for all those possible worlds which we are properly 

ignoring. The bulk of the theory is to specify niles for the proper ignoring of possible 

worlds.^® Without taking a stance on whether this strategj-- works in the case of 

knowledge attributions, I think something Uke this intuition is at work in other areas 

of epistemology and can be exploited in modeling epistemic change. There are lots 

of possible worlds. But we can and do safely ignore most of them at any given time. 

^®The rules are epistemology-specific rules of presupposition accommodatioQ. 
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So long as we keep in mind that some story about accommodation can be told about 

when we can and cannot properly ignore a certain possible world, then it is safe 

to model epistemic states by, for example, finite sets of possible worlds (finite, but 

ensuring that we have as many as we need for the task at hand)."^^ 

The second contextualist theme is less pragmatic, and is only very distantly related 

to contextualist epistemology. So far I have been talking about the beliefs that 

agents have and their epistemic commitments in a way that suggests that these are 

interchangeable terms. I do not think they are. In fact. I think that the coucept of 

belief is ambiguous, and the conversational and epistemic context sometimes makes 

the ambiguity matter. It is a truism that agents Uving in a world Uke oiu-s have to be 

able to form beliefs based on defeasible rules of inference. I have not seen the weather 

forecast for quite some time, and I have not been outside yet today. Nevertheless. I 

believe that it is sunny in Tucson now. The belief is supported, intuitively, because 

I also have a sort of general default rule to the effect that normally it is sunny in 

Tucson. On the face of it, this is a very different kind of epistemic commitment than 

a case in which I have been outside to see that it is simny in Tucson now. In botli 

cases I believe it is svmny in Tucson now, but it would take different kinds of epistemic 

inputs to overthrow these commitments. In the first case—where I e.xpect that it is 

simny now since I have a defeasible rule to that effect—all that is needed is for me to 

go outside and observe that it is not simny after all. No big deal, my rule is not in 

force (the world is not as normal as I thought). In the second case. I would need to 

observe some change in the weather to overthrow my commitment. And that is a quite 

different thing. I mean only to be making the pre-theoretic observation that "belief" 

does not disambiguate these two kinds of epistemic commitment. Sometimes the 

difference makes no difference; but in discussing the rational mandates on epistemic 

change it might. So we should take care not confuse them at the outset lest we beg 

^'^This points to another advantage of properly semantic models: they are compact in a way chat 
belief sets are not. Belief sets are by definition infinite since there are infinitely many tautologies. 
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any questions.^® 

These themes constitute some sub-currents which nm throughout the remaining 

chapters, and the chapters themselves are devoted to specific problems in exploring 

the Problem of Epistemic Change. In Chapter 2 I argue in a more systematic way 

that we need some kind of foundations theory for epistemic change. But the tlieor}' 

I want is a new foundations theory in that it seeks to explore some ground between 

the two poles of our loose ordering of theories of epistemic change.^® The focus in 

Chapter 2 is on the simplest case where agents only have epistemic commitments 

expressible in ordinary classical propositional logic. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 1 

relax this assumption in different ways, allowing epistemic commitments involving 

epistemic modalities and conditionals (respectively). There are serious puzzles and 

paradoxes to be had in each case that challenge our understanding of epistemic change 

in these richer environments. The proofs of the main theorems are collected in the 

final chapter, Chapter 5. 

^®Ia fact, I think the difference does matter in some contexts, and when it matters the conte.Kt 
forces us to be clear about which is at stake. 

^®It is a new foundations theory of belief change in much the same way that Quine wanted to gi%'e 
a theory laying new foundations for mathematical logic. 
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Chapter 2 

NEW FOUNDATIONS FOR EPISTEMIC CHANGE 

2.1 Epistemic States and Belief States 

In its most general guise, the problem of epistemic change is the problem of specihiiig 

what changes are rationally required to an epistemic state k given the new information 

that 0. Any solution to the problem of epistemic change must meet four requirements. 

It should specify: (1) what an epistemic state is (what kind of structure is appropriate 

for modeling epistemic states), (2) what agents in a particular epistemic state are 

rationally committed to believing, (3) what language is adequate for expressing tliose 

commitments and epistemic inputs, and (4) how new information gets incorporatetl iu 

an epistemic state. The AGM revision postulates seem to characterize belief change a.s 

a function taking belief set-sentence pairs to belief sets. Intuitively, however, rational 

belief change cannot be treated as a process involving belief sets alone: epistemic 

states cannot be identified with belief sets. 

Consider once again Hansson's (1989) coffeeshop example. It is perhaps easiest 

to see why Hansson's example causes trouble for the AGM theor\' if we look at it.s 

abstract form. Suppose you have believe the disjunction o V li' and. on independent 

grounds you also believe one of the disjimcts, say Suppose further that these are all 

of your beliefs which are relevant—you do not, for example, have a belief about what 

your grounds are for your beliefs.^ Call the closure of this set of beliefs A.'. Contrast 

K with a belief set which is based just on your belief that o. Call the closure of {G[ 

under the classical consequence operator K'. Clearly. K = /v'. But they do not have 

^This is not as artificial as it ought at seem first blush. We need not have beliefe about where 
our belief come from—indeed, if this were true of all of our beliefe it would be catastrophic. This, 
arguably at least, is the point that Lewis Carroll (1895) was trying to bring to our attention. All 
we need for the Hansson case to work is two beliefe 0 V I/?.0 such that they are independent beliefe 
(neither based on the other) and we do not have any beUefe about their grounds. 
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the same revision policies—revising the former but not that latter with -^0 should 

also force the removal of the disjunctive belief (pW ijj. 

So much for the abstract form. Suppose, now, that it is a public holiday, and you 

see me on the street having a coflfee. Since the town has only two coffeeshops. you 

beheve that either A is open or B is open (A V S).' In the distance, you see that the 

Ughts in A are on, and so you beheve in particular that it is A that is open. Following 

the AGM theory, we represent your behef set by K = Cn({A. Av B}). Now suppose 

you see the sign in v4's window: CLOSED ALL DAY FOR CLEANING. Intuitively. K 

revised by -'A should still contain the disjunctive belief Av B. By way of contrast, in 

the case where you do not first see me on the street with a coffee, upon revising your 

beUef state K' by -lA you ought not retain the disjunctive beUef since you had uo 

independent reason for the beUef. But K' = Cn({i4}) = Cn({>l, .4 V B}) = K. aud 

so revising each by -'A would return the same belief set (since updating should be 

functional). Mere beUef sets lose the distinction that we want to make here—namely, 

between derived and non-derived beUefs—that is a saUent aspect of epistemic states. 

In fact, identifying epistemic states with any subset of an agent's belief set leads 

to a counterintuitive picture of epistemic change. The properties of some non-beliefs 

play an important role. Conceptually, notice that there is room for at least three 

grades of attitude toward plain facts. Let 0 be a plain fact. Then I might believe 

that 0 and I might have akeady ruled out that 0 (in which case I beheve that --o). 

But between these two extremes, there is room for me to consider (p a live option— 

even though I do not believe ((>, If attitudes like this "live option" attitude turn out to 

make a difference to rational beUef change then any model which identifies epistemic 

states with AGM beHef sets, or any subset of an agent's beUef set. carmot be right. 

In particular, if there are case in which "Uve option" non-beUefs matter to rational 

^It is compatible with the AGM theory that you do not have any belief about me and my coffee. 
The AGM theory is a theory about belief change, not belief formation. Its prediction is that if 
K = K', then no matter the way belief are acquired K and K' have the same revision policies. 
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revision, then this is a strike against belief-base models. 

Suppose that there has been a murder in the mansion (Darwiche and Petu-l. 1997). 

There are three suspects: the driver, the gardener, and the butler. You believe that 

the gardener has done it, admit that the driver is a distant possibility (though you 

do not beUeve he did it), and think it certain that the butler has not done it. I agree 

that the gardener has done it. But I think that the butler is a disttxnt possibility 

(though I do not believe he did it), and that the driver certainly did not do it. .\s 

far as the AGM theory is concerned, we share the same beliefs since AGM belief set-s 

are sets of formulas in ordinary propositional logic. By the lights of the .\GM theory, 

our conditional incUnations and judgments of epistemic possibility do not coimr as 

among our beliefs.^ So it is natural to say that we share the same objective beliefe: 

the gardener is the culprit. However, if he were to surprise us with an iron-clad alibi, 

we would end up with very different beliefs about the case—you would then believe 

that the driver had done it whereas I would believe that it was the butler. So more 

than our beliefs matter. In particular, how we rank various non-beliefs seeius to be 

crucial. 

Examples like this are easy to manufacture, and they all point to the same con

clusion: epistemic states cannot be identified with belief sets. Epistemic states have 

more structure than that. And an adequate picture of rational belief change surely 

depends on getting the right picture of epistemic states. 

If we are concerned primarily with giving a characterization of the abstract prop

erties of belief revision, there are (broadly speaking) three types of proposals we might 

give for how to model epistemic states: we might treat epistemic states as belief sets 

plus a particular selection function, we might treat epistemic states as a belief base 

plus a selection fimction, or we might construct a possible worlds representation of 

epistemic states.'' 

^Chapter 3 tackles the problems that arise whea episteniic change and epistemic modalitj' inter
act. 

•'Of course, this does not exhaust the possible ways of thinking of epistemic states—Pollock, for 
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The main represeatation theorem of the core AGM theory suggests this first way 

of thinking of epistemic states (see Proposition 1.2): A re\ision function is AGN[ 

compatible iff it is based on (i.e., definable via the Levi Identity in terms of) a partial 

meet contraction function in which the selection function 7 is transitively relational. 

So, one proposal would be to say that an epistemic state is a belief set plus such a 

selection function.® 

This is not too far removed from a proposal made by Gardenfors (1988: 1992). 

Instead of ordering remainder sets directly, we can take epistemic states to be belief 

sets plus an ordering <ee of epistemic entrenchment The idea is that we can order 

sentences according to our willingness to give them up—the less we cire willing to give 

up a beUef, the more entrenched it is—and then e.xploit this ordering in an e.Kplicit 

definition of a revision function. If 0 <ee ^ then w is at least as entrenched as o 

is. Intuitively, <ee orders members of a given behef set K. but it is technically a bit 

more convenient to take the ordering to be over the whole language C. Gardenfors 

(1988) axiomatizes the properties of <ee ioi this way: 

(EEl) If 0 <ee W and t/; <ee 1- then 0 <ee 7 

(EE2) litj; e Cn({^}). then d <ee P 

(EES) If (p, ^ € AT. either <b <ee {<f> A p) or i; <ee (0 A ti') 

(EE4) If AT ^ K^, ^ A' iff 0 <ee for all tl;. 

(EES) If ^ <ee 0 fof all t, then 0 € Cn(0) 

The first is just the requirement that epistemic entrenchment is really a well-behaved 

ordering—it is a transitive binary relation. The second axiom ensiures that necessary 

example, takes epistemic states to be graph-theoretic structures recording reason, argument, aucl 
defeat relations by the arcs in the graphs. But the three ways mentioned above do exhaust the wa\-s 
investigators have taken epistemic states in the belief dynamics literature. 

^Notice that this picture of epistemic states trivializes the second desideratum: an agent is 
committed to just those beUefe in her belief set. 
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truths are maximally entrenched. To motivate the third axiom, recall that entrench

ment is supposed to capture some sense of our willingness to give up beliefs if we have 

to. Suppose you have to give up beUef in the conjunction {o A ip). Since the AGM 

theory insists that you should make "minimal" changes to achieve this, either you 

should be at least as wiUing to give up (j) as the conjunction or else you should be at 

least as willing to give up tp as the conjunction.® Fourth, since entrenchment orders 

your beliefs by your willingness to give them up. what you do not believe should be 

assigned minimal rank in the ordering. And that is what (EE4) says. Finally, only 

necessary truths can never be given up. 

The "strict part" of <EEr <ee: is defined the usual way. We can use this to 

construct a revision function outright. 

Definition 2.1 (Entrenciiment Based Revision). Let f\ be any belief set. and 

(^,0 be any sentences of C. Suppose <££ is an ordering of epistemic entrenchment. 

Then * is an entrenchment based revision function for <ee iff-

ip E K * 4) ]& {(j)->•(/;) <EE (<P 

Proposition 2.1 (G^denfors 1988). Let * be an entrenchment based revision 

function. Then * satisfies (*l)-(*8) iff <ee satisfies {EE1)-{EE5). Conversely, if * 

is an AGM compatible revision function, then there is an ordering <ee of epistemic 

entrenchment such that * is an entmechment based revision function for See-

So constructing a revision function via an ordering of entrenchment yields a re

vision function which is AGM compatible, and conversely every AGM compatible 

revision fimction can be modeled as an entrenchment based revision function. 

The second broad class of approaches to modeling epistemic states identifies an 

epistemic state k with a belief base (i.e., a non-logically closed set of beliefs) plus 

some selection function or entrenchment information. A sUghtly different approach, 

taken by Rott (1998), is to identify epistemic states with prioritized belief bases—i.e.. 

®(EE3) implies that <ee is connected, i.e., for any ip, tp either <p <ee 4> or it <ee o. 
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ordered but non-Iogically closed sets of sentences. Given a belief base, and agent 

is committed to believing its closure under classical consequence. One of the main 

tasks in this approach is to say in a precise way how entrenchment information can 

percolate from a beUef base to the logically closed beUef set. Most of the formal work 

in the belief base djmamics Uterature explores what base-generated operators are. 

and are not, closure invariant—i.e., what operators are such that if they satisfy some 

postulate with respect to a non-logically closed set of sentences A. then they must 

also satisfy that same postulate with respect top the AGM belief set for which A is a 

base. Hansson (1998) provides a comprehensive tour through this branch of research. 

The advantage of a beUef-base representation is that it takes foundationalist in

tuitions seriously. But there are difficulties with this way of representing epistemic 

states. First, beUef-base representations have trouble coming to terms with the Dar-

wiche and Pearl case above. We need a representation for epistemic states which can 

distinguish between propositions agents beUeve and propositions which agents have 

not yet conclusively ruled out ("Uve options"). Even if the language for e.xpressiiig 

epistemic commitments is not rich enough to express modal beliefs, there are mo(la[ 

properties of potential epistemic commitments which need to be represented. Second, 

behef-base models only recognize our foundationalist intuitions in a ver\' impoverished 

sense. A major criticism of the beUef base approach to behef dynamics that we saw 

in Chapter 1 is that it takes a far too epistemologically naive relationship between a 

belief and what that belief derivatively supports. On the belief base approach, c is 

beUeved just because is iff ^ is independently believed and w is a. (classical) logical 

consequence of 0. This is much too crude; we need to represent that some beUefs are 

held defeasibly jnst because others are. Third, beUef-base representations of epistemic 

states hiherit some of the difficulties that the core AGM theory has. In particuku:. 

these models are not what I called "properly semantic" models of epistemic change. 

The third broad class of epistemic states are possible-worlds models (Spohn. 1988: 

Grove, 1988; Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991b; Boutilier. 1994). There are two ad\'an-
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tages of the possible-worlds approach. First, it provides a richer framework to express 

conditional commitment, plausibility, and other modal properties of belief. Second, 

a possible-worlds model is, from a model theoretic point of view, more transparent. 

In such models it is easy to see what it means to revise, or contract, one's epistemic 

state and so it is comparatively easy to evaluate just what the structure is that is 

being proposed as an analysis of our competence theory of epistemic change. The 

basic idea for any possible-worlds model of epistemic states is that an epistemic state 

should contain just those worlds that are consistent with what the agent takes herself 

to know. For our purposes, we can just treat possible worlds cis tnith assigmiients 

to the propositional atoms of the language C. That is. w is a possible world (more 

economically: a possibility) iff u; is a function from the set A of atoms of C into the 

set of truth-values {0,1}.^ 

Definition 2.2 (Possibilities), w is a possible world iff tt' : ^ 2. The set of 

possible worlds is the function space from atoms to truth-values; \V = 2'^. 

An agent's epistemic state K, in a possible worlds approach, can be thought of 

as a set of possible worlds together with an ordering on W. Intuitively, the set 

of possibihties represents the worlds compatible with what the agent takes herself 

to know and the ordering represents the plausibility and implausibihty of different 

possibihties according to that agent. All such models m the hteratiure insist that 

the ordering is both transitive and complete over W (Grove. 1988: Boutilier. 1994. 

1996). Equivalently, we can identify an agent's epistemic state k with a function 

from W into the natural numbers; the idea being that the higher rank a world has hi 

an epistemic state, the more implausible it is in that epistemic state (Spohn. 1988. 

2001; Darwiche and Pearl, 1997). Formally, the suggestion is that k is an epistemic 

state iff /c G and t'^O) ^ 0- If iz{w) < k{v), then the possibihty ic is more 

plausible (less implausible) than v, according to the agent whose epistemic state is 

will follow the standard coaventioa that 0 represents falsehood and I truth. The set {0.1} of 
truth-values is also known simply as the set 2. 
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K. The requirement that some worlds are maximally plausible (i.e., that k~^ 0) 

ensiires that the agent beUeves something. Let us call models of this type plausibility 

structures or ranking functions.^ 

Thinking of epistemic states as plausibility structures provides a compact way to 

represent the objective beliefs of agents as well as agents' conditional inclinatioas. and 

so what facts that take to be "hve options". We can derivatively define a belief set K 

for an agent with epistemic state K in a routine way. For any formula o in the language 

of classical prepositional logic, let [0| be the set of worlds in which o Is true—the 

set of (^worlds. Where k is any plausibility structure and (p any formula, the most 

plausible ^-worlds in k are just the (^worlds with lowest rank in k (i.e.. minimal in 

the ranking). Let this set be min(0, k). Then we can define how a ranking fimctiou 

over possibilities determines an objective beUef set: 

Definition 2.3. Let K be a plausibility structure. Then K is the objective belief set 

based on k iff = (^ 6 £ : k"^(0) C |(P|}. 

And, from here we can define a revision function on K. In order to revise (in K) by 

the information that (p. an agent adopts the most plausible o worlds as maximally 

plausible: 

Definition 2.4 (Plausibility Revision). Let K be any belief set based on the 

plausibility structure K, and (j) be any sentence of £. * is the plausibiUty based 

revision operator determined hy k iS K * <j) = {ip € C : min(0, k) C 

The revision ftmctions induced by a plausibility stnicture in this way are coe.x-

tensive with the revision functions induced by qualitative rankings over W which are 

transitive and connected. This class of revision functions, moreover, is exactly the 

class of AGM compatible revision functions. 

®Ia Spohn (1988) such structures are called "ordinal coaditional ftmctions". Since then, however, 
he has dropped that terminology—most recently embracing franking ftmctions" (Spohn. 2001). I 
prefer 'plausibility structures" for nmemonic reasons. 
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Proposition 2.2 (Grove (1988); Boutilier (1994)). Let * be a plausibility based 

revision function. Then* satisfies the AGM postulates {*1)-{*8). Conversely, if* is 

an AGM compatible revision operator, then there is a ranking structure k with * as 

its revision operator. 

A criticism of possible-worlds models is that they camiot take our foimdationalist 

intuitions seriously. This is supposed to be because possible-worlds are logically closed 

structures, and so we have no hope of drawing a sensible line between non-derived, 

directly held beUefs and derived, indirectly held beUefs by using a representation {viz-

possible worlds) which is insensitive to the difference between belief-bases and belief 

sets. This criticism turns on a mistake in understanding what taking oiu: "founcUi-

tionalist intuitions seriously" really amounts to. In the rest of this chapter I want to 

motivate and propose a theory of epistemic change which takes our foundationalist 

intuitions seriously, but manages to do this in a possible-worlds framework. 

2.2 Epistemic States and General Defaults 

All of the models of epistemic states above, and the revision functions they induce, 

depend on there being a total pre-order over the sentences of C. remainder sets, or 

over possibiUties. But where does this ordering come from? For the most part, the 

theories presume that such an ordering is given. There are two problems with this 

presumption. 

The first problem is that a measure of plausibility is the linchpin for semantic 

models of epistemic change. Assuming, rather than explaining, the existence and 

properties of such an ordering is on that basis undesirable. The accounts of belief 

change are driven by this structure over possibilities, and so it needs to be explained 

not assumed. Stipulating that possibilities are so ordered is tantamount to hypothe

sizing a ghost in the machine of beUef change. A satisfactory theory ought not rely 
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on such ghosts.® 

Second, assuming some ordering over possible worlds as given (without sciying just 

how it arises) makes it hard to say what properties that ordering is supposed to have. 

The pre-orders that are assiuned, as a matter of fact, are all total (i.e.. transitive and 

connected). Total pre-orders, of course, are desirable from a mathematical point of 

view since they have nice formal properties. But what justifies us in ttiking worlds 

to be ordered in such a tidy way? Without a story about how agents decide to order 

possibihties, it is hard to say. In fact, below I will argue that the most plausible way 

to say that agents order worlds, even in the simplest case, gives rise to a stnicture 

which is merely a partial pre-order on possibilities. 

Epistemic agents do not have orderings of plausibility hardwired into their cog

nitive architecture. Instead, we judge one possibihty as more plausible than another 

based on how well, comparatively speaking, the first obeys the sorts of commonsense 

inferences we routinely make and the second does not.^° Suppose it is normally the 

case that it is sunny in Tucson, and that I have a general sort of defeasiljle rule ro 

this effect. Suppose I have not seen the weather forecast for a week or so. Wheu 

I wake up in Tucson, without looking outside, it seems reasonable for me to e.xpect 

that it will be a sunny day. All else being equal. I presiune that the actucil world is 

one in which it is simny today in Tucson—I rank the sunny worlds as more plausible 

ceteris paribus than the not-sunny worlds. 

A default rule, intuitively, is a nde for drawing commonsense conclusions from 

a limited stock of facts. A general default is a default which makes a general, i.e.. 

®This is analogous to a point made by Asher and Morreau (1991) about specificitj- in commoriseiist' 
reasoning. One way that formal theories of commonsense reasoning account for troubling examples 
is by some extra-theoretic principle that, e.g., constrains the order in which the default rules may 
be applied. Resorting to h3rpothesizing this "extra-theoretic ordering" is what Asher and Morreau 
call "The Hypothesis of the Ghost in the Machine" (p. 2). The conmion models of epistemic change 
and their way of representing epistemic states, it seems to me, suffer from much the same ailment, 
except that my ghost is in the machine of beUef change instead of in commonsense entailment. 

"More normal" and its cognates are interchangeable with Tnore plausible" and its cognates. I 
shall trj' to re&ain from using any terminology which connotes probabilities (e.g.. "more likely") 
since I mean to be exploring purely qualitative models of epistemic change. 
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non-conditional, claim about the way the world normally is: normally it is sunny in 

Tucson. General defaults are the simplest defaults. If we restrict our attention to 

the case of general defaults, then if we take seriously the idea that how well a world 

fits with our default niles determines its place in an ordering of plausibility, then we 

have to be prepared to accept that the resulting ordering may not be complete—two 

worlds, for example, may obey disjoint sets of general defaults. 

To express general defaults and their associated defeasible conclusions in a precise 

way, and model their influence on epistemic states, let us extend the language H. So 

far, we have been able to assiune that agents' beUefs and any potential information 

they might have to incorporate can be expressed by sentences of classical propositional 

logic. For the case of general defaults, this will not do. We need to expand £ to include 

a new modal operator to express general default rules: normally p (:p). 

Definition 2.5. Let £ be a language of classical propositional logic. Then the lan

guage C\ is the smallest set such that £ C £[ and if e £ then € £i. 

The idea is that as agents accept new (general) defaidts. they have to update their 

epistemic states to reflect their estimation of the relative status of possibilities with 

respect to normaUty. But in order to say how that works, we need a pictiure of what 

those epistemic states are. And in order to motivate how I want to represent epistemic 

states, I first need to say a bit about what information these states need to encode. 

2.3 Acceptances and Expectations 

The concept of belief is not a monoUthic concept. Consider two scenarios. In the first, 

as soon as I wake up I open the blinds and see that it is simny in Tucson. So. I beUeve 

that it is sunny in Tucson. Contrast this with a scenario in which I do not open the 

blinds but instead rely on the general default rule that I have learned: normally it is 

sunny in Tucson. Not having any information to the contrary, I expect on the basis of 

this rule that it is smmy in Tucson. In both cases I have the belief that it is simny 
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in Tucson, but intuitively the attitudes I have toward the proposition It is sunny now 

in Tucson is different in the two cases—in the first I just accept it as tnie. and in the 

second case I expect (given the rules I have) that it is true. 

Blints of the sort of distinction just sketched—a distinction that I will mturk as 

the difference between acceptances and expectations—can be found in J. L. Austhi 

(1962) where he puts it as a point about the concept of evidence}^ Consider the 

epistemic commitment That animal is a pig. Do I have any evidence for my clahn. 

and do I need evidence at all? Austin argues that that depends on the context: 

The situation in which I would properly be said to have evidence for the 

statement that some animal is a pig is that, for example, in which the beast 

itself is not actually on view, but I can see plenty of pig-hke marks on the 

ground outside its retreat. If I find a few buckets of pig-food, that's a bit 

more evidence, and the noises and the smell may provide better evidence 

still. But if the animal then emerges and stands there plainly in view. 

there is no longer any question of collecting evidence; its coming into view 

doesn't provide more evidence that it's a pig, I can now just see that it is. 

the question is settled. And of course I might, in different circumstances. 

have just seen this in the first place, and not had to bother with collecting-

evidence at all. (p. 115) 

In both scenarios—where I see evidence of the thing being a pig (but have not yet 

seen the beast first hand) and in the case where I just see that the thing is a pig— 

I "beUeve" that the animal is a pig. But the attitudes are different in the different 

cases, and this seems to be marked by the relevance of the question of evidence. Since 

for any behef you have the question of evidence is either appropriate or not. it follows 

that we can neatly partition your beliefs along these lines. 

There is an easy bridge between Austin's suggestion and mine. If you beUeve that 

'^Austin seems to have beea the first 20th century coatextualist in epistemology. 
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p and (in Austin's sense) the question is settled that p according to you (so that talk 

of 'evidence' for p is not appropriate), then I say that you accept that p. If. however, 

talk of evidence that p is appropriate, then I say that you expect that p. And. since 

we can partition the set of your beliefs along the lines of whether or not the question 

of evidence is appropriate, equivalently, we can partition your beUefs into yoiu: set of 

acceptances and your set of expectations. 

The model of epistemic states I want to give below, which will be the starting point 

for a theory of epistemic change, will trade on the captiuring the difference between 

expectations and acceptances. An agent's epistemic state will encode what she accepts 

as true by a set of possible worlds (her acceptance base), and her expectations by some 

ordering information over the space of possibilities (her expectation pattern). I find 

the connection with Austin's remarks a compelling way to motivate this picture of 

epistemic states and, in particular, of acceptance bases. But it is not the only way. Of 

course any epistemological theory must have some way of representing what agents 

expect—otherwise they could not come to grips with the fact that it is rational to 

believe propositions for which we have only defeasible reasons. Similarly, acceptauce 

bases can be motivated from the perspective of more famiHar theories of epistemic 

justification. In the rest of this section I want to sketch how such a defense might go 

from a negative hoUstic coherence stance, a nondoxastic foundationalist stance, and a 

more recent contextualist stance. At the end of the day. it is not clear to what e.Ktent 

the three stances differ for the purpose of motivating the use of acceptance bases in 

a theory of rational behef change. 

Ffrst, consider again the case of negative hohstic coherence theories of justification 

(Harman, 1984). The basic idea in theories hke Harman's is that justification plays 

only and essentially a negative, undermining role. Equivalently, an agent is immedi

ately justified in holding any belief that she happens to hold. A particular belief that 

p becomes unjustified only when she has some special reason for doubting that p is 

true. The role of reasons is in throwing out, not in justifying, our beUefs. Negative 
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holistic coherence theories derive their plausibility from the fact that it just does not 

seem that we keep track of justifications and reasons. I have no idea why it is that 

I came (originally) to beUeve that Amsterdam is the largest city in the Xetherlands. 

But surely I am justified in thinking that it is. Although this might seem a coiu-

peUing sort of case, the distinction between non-derived and derived beliefs in belief 

dynamics suggests that pure coherence theories of belief change are inadequate. And 

negative coherence theories do not afford a way of making that distinction. But we 

can still accommodate the point that the negative coherence theorist wants to make, 

albeit in a more modest fashion. 

Instead of insisting that the only role for reasons is a negative one (like Harnuui 

does), consider a moderate negative holistic coherence theory accordiug to which 

justification plays only and essentially a negative, undermuiing role with respect to 

some behefs. I am justified in beUeving that Amsterdam is the largest city in the 

Netherlands on such a view because I beUeve it and I have no special reason for 

doubting that it is true. We have a lot of beUefs of this sort—beliefs that we just 

accept as true. (Note that, in general, an agent's acceptances will pick out a subset of 

the agent's epistemic commitments.) This sort of picture motivates acceptance bases 

in a pretty predictable way. An agent's acceptance base characterizes just those 

beUefs that are immediately (non-derivatively) justified in some sense congenial to 

our moderate negative coherence theorist. 

Nondoxastic foundationalists like Pollock and Cruz (1999) deny that justification 

is solely a fimction of the doxastic states of an agent (though the states that figure in 

justification must be internal), but insist that reasons play a positive role in justifica

tion. I am justified in my belief that Amsterdam is the largest city in the Netherlands, 

on this sort of theory, because I seem to remember that Amsterdam is the largest city 

in the Netherlands. Seeming to remember is some sort of mental state, and my be

ing in that state is my reason for holding the relevant belief. We can tell a similar 

story about perceptual states: having an X percept is a reason (albeit defeasible) 
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for believing that X. The key point is that we need not rely on a genetic argument 

that encodes the origins of a belief; sometimes a dynamic argiraient like an appeal to 

memory states wUl do.^^ All of this is quite congenial to the use of acceptance bases 

in studying the dynamics of epistemic states. Say that an agent accepts that p (her 

acceptance base contains no not-p worlds) just in case she instantiates a dvTiamic 

argument with nondoxastic states m as premises and p as conclusion. Thought of iii 

this way, acceptance bases encode the conclusions of dynamic arguments. 

Contextualists in epistemology claim that the truth of knowledge ascriptions de

pends on the context in which they are made. Although the problem of epistemic 

change does not turn in any interesting way on the analysis of the locution "S knows 

that p", the contextualist point of view can shed some light on the natm-e of accep

tance bases. David Lewis (1979.1996) has given a particularly interesting conte.xtu-

alist proposal. An agent S knows that p, according to Lewis, iff all of the possibilities 

left uneliminated by S's evidence are p-worlds—psst! except for the possibilities thar 

we are "properly ignoring".^'' Keith DeRose (1992) tells a similarly motivated, bur 

quite different story. There is a similarity: in both cases a key ingredient is whar 

sort of threshold the context gives us for eliminating a possibility.^'' Suppose that 

the context sets the threshold at a certain level: everything meeting that level coiuits 

automatically as knowledge, and some things which fail short as (mere) justified be-

particular, Pollock and Cruz, (p. 51) argue that genetic arguments are negatively relerant to 
the justificatory status of a belief and that dynamic arguments are positively relevant. 

^^But, as John Pollock has pointed out to me, there is a problem. Suppose I seem to remember that 
p. So, on my proposal, my acceptance base includes only p-worlds. What then when I encounter an 
undercutting defeater to the effect that seeming to remember that p is no longer a reason to beliew 
p? I have no argiunent in my representation for p, so how can the argument be undercut? The 
critical point is that I need to be able to represent an agent withdrawing her belief in p in such a 
case without forcing her to believe not-p. I think that this sort of case can be handled by stipulating 
that ''encountering the undercutting defeater for p" be modeled as something like contracting her 
epistemic commitment with respect to p. Alternatively, I prefer to think of this sort of "teUabilit\-
undercutter' for an acceptance as constituting a serious contextual shift: worlds which were once 
properly ignored are no longer. 

^"'The bulk of the story goes toward sajring when and how possibilities can and cannot be properly 
ignored, and the shifts in which are which is determined in part by context. 

^®Lewis' story accounts for this with the Rules of Method. 
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liefs. We can think of an agent's acceptance base as picturing just the information 

that she has which exceeds the threshold, given the context. It encodes those beUefs 

which are, in that context, taken as certain. 

Although the three epistemological theories (negative coherence, nondoxastic foun-

dationahsm, and contextualism) are pairwise inconsistent, each can be used to mo

tivate acceptance bases. Beyond that we have my preferred way—along .A.ustinitui 

lines—of making sense out of the difference between what an agent accepts tuid what 

she expects. An agent accepts p in a given epistemic state just in case, in that state. 

p is not open to serious doubt. It may, of course, come into doubt, but only by a 

change in epistemic state.So it makes good epistemological sense to insist that our 

picture of epistemic states can encode this difference in a precise way. 

2.4 Epistemic States 

The main thrust of our foundationaUst intuitions for theories of behef change is that 

there is a difference between non-derived beliefs and derived beliefs, and this difference 

makes a difference to the rational bounds on epistemic change. And we have ahready 

seen good reason to insist on a foundations theory of one form or another. Since 

theories of belief change have to specify what kind of structure an epistemic state is. 

it follows that an adequate model of epistemic states should be able to distinguish 

derived from non-derived beliefs. My proposal for the drawing the Une between 

derived and non-derived beliefs is to identify it with the difference between the beliefs 

we accept as true (non-derived beliefs) and beliefs we expect to be tme. given the 

rules we have learned (derived beUefs). 

I argued in the last chapter that our understanding of epistemic change is m 

an important sense "gappj-'^ there is a lot we understand about how defetisible 

reasons interact with one another and there is a lot we understand about the abstract 

^®Ia Chapter 3 we will return to the interaction between epistemic possibility and epistemic change. 
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properties of (say) AGM revision functions, but we know little about epistemic change 

studied in a framework anywhere between these two poles. If we are going to be 

able to give a theory of rational belief change which fills this gap. then it must be 

possible to build that theory on a representation of epistemic states which takes tliis 

programmatic goal seriously. That is, it is important that we find a representation 

which provides enough foundational structure to express defaults, but is still abstract 

enough (i.e., abstracts away from some of the complexities of real epistemic agents) 

to study behef dynamics in a tractable way. Ideally, we would also like to hcive a 

representation that can do this in a "properly semantic" way. In short, we need a 

semantic theory of default reasoning. With a picture of default reasoning in hand, we 

can then go on to use it as a departure point for a theory of epistemic change. In the 

rest of this section I will sketch a theory, based on a theory due to Frank Veltnuui 

(1996), that fits our needs. 

Let W be the set of possibiUties. as above. An epistemic state k. confining our 

attention to the case of general defaults, is an ordered pair encoding (in its first 

argument) what the agent accepts and (in its second argiunent) what epistemic ex

pectations the agent has in virtue of the default rules she has learned. VVTien an agent 

expects that <^, then that agent has a ceteris paribus preference for ©-worlds, and this 

preference is encoded in an expectation pattern over W. More precisely: 

Definition 2.6 (Expectation Pattern). An expectation pattern £ is any reflexive, 

transitive binary relation on W, 

Let £ be any expectation pattern. For ease of exposition, we should introduce some 

conventions about e: 

1. If {w, v) E c, we write w v. 

^''Veltman's theory is a theory for representing defaults in update semantics—giving an aual\-sis 
of what it means to accept a default rule in natural language. I will use his theorj-. modified a bit 
to suit our present needs, as a starting point for a theory of belief change. 
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2. t/; -<£ u iff lu u and v 

3. w =sV iSw and v -^s w. 

Clearly, =; is an equivalence relation. 

Not all expectation patterns are created equal: some are incoherent. 

Definition 2.7 (Normality and Coherence). Let W be the set of possibilities, 

and let e be an expectation pattern (i.e., a partial order) over W. 

1. The set of normal worlds relative to a set of possibilities s C W according to £. 

nc|a, is the set of ^j-minimal worlds in s: nsla = {w € s : u w for any t,- € .s}. 

2. The set of normal worlds sirnpliciter according to nc. is the set of iiornuil 

worlds relative to W: ns = nsjur. 

3. e is coherent iff ne ̂  0. 

A possibility is normal, relative to a set of possibiUties, just in case there is no 

possibility in that set which is strictly more normal with respect to the expectation 

pattern. A possibility is normal, given your expectation pattern £. just in case there 

are no worlds strictly more normal than it. If. according to the rules encoded in 

your epistemic state, no world whatever could count as normal, then yoiu* set of 

rules is incoherent. Now we are in a position to define explicitly and precisely the 

representation for (general default) epistemic states.'® 

Definition 2.8 (General Default Epistemic States). Let W be the set of possi

bilities. /c is a general default epistemic state iff k = (s, c) where: 

1. s C and 

'®It will matter a bit later, in Chapter 3, that some expectatioa patterns are incoherent. 
'®For the vast majority of the time, we shall be concerned only with general default epistemic 

states. The more complicated case of conditional defaults will be addressed in Section 2.7. So. unless 
the context makes it clear that conditional defaults and conditional default epistemic states are on 
the table, no confiision will result in dropping the "general default" qualifiers. 
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w4 ) "«-P J not-q 

wi not-q 

FIGURE 2.1. A basic general default epistemic state 

2. e is a coherent expectation pattern on W. 

K is the set of such states. 

The agent's acceptance base, s, contains just those possibilities which are left une-

liminated by the what the agent accepts.*" This is what the agent is episteiiiically 

committed to, in virtue of the nondefeasibie facts she has and irrespective of her 

default rules. As an agent increases her stock of acceptances, s shrinks. The agent ".s 

expectation pattern, =, encodes the general defaults that the agent has learned.-^ 

Epistemic states of the sort defined can be pictured in a straightforward way. 

Suppose we have a space of epistemic possibilities over two objective facts. It is warm 

now in Tucson and It is sunny now in Tucson, p and q (respectively). And. suppose, we 

have learned the rule that normally it is smmy m Tucson and the rule that nonnally 

it is warm in Tucson. Further, as a matter of fact, we know that it is either siumy 

or warm in Tucson now. Then we can represent the resulting epistemic state as in 

Figture 2.1. 

The circles in the figure represent =£-equivalence classes of possible worlds. £ is the 

agent's expectation pattern. The shaded rectangle represents the acceptance base -s." 

Acceptance bases do not map directly onto the beUef base approach to epistemic draamics 
explored by Fuhrmann and Hansson. This is because their bases are not logically closed, but 
possible worlds are. 

^^Officially, epistemic states are epistemic states for a given language. I shall omit reference to a 
language when it will not lead to confiision. 

^This will be a general convention: ellipses will represent =£-equivalence classes of worlds (ellipses 
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One possibility is strictly more normal than another just in case there is a rightwarcl 

path from the =£-equivalence class containing the first to the ^^-equivalence class 

containing the second. (In Fig. 2.1 each =£-equivalence class is a singleton, consisting 

of just a single possible world.) Inspecting the figine for just a moment, it is easy 

enough to check that an agent with that epistemic state would indeed have just the 

expectations and acceptances we assumed. 

There are two Umiting cases to epistemic states. First, there is the state of total 

ignorance: the agent has not ruled any possibilities out, and has learned no defaults. 

Formally, the epistemic state of ignorance is the state T = {W.W x IF). Second, 

there is the absurd epistemic state in which the agent has rided out every possibility: 

L = (0,c), for any coherent c.'^ 

The goal of this chapter is to construct an epistemologically motivated revision 

operator o on epistemic states, and to investigate some of its properties. Part of thar 

motivation consists in giving an endogenous account of epistemic importance, and I 

have argued above that this in turn requires enriching our background language with 

epistemic modal constructions like normally p. A consequence of this is that, given an 

epistemic state k, the problem of determining K o (p quickly divides into two problems 

depending on whether or not 0 is a modal formula. There are two kinds of signals that 

may force a change in an epistemic state; an agent might encounter and accept a new 

default, and an agent might come across some new (objective) information. Pieces 

of objective information are potential objective beliefs—potential beUefs expressible 

in ordinary propositional logic. They are, as I shall call them, plain factsr'^ The 

latter sort of change, which requires genuine revising, will be the topic of Section 2.5. 

Accepting new defaults, which requires refining, is much simpler. 

since it is sometimes easier to draw ellipses aromid multiple possibilities than it is to draw circles), 
and rounded rectangles will be drawn around acceptance bases. 

^Officially, of course, there are many absurd epistemic states. If we like, we can distinguish one 
such state, say (0, {{w,w) : w € W"}) as the absurd state. The other states with empty acceptance 
bases—intuitively being no less absurd—can then just be identified with this one. 

insist, until Chapter 3 that the only modal formulas that agents cein learn are rules. 



For any objective formula 0—i.e., any formula of classical prepositional logic—let 

[<^| be the set of (^worlds in W (the proposition expressed by (p). Accepting a general 

default of the form 'i<l> in epistemic state k — (s, c) induces an overall preference for 

possibilities in [(/)|. Accepting q0 induces a refinement of c to reflect this preference. 

Definition 2.9 (Refinement; Veitman 1996). Let = be a coherent e.xpectatioii 

pattern on W. The refinement of c by 0, £ • 0. is the pattern c' such that f' C r and 

{w, v) ee' iS: {w, v) €.e and if u 6 |<^| then w 6 

Suppose that you are in epistemic state k — (s.c). Then a new rule comes along: 

If no normal worlds are also ^-worlds—i.e.. if ne D [cpj = 0—then the rule is 

not acceptable in your epistemic state since it would make yoiu: expectation pattern 

incoherent. If, on the other hand, there are normal worlds in which o is the case, then 

if you accept the new default, you need to refine your expectation pattern to reflect 

this: {w, v) is m the refined ordering if w still conforms to every rule that o does 

(assuming that this pair was in the original pattern). The change to a general default 

epistemic state k induced by accepting a default 3i?> is just the result of refining the 

expectation pattern in k by 0. In Section 2.5. we will exploit this fact. 

^wTX buraqtwam) \ (noHunnjtwinm 

wZ J bunnyinot-warm) \ J (not-sunny^not-Mnrm) 0(not-» 
(not-n 

FIGURE 2.2. A simple state with one default 

More concretely, suppose your epistemic state is as pictured in Figiure 2.2. Suppose 

you are ignorant about whether in fact it is warm now in Tucson and ignorant about 

whether in fact it is sunny now in Tucson. However, you have learned the general 

default normally it is sunny in Tucson. Now suppose you come along the new default 



normally it is warm in Tucson. It is easy to see that, according to you. there are normal 

worlds in which it is sunny now in Tucson—Wi is just such a possibility. So you refine 

your expectation pattern. But notice that wi now obeys more defaults than does tt-o. 

so Wo lUi is removed from the pattern, and so wi is (in the new pattern) strictly 

more normal than w-). Similarly for the relationship between and w.i. Pictiu-ing 

this refined ordering gives us a representation of your resulting state in Figiure 2.3. 

r (suniqr,not^nn) 

1 (nat-sunny,not-winn) 

w3 ] (noMuntijftwinn) 

FIGURE 2.3. A simple state refined 

Before returning to the construction of a model of epistemic change, we should 

pause to see how epistemic states relate to the rational epistemic commitnieiits (if 

agents. Intuitively, the pictiure is this: an agent is committed to having just those 

objective beliefs (beliefs expressible by formulas of C) that are "supporteel" by the 

information encoded in her epistemic state. What is supported depends not only ou 

what she accepts, but also on what she defeasibly expects given the niles she has 

learned. 

Given an epistemic state k = (s,e), consider the set of normal worlds nf. A 

possibility is optimal in k just in case it is ^.-minimal in s—i.e.. just in case it is 

normal with respect to possibilities in the acceptance base. More technically, a world 

is optimal (in a given state) just in case it is not ruled out in that state and it is 

as normal as any world not ruled, out in that state. So a world is optimal in a state 

K, = (s,C) if it is normal with respect to s (see Definition 2.7). 
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FIGURE 2.4. Disjoint Optimal Sets 

Definition 2.10 (Optimality). Let k = ( s . s )  be any epistemic state. A possibility 

w £ s is optimal in k iff it; 6 ne\s. X is an optimal set in k iff 

A" = {i; 6 s : tt; =F v, for some w optimal in K}. is the set of optimal sets in K. 

An agent may have more than one optimal set of possibilities in her epistemic 

state. If so, then since ;;<£ is not in general a total pre-order. the concept of opti

mality guarantees they will be disjoint sets of possibilities. For example, suppose my 

epistemic state encodes the default that normally it is siumy in Tucson and the default 

that normally it is warm in Tucson. Let p be the proposition It is sunny now in Tucson 

and q be It is warnfi now in Tucson. If my acceptance base rules out all possibilities in 

which it is both warm and sunny, then my epistemic state is (to use Veltnum's term) 

ambiguous: in the absence of further facts or further ndes I shoidd agnostic about 

which default is in force. Figure 2.4 represents a situation like this. Possibility ir > 

and W3 are both in the acceptance base s, and are each optimal worlds—but they are 

Xj-incomparable since neither W2 wz nor uj2- In this sort of situation, an 

agent should be skeptical both about its being sunny and about its being warm. 

Epistemic commitments should be skeptical in this way. and so recovering objec

tive beliefs from a general default epistemic state should reflect this. So. an agent's 

objective beliefs in a general default epistemic state are just those formulas of C which 

are true at each world in each optimal set of that epistemic state.^ 

this marks our transitioa from giving a semantic representation of simple defaults to 
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Definition 2.11 (Objective Belief Sets). Let k = (s, £) be a general default 

epistemic state. K is the objective belief set based on k, B(K) = K, iff 

/ r  = {06£:UM,C[0l}.  

As far as plain facts are concerned, an agent is committed to just those beliefs in her 

beUef set, generated in this way. 

2.5 General Default Revision 

The two components of a general default epistemic state (namely, the expectatiou 

pattern and the acceptance base) both have some epistemological grounding. .And we 

know how states determine objective behef sets. Now we can turn to constructing a 

general default revision operator on epistemic states. 

An adequate notion of beUef change has to respect the distinction between modal 

and non-modal formulas: the kinematics of learning that it normally is sunny in Tuc

son are very different from the kinematics of learning that the coffeeshop is closed. 

The importance of this difference is that, intuitively, default rides license us to defea-

sibly conclude something (in which case we expect that something is the case) whereas 

plain facts Ucense full beUef of something (in which case we accept that something is 

the case). Suppose I accept it as certain that coffeeshop .4 is open: my acceptance 

base rules out all not-A possibilities. Then I learn that A is closed all day for cleaning, 

and have to revise my epistemic state to accord with the plain fact ->-4. I admit that 

what I accepted was incorrect, and adjust my acceptance base to reflect this. It is 

an altogether different story if I have the general default normally A is open. £ind on 

this basis expect that A is open. Then when I leam that A is in fact closed all day 

for cleaning, I have learned not that I accepted something that is false, but that the 

world is not as normal as I thought it was. So we need to make a distinction between 

acceptance-contravening behef change and expectation-contravening belief change, 

a model of epistemic change. 
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In Chapter 1 I noted that the dividing line between coherence and foundations 

theories of epistemic change is just the Une where it starts making sense to talk about a 

conceptual distinction between derived and non-derived beliefs in the context of belief 

dynamics. The difference between acceptances and expectations is a particular way 

of making the derived-non-derived belief distinction. As follows: suppose an agent 

believes <(>. Belief in (p is non-derived iff it is an acceptance (all not-^ possibilities 

are ruled out by the agent's acceptance base): derived otherwise. That acceptances 

and expectations place different requirements on us when we change our beliefs is au 

argiunent that my way of making the derived-non-derived belief distinction is in the 

right ballpark. Derived and non-derived beliefs play importantly different roles in the 

theory of epistemic change just because expectations and acceptances do. 

As a quick aside, I want to point to one way that expectations and belief change do 

not fit together. G&denfors and Makinson (1994) devise a system of nonmonotonic 

inference which is based on the AGM theory of belief change. There the basic idea 

is that what we expect to be the case (i.e., what we nonmonotonically conclude from 

a given set of facts) can be derived from our revision policies on belief tiets.-® If I 

am right that acceptances and expectations play interestingly different roles in belief 

change, then the Gardenfors/Makinson project reverses cart and horse: what we 

expect influences the dynamics of belief, not the other way around. Epistemic change 

and nonmonotonic inference surely do fit together (my story here is one possible way), 

but just not in the way that Gardenfors and Makinson suggest. 

Now to constructing our model of epistemic change. I think that, as a matter of 

methodology, some form of the Levi Identity can be used to successfully model the 

revision of general default epistemic states with non-modal formulas, so long as we cure 

clear about what we take to be the structure of those states and the way expansions 

-®In fact, there is a small literature surrounding the idea that there are clear maps between 
belief change and nonmonotonic inference: revision postulates plus a translation scheme determining 
nonmonotonic consequence relations which meet certain KLM (1990) properties and so on. See 
Gardenfors and Makinson (1991) and Gardenfors and Makinson (1994) for additional references. 
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and contractions propagate from acceptance bases outward. This is. to be clear, a 

methodological not a philosophical position. As a matter of methodology, it makes 

good sense: revision is hard, so try to decompose how it works into (in principle) 

simpler procedures."'^^ 

In order to construct a revision operator via some version of the Levi Identity, we 

need a picture of both expansion and contraction in epistemic states. In a possible-

worlds model like the general default epistemic states, the terms "contraction" and 

"expansion" are a bit misleading. Expansion is meant to model the simple case of 

niformation aggregation where an agent just picks up some new facts. But this means 

that the agent is updating her belief base—i.e., ruling out some possibihties. Likewise, 

in contracting an epistemic state we are weakening epistemic commitments, and so 

should be expanding the set of possibilities accepted. But this means we are losing 

some information—we are dovmdating an acceptance base. As a general convention, 

we will refer to weakening an epistemic state as a "downdate" in possible worlds 

models and as a "contraction" on belief sets: similarly, aggregation will be callerl 

an "update" in a possible-worlds representation and an "expansion" in a belief ser 

representation. 

Base updating is the easy case: 

Definition 2.12 (Base Update). Let s C W be any acceptance base, and o be any 

formula in £. Then the base update operator T is defined as follows: 

510 = -s n  [0j .  

If K = (s, s) is an epistemic state and ^ 6 let k + 0 abbreviate the epistemic state 

(sT0,£). 

course, if we take revision and expansion as basic, we can use the Harper Identity to introduce 
contraction—creating a similar methodological argument that it is contraction that ought to be 
decomposable. But for the argument to work it would need to be the case that contraction is 
intuitively more complicated than is revision. I doubt that case can be made. 
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If s contains no ^-worlds, then the expansion just returns the empty set. In the prin

ciple case, if 0 is consistent with the acceptance base, the update operator eliminates 

some possibilities from the acceptance base. 

Weakening an epistemic state—base downdating—is a more complicated case. 

There are two complications. First, in some sense or other, it is important that 

downdating is minimal. Suppose I accept that it is suxmy now in Tucson. Then, in 

the course of revising to incorporate the new revelation that it is m fact not sunny 

now in Tucson, I have to weaken my commitments in such a way that I no longer 

accept (given the weakening) that it is sunny now in Tucson. But surely not just any 

weakening will do. Counterexample: I could weaken alloi ray commitments, weather 

related or not, and just forget everything that I previously believed. That is absurd, 

and what is wrong with a weakening Uke it is that it is excessive. We want to insist 

that weakenings—downdates—are minimal so that they preserve information as nuich 

as possible, subject to the constraint of doing the job needed. The second challenge 

in giving an analysis of base downdates is to construct an epistemologically motivated 

downdate operator that incorporates the foimdationahst intuition that some beliefs 

but not others play a privileged role in how epistemic states are changed. 

My proposal is to analyze non-derived beliefs as acceptances. These are things 

which, speaking loosely, you take yourself to just know. Your acceptance base contains 

just possibihties which are compatible with what you accept. But not every part of 

every possibility consistent with what you take yourself to know should play the 

same role in how you weaken your epistemic commitments. Possible worlds are large 

structures, and we are typically only acquainted with chunks of them. It is the 

chunks—what we have direct information about—that should at the end of the day 

play a central role in how we downdate our acceptance bases. 

We have been thinking of possible worlds as total fimctions from atoms to tnith-

values. A "chimk" of a world—a situation—is then a partial but non-empty fimctiou 

from atoms to truth-values. Going the other direction, given a situation .r. we can 
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generate the possible worlds based on or determined by that situation: pw(x) = 

{u; 6 VV : X C w}. So there is a natural way to go back and forth between worlds and 

chunks of worlds. 

A core intuition that the AGM theory aims at capturing is that changes in belief 

should be minimal. Information is not gratuitous, and so changes to an epistemic stcire 

which are not rationally obligatory are rationally prohibited. Belief dynamics slioulrl 

be, in this sense, conservative. There are two conceptually different principles of con

servatism, though. One principle is just the AGM principle that contractions ought 

not remove more beliefs than is absolutely necessary to maintain consistency and 

success of the contraction.-® This is what motivates defining (transitively relational) 

partial meet contraction in terms of maximal subsets of belief sets—i.e.. in terms of 

remainder sets. A second principle of conservatism is more general and hence more 

cautious: weakening an epistemic state should conserve information. Suppose rliar 

the information in a sentence is just the proposition expressed by it. Then conserving 

information comes to prohibiting the excessive addition of more possibilities when 

you weaken your commitments. It is by now a well-known fact that "contraction" in 

a suitably ordered possible-worlds model (i.e., where the ordering over possibilities is 

a complete, transitive binary relation) coincides exactly with transitively relational 

partial meet contraction on belief sets (Grove. 1988: Spohn. 1988: Boutilier. 1994). 

These major representation theorems are traditionally interpreted as establishing that 

the two principles of conservatism are two sides of the same coin. We shall retiurn 

to this issue at some length in Chapters 3 and 4: for now. I just want to point out 

that this interpretation tacitly assumes that the only information worth preserving is 

information about plain facts. To anticipate things a bit, this assumption only holds 

in the rather special (and idiosyncratic) case we now have before us: all beliefs cire 

objective beliefs. 

Nevertheless, there is something compelling about the idea that preser\ing in-

contraction of K" by 0, if — is successful iS<l>^ K — d). 
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formation is rational. What is wrong with the idea, I think, is that information is 

typically understood as information about plain facts. We can, however, capture 

what is right about this intuition by using something Uke remainder sets.-'' 

Remainder sets only matter when we need to downdate an acceptance base. But 

we want to preserve as much information in that base as possible. The most straight

forward proposal, then, for defining remainder sets is to identify the remainder set of 

a state k less the information in (f) with the set of maximal situations which (1) are 

true in some member or other of s, and (2) do not commit us to o. 

Definition 2.13 (Remainder Sets). Let k = (s.i) be a general default epistemic 

state,  and 0 be any formula of £.  The remainder set  of  s i tuat ions in k less o. kLo. 

is the set of C-maximal situations x such that: 

1. there is a u; 6 s such that x C w, and 

2. the possibiUties based on x are not included in the set of (j)-worlds: 

pw(a:) g [0|. 

Definition 2.14 (Base Downdate). Let k = (s,£) be a general default epistemic 

state, and 0 be any formula in C. The base downdate operator [ is defined as follows: 

1. If s C |0|, s I (i> = [w : X CWf some x  €  k±0}. 

2. Otherwise, s J. <;& = s. 

If 0 € £, let K — 0 abbreviate the epistemic state (5 [ (p . e ) .  

The definition of base downdate has two clauses. Suppose, in the limiting case, yoiu 

acceptance base is not included m [0|. So, it is consistent with what you take yourself 

to know that -xf). In this case, intuitively, the minimal change to your acceptance 

base s that does not commit you to accepting 0 is to leave s as it is. That is what the 

29 And my way of making sense out of the idea will not seriously disrupt the analTOis when we 
turn to more expressive languages. 
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FIGURE 2.5. A simple state, prior to revision 

second clause guarantees. Now, consider the principle case. Suppose you accept that 

0. Then to downdate your acceptance base with respect to o. you gather together all 

the possibilities which extend some situation in K±(^. 

And now, via the Levi Identity, we can define a base generated notion of revision 

or general epistemic change. The idea is that to incorporate o into K. we have to 

know whether or not is a plain fact. If it is. then the change induced by o goes by 

way of the Levi Identity on the belief base of K; if (p is a modal formula—i.e.. if it is a 

general default rule of the form bi/'—then the change induced by 0 is just the result 

of refining the expectation pattern in K (Definition 2.9). 

Definition 2.15 (Revision of General Default Epistemic States). Let K = 

(s, c) be a general default epistemic state. The general default revision function 0 

taking epistemic states and formulas of Ci to epistemic states is defined as follows: 

1.  U(j)SC, ko(P = {K —10) -h 0.  

2. Otherwise (i.e., if 0 = t]^), /c 0 <p = (s,£ • 0). 

Here is a simple example of how my model of beUef revision (with general defaults) 

works. Suppose you have learned the default normally, it is sunny in Tucson (:p). and 

as a matter of fact you accept it as true that it is not warm now in Tucson (-r/). Let 

K = (s, £) be this state, as pictured in Figure 2.5. 

Now suppose you leam that it is warm in Tucson—you must revise your state 

K to incorporate To revise, you have to first downdate your acceptance base 

^"Recall that all changes in belief that will concern us are prioritized changes in belief. We are 
dealing with theories of what the dynamics of revising with respect to 0 must look like, given that 
we accept that <p. 
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FIGURE 2.6. A simple state, posterior to revision 

s with respect to -iqr, and then update the resulting base with respect to q. Since 

s Q [""01, the downdated state s I -iq = [w : x C w some x € kL-^q}. SO we look 

to the remainder set of k less -iq. A little inspection verifies that this is the set 

of situations {{(p, 1)}. {(p,0)}}. And, finally, s i -iq = [wi, Wo, ^'3. w.i}. .\nd so 

(s i ->9) T <3f = {wu w2,w3,w^} t q = [wi. wo}- So. revising with the new information 

that it is warm now in Tucson should leave you accepting that it Is warm and expecting 

that it is sunny—^your revised state is as in Figure 2.6. 

Officially, what we have done so far is to construct, in a formal sense of the term, 

a modei of belief revision. We have demanded all along that a theory of rational belief 

change specify four things: a set of epistemic states, a language that expresses the 

inputs and outputs of the belief change mechanism, a concept of how certain states 

commit an agent to certain beUefs, and a revision fimction. .Abstractly, belief revision 

models for a given language axe tuples representing just these components. 

Definition 2.16 (Belief Revision Models). A structure (E.C. /} is a belief revision 

model for the language L iff S is a nonempty set of epistemic states. L is the language 

of epistemic inputs and commitments, C is a relation of epistemic commitment, and 

/ is a revision function over S. 

What good is a notion as abstract as this? For one thing, it facilitates compact com

parisons along different dimensions: the AGM theory, for example, can be compactly 

described as proposing (/C, Cn, *) as a belief revision model for the language £ of clas

sical propositional logic where /C is the set of Cn-closed subsets of £. General Default 

Epistemic Change—GDEC for short—is the model I have been building: (K. B. O) is 
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a revision model for the language 

2.6 Examples, Again 

Two kinds of examples illustrate the mechanics and the advantages of the GDEC 

theory of epistemic change. The first batch is just the batch that we saw in the 

opening pages of this chapter. We started the quest for a theory of epistemic change 

with a set of informal examples that jointly seem to indicate that for the piu-poses of 

epistemic change we cannot model epistemic states by mere belief sets. The second 

sort of example highUghts the difference between acceptances and expectations, and 

how their rational kinematics must differ. A chief merit of CD EC is the cinalysis it 

affords each of these kinds of example. 

Rational belief change is sensitive to more structure than merely what agents 

believe. Hansson's coffeeshop example seems to indicate that something is right 

about our pre-theoretic foundationalist intuitions, though I will argue that it does nor 

unambiguously lead to an adoption of belief bases. Darwiche and Pearl's raiurder case 

points to the fact that various non-beUefs—especially our conditional inclinations— 

are unportant in epistemic change. These cases point to the fact that epistemic 

states have more structure than mere belief sets: taking epistemic states to be AGM 

belief sets is an impoverished, and inadequate, representation. I want to push tliis 

conclusion further still, and that is what the second kind of example below aims at 

doing. Thinking of epistemic commitments as "beliefs". where this is presumed to 

be a homogeneous class of attitudes, is in. a similar way unpoverished. Epistemic 

commitments have more structure than that—in. particular, the difference between 

acceptances and expectations matters to epistemic change. 

From recognizing that epistemic states cannot be identified with AGM belief sets, 

nor with any subset of beliefs, I went on to argue that whatever ordering infonnatioa 

will be convenient later tliat we have a compact way of representing belief revision models. 
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is at our disposal when it comes to revising our picture of the world, it must be en

dogenous to the theory of belief change. The only epistemologically plausible account 

of this, I think, is to think of orderings of normality as reflecting how well or poorly 

(relatively speaking) worlds fit with the default rules we have learned. Now that we 

have (at least in the sunple case) a construction for epistemic states from this vantage 

point, plus how those states determine beliefs, and how they change to incorporate 

new information, we can see the analysis that GDEC affords both kinds of e.\amples. 

The Darwiche and Pearl (1997) example seems to involve in an important w£iy our 

conditional inclinations. Here, once again, is the scenario. There has been a murder 

in the mansion, and we are two jurors in the case. You believe that the gardener did 

it, think it possible that the butler did it (though you do not believe that this is the 

case), and have ruled out the driver completely. I agree with you that the gardener 

did it, but think it possible (though not believable) that the driver did it. and I have 

ruled out the butler altogether. We have the same objective beliefs, but differ with 

respect to our potential helieis. It is easy to see how the AGM theory- gets the picture 

wrong when we consider what each of us will believe if we come across the unlikely 

information that the gardener has an airtight aUbi. Specifically, since we have the 

same prior objective belief sets, the postulates guarantee that we will have the same 

posterior beUef sets, which clashes with our intuitions in the case. 

Although the theory of general default epistemic change as it stands now has 

nothing to say about conditional belief, and how these may or may not express revision 

policies, we can still give an analysis of the example.^"-^ Two questions cxre cmciah (1) 

Can my theory express that you and I have different epistemic states, though we (by 

hypothesis) have the same objective beUefs? and (2) Does my theory predict that 

this difference makes a diffierence in belief change? The answer to both questions is 

do not think that believing a material conditional p —• q is the same as believing the epistemic 
or indicative conditional If p, then q. The latter and not the former expresses conditional belief 
More on this in Chapter 4. 
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Let us say that your epistemic state encodes the default that, if the actual world is 

a normal world, then the gardener did it (i.e., you have learned the rule ;G). Fiuther. 

suppose the facts you have rule out that the butler and the gardener were Ln Ci\hoots 

and rule out that the driver did it. We can express this formally as the epistemic 

state K = (s, c) where: 

• G is the atomic formula the gardener is the culprit, similarly for B (butler). 

Introduce a similar proposition D (driver) as an abbreviation for -^G A ->5. 

•  W =  where u;i(G) = 1. u j i {B )  = 1: w-x{G) = 1. u'o(S) = 0: 

Wz{G) = 0, W3{B) = 1; and w^{G) = 0. tv^{B) — 0. (So. in tt'i the gardener 

and the butler collaborated, and in the driver did it.) 

• s = I (-i(G A B) A ->D) = {wn, wa}. 

• c is such that wi.wo are more normal than w^, u/4. 

Such an epistemic state models the intuitive picture of yoiu: epistemic state. Their 

is: 

Observation 2.3. k has the following properties: 

1. UM.CIG|. 

2. U Ms 2 |5l = 0 while s fl [5| ̂  0. 

5. sn[Dl =0. 

Take each property in order: the first states formally that you believe the gardener 

did it. The second expresses the fact that, even though you do not believe that the 
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FIGURE 2.7. States of Jurors 

butler did it, you do consider it a serious possibility.^^ The third of these properties 

captures the fact that you have ruled out the driver as a possibiUty.^ 

Similarly, let my epistemic state encode the default that (if the world is normal) 

the gardener did it and the fact that it definitely was not the butler (and the gardener 

and the butler did not do it together). Formally, let «' = {s'.z) where we have the 

same notational conventions and space of possibilities as above but where in addition: 

0 s' = W] (-(G A B) A -B) = {u/2, u;4}. 

• c' = c. 

See Figure 2.7 for a picture of your state, compared with mine. Notice that 

they differ only with respect to the status of u;3 and w^, and that in particular. 

UM, = UM,,-i.e., we share the same objective beliefs. 

We then have the following observation: 

Observation 2.4. K' has the follovring properties: 

1- DM.' C [Gl 

2. U MK' 2 PI = 0 while s' n [Dj ^ 0. 

5. s' n [BI = 0. 

^Chapter 4 deals extensively with serious possibility, epistemic 'might', and epistemic change. 
^''Note that it follows from s n [Dj = 0 that U C [-•Dl—i.e., that you expect that the driver 

did not do it. The point for present purposes is that you do not consider that the driver did it a 
serious possibility; your acceptance base contains no driver-worlds. 
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The informal gloss of these properties, just as above, matches the intuitive facts of 

the case. The theory here predicts that our epistemic states are in fact different. So 

the theory of general default epistemic states does have the expressive power to paint 

a coherent picture of the example. Now it just remains to see that the difference we 

see in these epistemic states makes a difference in belief change. 

Intuitively, if you incorporate the information that the gardener is not the culprit 

into your epistemic state, you should be left in a state that supports the belief that 

the butler did it. Similarly, if I incorporate the information that the gardener did not 

do it, I should be left in an epistemic state that supports the belief that the driver is 

the culprit, GDEC predicts these two facts. 

Observation 2.5. Let k = (s.c) and k ' = (s',-') be as defined above. Then: 

1 .  Ko  - tG  ^  X and k' O -IG ^ X. 

2 .  UM,o .gC[B1 .  

3. UM,.o^g C {Dj. 

Let us now return to Hansson's coffeeshop example. We are asked to compare two 

cases. In the first, you see me on the street having a coffee. Seeing me with a coffee 

is supposed to induce the belief that either coffeeshop A or coffeeshop B is open (and 

that is ail). In the distance, you see that in particular A seems to be open. But when 

you get to the door, you see that in fact A is closed all day for cleaning. When you 

incorporate this new information, intuitively, you should retain your belief that one 

of the coffeeshops is open. In the second case, you do not see me (nor do you see 

anyone else) with a coffee. Again, in the distance you see that A seems to be open. 

Since you know logic, you thus also believe that A is open or B is open. As you get 

to the door, you find out that A is closed all day for cleaning. Incorporating this 

new bit of information should not leave you with the disjunctive belief that A is open 

or B is open. Hansson's coffeeshop example suggests two lessons. First, we cannot 
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identify epistemic states with belief sets in the AGM sense. In both cases your belief 

set is the same, but your epistemic state must differ across the scenarios since the 

demands of rational belief change differ. Second, we have to take oiur foimdationalist 

intuitions seriously in constructing a model of epistemic change. 

In fact, I think we have to take our foundationahst intuitions far more seriously 

than Hansson (1989, 1998), Fuhrmann (1991), and Rott (1998) do. Distinguishing 

derived from non-derived beliefs is. to be sure, important. But the lessou to be 

gleaned from Hansson's example is more general thiin that. The basic intuition for 

foundationahst theories of beUef dynamics is that, in some sense or other, some beliefs 

are held "directly' and others "indirectly" and that this difference matters in how we 

change our beUefs. 

The derived-non-derived beUef distinction as it is made in the behef dynamics 

literature is one way of making sense of this more general intuition. But it is just one 

way. We can also make sense out of it in terms of the difference between expectations 

and acceptances. The suggestion I made earUer was that a belief is non-derived just 

in case it is an acceptance, and derived otherwise—i.e.. if it is a behef held on the 

basis of a default rule, an expectation. And this is at least as good an analysis of 

the difference between "durectly" and "indirectly" held behefs as is. say. Hansson's 

derived-non-derived belief distinction. Now. in Hansson's coffeeshop e.vample. the 

distinction between expectations and acceptances seems to provide a good analy

sis of the situation. Moreover, this way of looking at the problem is modeled in a 

straightforward way in the theory of general default epistemic change. 

Consider the first case: you walk into town and see me enjoying a coffee. From 

an epistemological standpoint, this ought not give you any direct mformatioa about 

A OT B being open. At most, the direct information you can get from this sort of 

information is that I am enjojing a coffee. But. as I pointed out earUer in Section 

2.1, we have to stipulate that you do not form this behef at aU. Rather, seeing me 

enjoy a coffee gives you a defeasible expectation that one of the coffeeshops is open. 
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FIGURE 2.8. Case 1: The epistemic state k-i  = o A 

It induces a new default: !j(I4 V B) ,  Let W = {ifi, and let .4 be the formiihi 

A is open and B be the fonnula B is open. Suppose your initial epistemic state is 

«o = (soi =o) where we have the following: 

• Wi{A)  = wi{B)  = 1; wo{A)  = 1. w-y{B)  = 0: «;3(.4) = 0. w-i{B) = 1: a'.i(.4) = 

104(5) = 0. 

• So = 

Updating this original epistemic state with the new default that one of the cof-

feeshops is open creates an overall preference for the worlds in which at least cue 

is open over the one world {w^) in which both are closed. The nonnaUty ordering 

thus predicts that you believe the disjunction A V 5. Seeing in the distance that .4 

seems to be open does provide direct information that .4 is open. This shrinks your 

acceptance base to contain only A worlds. You thus believe that .4 is open. The 

resulting state is pictured ui Figure 2.8. 

Likewise, seeing that .4 is actually closed provides a new plain fact. .\nd when it 

comes to revising to include ->^4, the theory here predicts that your acceptance base 

include two possibilities: and But the ordering information predicts that you 

expect the actual world to be wz: you believe that B is open, and so that .4 V B. The 

resulting state is pictured in Figure 2.9, and given a formal dress in this way: 

•  £ q = ^ W x W  
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FIGURE 2.9. Case 1: The epistemic state K3 = k> 0 -LA 

A A  ̂
not-B 

wl 
A 
i 

V J 
w3 

not-A 
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w 
not-A 
not-B 

FIGURE 2.10. Case 2: The epistemic state k ' = kq O A 

Observation 2.6. Let Kq be as specified above. Then: 

1. Kqo [](A V S) = KI = (SQ.CI) where wi =n W2 =si W3 ^£I "-U-

2.  C[AVBI. 

3 .  Ki o -)A = { {w i ,  U/2), £1) == K2. 

I DM., c [AI. 

5. K2 0 - IA = {{W3,  U;4}, CI) = K3-

6 .  U M ^ 3 ^ I 5 I C [ A v B I .  

In the second case, you do not see anyone enjoying a coffee and so you do not 

incorporate the new riile that [{(A V B) into KQ- YOU have no non-trivial relative 
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FIGURE 2.11. Case 2: The epistemic state k' o -I.-L 

normality ranking among the possibilities W. Seeing that .4 appears to be open 

shrinks your acceptance base to the /l-worlds. The resulting state is pictured in 

Figure 2.10. Now, revising this epistemic state with respect to ->.4 does not leave you 

in a state supporting the belief that Ay B (Figure 2.11). Formally we have: 

Observation 2.7. Let kq be as above. Then: 

1 .  kqo  A  =  ({u ; i ,  u ;2} , co )  =  « ' •  

2 .  U M « ' C | A I C [ A v B I .  

5. k'o-<A = {{w3, 0/4} , co) = k". 

4-  [ jM , . ,%lAyB l  

The fact that, in the second case, you have no expectation about whether the 

coffeeshops are open makes a difference. The difference is that you beUeved .4 V B 

because you accepted as true that A was open. Giving that up forced you to give up 

the disjunctive belief. But in the first case, you had independent, though defeasible, 

grounds for thinking that A V B. Giving up that A is open, in the presence of this 

indirect information, does not force you to relinquish your beUef that some coffeeshop 

is open. It is significant that Hansson's coffeeshop examples can be given a satis^ing 
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analysis in GDEC for two reasons. First, it speaks against the suggestion that possible 

worlds models of epistemic change are too inflexible to captm-e a plausible version of 

the derived/non-derived belief distinction. Second, it shows that the foundatioualist 

intuitions that Hansson is pumping in his examples do not commit us to making the 

derived-non-derived belief distinction in the way common in the belief base dynamics 

literature. Instead, the foundationaUst intuition he is tapping is the more general 

idea that some beUefs are held durectly and others indirectly, and that this cUfference 

makes a difference ui epistemic change. 

I have argued all along that there is an epistemological difference between what 

an agent accepts and what she expects (given the defaults she has learned). There is. 

I think, a clear conceptual difference between the attitude of expecting that p on the 

basis of the default rules I have learned and the attitude of accepting it as true that 

p.^ There is also a conceptual difference between acceptance-contravening revision 

and expectation-contravening revision. In the former case agents are forced to admit 

that they ruled out possibilities which must now be considered possible, whereas in 

the latter case an agent needs only to admit that the actual world is not as normal 

as it could be. 

Suppose that there are two coffeeshops located near campus, coffeeshop A and 

coffeeshop B. Now, I have learned the two defaidts normally A is open and normally B 

is open. In addition, let us suppose that I accept it as true that .4 is open. So. I have 

ruled out all not-A possibilities. In virtue of the rules I have learned. I expect that B is 

also open. Now let us consider two cases, tracking the difference between expectation-

contravening epistemic change and its acceptance-contravening coimterpart. Suppose, 

in the first case, that I learn that in fact B is closed. I did beUeve that B was open, 

but only in the indirect sense that I expected it to be given the rules I have and that 

^®One difference that will be important in Chapter 3 is that expecting that p does not mean that 
I have ruled out not-p as a serious epistemic possibility. But if I accept it as true that p. then I have. 
ruled out not-p as a serious possibility. 



FIGURE 2.12. Acceptance-vs. Expectation-contravening Epistemic Change 

its being open was not ruled out by the facts I had. Then I learn th plain fact that B 

is closed; I expected B to be open, but I learned that in fact it is closed. So. in this 

case, I adjust my expectations to reflect that the default normally B is open is not in 

force.^® I go on accepting that A is open, of course, and so now I am certain both 

that A is open and that B is closed. 

Contrast this with a second case in which I leam that .4 is closed. Before encoun

tering this new fact, I accepted it as true that .4 is open—I had ruled out all not-.4 

possibilities. So learning that -lA is very surprising. After the revelation. I should be 

left accepting that ->A and expecting that B is open—I should not alter my overall 

preference for B-worlds. 

GDEC predicts that the changes of belief in these two cases are in fact quite 

different. Consider Figure 2.12. Let my original epistemic state, k — (s. f). be as 

pictured with acceptance base s = {wi, it/o}- In /c I believe both that .4 is open and 

that B is open. The expectation-contravening change of learning that -<B narrows .s 

to the singleton s' = {u/a}. The acceptance-contravening change, however, forces me 

to re-think the status of possibilities previously ruled out by s, leaving 5" = [w-i. 

Observation 2.8. Let k = {s . e )  be  a s  above .  Then :  

still have the rule ijS, but it just so happens that the optimal worlds givea the facts I have are 
not B-wotlds. 
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•  UM«C|AABI .  

•  K O  - iB = (s',c). 

• KO-IA — (S",C). 

2.7 Conditional Default Epistemic Change 

So far we have been concerned with the special case of the Problem of Epistemic 

Change in which the only default rules that agents learn are general defaults. Tliis. 

of course, is a simpUfying assumption. There are other sorts of defaidt rules. For 

example, suppose I have learned that If it is monsoon season, then normally it rains 

in the afternoon in Tucson. This is a conditional default. General defaults create 

an overall preference for worlds in which they are satisfied—normally p creates an 

overall preference for p-worlds. Conditional defaults instead create a preference for 

consequent-worlds mthin the set of antecedent-worlds—If it is monsoon season, then 

normally it rains in the afternoon in Tucson creates a preference for rain-in-the-afteruoon 

worlds within the set of monsoon-season-now worlds. 

Conditional defaults are a perfectly sensible sort of default rale, but one that is 

not expressible as a general default. As (Veltman, 1996. p. 239) shows. If ...then 

normally ... cannot be defined in terms of the unary operator normally and the 

material conditional -+. Suppose otherwise. There are two options: equate If o, then 

normally ^ with t) or with (0 —^ Let 0 be the proposition It is monsoon 

season and if; be the proposition It rains in the afternoon in Tucson. Then if we try 

the first analysis, an agent who leams the default 'z-fw and the default :(o ~ f) will 

be left in an ambiguous state once she leams that the actual world is a o-world. She 

will be left wondering whether it is both monsoon season and will rain or whether it 

is both monsoon season and won't. Thus, her objective belief set will not include the 

belief that it wiE rain. This is not right; she should clearly expect that it will rain. 
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Similarly, the second analysis fails. On that proposal, an agent learning If 0, then 

normally ^ is just the same as learning that either (j) happens to be false in the actual 

world or normally it is the case that This does not match the motivating intuition 

for conditional defaults, namely, that within the set of ^-worlds, it is normally the 

case that So a conditional default is a different epistemic beast than is a general 

default. 

From the fact that conditional defaults cannot be reduced to general defaults ir 

does not follow, however, that incorporating conditional defaults into oiu: theor\- of 

epistemic change radically changes our picture of the kinematics of belief. Allowing 

agents to leam conditional as well as general defaults surely complicates the epistemic 

landscape. The question now is whether this added complexity forces us to re-think 

the construction I have given for an operator of epistemic change. The answer, siu:-

prisingly, is that it does not. 

Suppose that you have to revise your epistemic state with some plain fact o—i.e.. 

with some new mfonnation which expressible by the formula 0 in the language C 

of classical propositional logic. According to the theory GDEC we have two cases to 

consider: either <f) is compatible with what you take yoiurself to know, or it is not. 

If 0 is compatible with what you take yourself to know, then you do not akeady 

accept -'(j). In that case, revising your state with 0 reduces to merely updating 

your acceptance base, ruling out all not-^ worlds. If, on the other hand. 0 is not 

compatible with what you take yourself to know, then you have akeady ruled out 

that 0—and so your acceptance base is comprised of only not-0 possibilities. Revising 

your state then consists in first downdating your acceptance base (to make room for 

the possibility that 0), and then updating the resulting base with 0. In either case, 

the revision process is only sensitive to your acceptances and to yoiu: expectations 

without distinguishing between expectations based on general defaults and those based 

on conditional defaults. It makes no difference, for the case of revising with respect 

to some plain fact (j), whether the defaults you have learned are all general defaults 
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or whether they include conditional defaults as well. Revising your epistemic state 

with the plain fact 0 is insensitive to the difference between general and conditional 

defaults. 

On the other hand, incorporating new rules—refining your expectations—ought 

to be sensitive to the difference between general and conditional defaults. After all. 

learning that If it is monsoon season, then normally it rains in the afternoon is a good 

deal more subtle than learning that normally it is sunny. As my theory stands now. 

I have not said precisely what conditional defaults are. nor the change they force us 

to make to our epistemic states when we learn them. I will turn to that shortly. For 

now, it is enough to note that the introduction of conditional defaults into the story 

forces us to amend our analysis of of how learning rules works, but it does not force 

us to amend our analysis of revising an epistemic state with plain facts. 

There is an analogous way to make the same point. The introduction of cotiditioiial 

defaults into the story calls for a more elaborate and subtle theor\' for detemiiriiiif!; 

what the rational commitments of agents are in a given epistemic state. In the 

general default case, an agent's objective beUef set is just the set of formulas (in £. 

of course) which are true at each world in the set of optimal sets of worlds in that 

state (see Definition 2.11). This is too simple in the case of conditional defaults, 

largely because the concepts of normality, optimality and the like we had earlier 

were specialized to deal with general defaults only. In particular, general defaults 

create global preferences whereas conditional defaults create conditional or restricted 

preferences—if thus-and-so is the case, then normally such-and-such. To know what 

the set of expectations are for an agent in this sort of epistemic environment, you 

have to know which of the defaults she has learned are apphcable. But though this 

is important and interesting to sort out (for completeness, I will present one analysis 

below), it is largely independent of the question of belief revision. 

The main point I want to make in this section is that the case of conditional 

defaults does not seriously complicate how agents change their beliefs. All of the 
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complication is in figuring out what agents expect, given that the rules they have 

can be conditional as well as general defaults. In order to make the point forcefully. 

I need to now show how we can make sense out of conditional defaults in a precise 

way and point to why it is that this does not compromise how we have been thinking 

of revision. The point is, from a pragmatic point of view, an important one since it 

means that we will not lose any insight into epistemic change by ignoring the case of 

conditional defaults. 

All along I have aimed at building a theory of epistemic change while standing oti 

the shoulders of Veltman's dynamic semantic theory for representing default reason

ing. The case of conditional defaults is in this respect no different.^' First, we need 

a formal language within which we can represent conditional defaults. If o and f are 

formulas of classical propositional logic, we will let y be in this new language. 

We can then introduce general defaults as a limiting case: normally it is sunny is just 

a shorthand way of saying If either it is sunny or not, then normally it is sunny. '^ 

Definition 2.17. The language £2 is the smallest set such that C C C, and if 

0 ,  ̂  £  t h e n  ( 0  i j )  6  £ 2 -  3 0  a b b r e v i a t e s  { d  V  - > © )  0 .  

There is a tight connection between default rules and the normality ordering in

formation which is encoded in an agent's epistemic state. The acquisition of default 

rules, so I argued above, is the only epistemologically plausible and entirely endoge

nous way to express how agents order possibilities. It is the ordering information, 

moreover, which gives general default epistemic states much of the stnictiure that 

they have. In the case of conditional defaults, since the defaults are more complex 

we can expect that the ordering information they encode is likewise more complex. 

This, in turn, means that conditional default epistemic states will have to have more 

^^The analysis of conditional defaults is technically more involved than general defaults. It is 
therefore recommended that the reader find a comfortable seat and a hearty snack before reading 
the technical details that follow. 

^If you prefer, just think of a general default that 0 as a conditional default with a necessarily 
true antecedent and <(> as its consequent—normally 0 then comes to no matter what, normally o. 
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structure than their general default counterparts. 

We got a long way by thinking of epistemic states as an ordered pair of an ex

pectation pattern e (a transitive, binary relation on the space of possibilities) and 

an acceptance base s (a subset of the space of possibiUties). Intuitively, an expecta

tion pattern says how well each possibiUty fits with the general defaults an agent has 

learned. In the case of conditional defaults, the rules express that the consequent-

worlds are more normal within the set of antecedent-worlds, where "more normal 

than" is just an expectation pattern. To represent all of the ordering that an agent 

has learned in the context of conditional defaults, we thus need to represent, for each 

subset of the space of possibiUties, the relative normality of each world within that 

subset. From a formal point of view. Veltman's machinery for achieving this is to 

express orderings by a function TT which takes subsets of W to expectation patterns, 

in the sense that we are famiHar with from the case of general default epistemic states 

(Definition 2.6). 

Definition 2.18 (Veitman 1996). An expectation frame over the set of possible 

worlds W is a function ir such that for any d C W: K{d) is an e.xpectation pattern 

contained 'mdxd. 

For readabiUty, let us write ltd instead of 7r(d). It is also technically convenient to 

say when a proposition, say [•^j, is a default within the scope of another proposition 

[^] in terms of expectation frames. 

Definition 2.19. Let TT be any expectation frame and consider any O. R e C. [T'J is 

a 0-default (within 7r) iff ^ and are consistent (|I/J| n [0| ^ 0) and TT [C)} • T' = - [OJ. 

Of course, for any formulas 0 and tj; ia. C (where 0 ^) my epistemic state shoidd 

represent that ^ is a 0-default just in case I have learned the conditional default that 

(j) ijj. 

Coherence and normality are properties that played an important role in deter

mining the rational epistemic commitments of an agent in a given general default 
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epistemic state. Suitable versions of these concepts play much the same role here. 

In order to not confuse these concepts with their general default cousins, let us call 

them conditional normality (more economically: c-normality) and conditional coher

ence {c-coherence), and reserve the terms 'normal' and 'coherence' for the general 

default versions. 

According to Definition 2.7, a world is normal (with respect to an expectation 

pattern e) relative to a set of possibiUties just in case it is ^.-minimal in that set 

of worlds. And this naturally represents the idea that the normal worlds obey as 

many defaults as possible. If agents can learn conditional defaults, then this is uot 

enough. Suppose an agent has learned the default normally it does not rain in Tucson 

in the afternoon as well as the conditional default If it is monsoon season, then normally 

it rains in the afternoon in Tucson. What would count as a c-normal world here? 

Intuitively, we do not want just any no-rain-world to coimt as c-normal since sotiie 

of those (namely, the monsoon-season-and-no-rain worlds) would flout the rule that 

during monsoon season it normally rains. So c-normality. if it is to captiure how well 

possibilities accord with all of the defaults an agent has learned, requires that a world 

is normal all the way down. That is, we need the stronger requirement that for a 

world w to be c-normal with respect to an expectation frame z applied to some set 

d of possibilities it must be the case that, for any d' C d which does not ride out 

w, w is normal relative to d' according to the expectation pattern nd'. In a similar 

way, we can say that an expectation frame k is c-coherent just in case for ever\' non-

contradictory formula 0, TT assigns a c-coherent expectation pattern on [oj x |o|.® 

Formally, then: 

Definition 2.20 (Veltman 1996). Let 7r be an expectation frame over II". and 

c o n s i d e r  a n y  d C W .  

1. The set of c-normal worlds according to the expectation pattern ~d. N nd. is the 

^®This is the same thing as requiring that TT assign a c-coherent expectation pattern to even-
non-empty subset of VV". 
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set of possibilities which axe normal in each ird' for any d' Cd such that iv E d': 

N 7rd = (w 6 : for every d' Cd such that w Ed'. m£a zd'}. 

2. TT is a c-coherent expectation frame iff for every non-contradictory <j). N tt |o| (i. 

An expectation frame assigns a pattern (i.e., a reflexive transitive binary relation) 

to every subset of the space of possibilities. But not just any pattern will do. If 

there is a set of worlds in which, given your frame, it is not even possible that all of 

your defaults are met then you have an incoherent expectation frame. A conditional 

default epistemic state is an ordered pair of an acceptance base (just as before) aud 

a c-coherent expectation frame. 

Definition 2.21 (Conditional Default Epistemic States). Let W be the space 

of possible worlds. « is a conditional default epistemic state iff K = {s. TT) where: 

1. s C l-F; and 

2. TT is a c-coherent expectation frame on W. 

is the set of such states. 

Learning a new rule works like it did before: it is a matter of refining yoiur expec

tations. But instead of a new default inducing a refinement of an expectation pattern, 

now it induces a refinement to the whole frame of patterns. Intuitively, learning the 

default If it is sunny, then nornfially it is warm should create a preference for warui-

worlds over not-warm-worlds within the set of suimy-worlds, and should not change 

my expectations either way outside the set of smmy-worlds. And this can be defined 

in terms of the general default notion of refinement. Suppose we want to refine a 

frame, say making it the case that within the 0-worlds it is normally the ceise that 

fp. We can accomplish this by saying how to refine an expectation frame TT with F. 

restricted to the 0-worIds. Or, more perspicuously, we can give a recipe for creating 

^refinements of TT. 
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Definition 2.22 (Veltman 1996). Fix the set W of possibilities, and let TT. TT' be 

expectation frames over W. Then: 

1. TT' is a refinement of TT iff TT' [0] C TT [0| for every cpe C. 

2. Let (f),il}CC. The (/>-refinement of TT with p. 7R[^i.[^i is the refinement of ~ such 

that: 

(a) For any d' {0|, = •Kd'. 

(b) 7r[0i,[^i |<^] = TT [(^I • 

So, outside the set of (?i)-worIds, a (^refinement of TT does not change the expectatiou 

frame at all. Inside the set of (^worlds, however, the ^-refinement with u.' induces a 

refinement in our familiar sense from Definition 2.9. 

The biggest obstacle to introducing conditional defaults is identifying the objective 

beliefs of an agent m a given conditional default epistemic state. Conditional defaults 

can, in a sense, compete with each other. Suppose you have learned the default ride If 

p then normally q as well as the rule If r then normally not-*?. What would you beheve 

in this sort of situation if you also took yourself to know that both p and r? What if 

instead you had the rules normally q and If p then normally not-q? In order to answer 

these kinds of questions, we have to be able to sort out which rules apply in yoiu: 

epistemic state and which do not. 

A few technical shortcuts will make Veltman's approach to sorting out which 

defaults apply more transparent. Above I said that it is convenient to htave a way of 

talking about a proposition being a ^default (Definition 2.19). It is time to put that 

notion to work for us. Suppose we have a c-coherent expectation frame TT. If F is a 

^default (within TT), then we say that [^J is an expectant proposition in the pattern 

7r|^|. Similarly, again if ^ is a (^default (within TT), we say that [0| is a delimiter 

proposition for Then we can collect the set of propositions to be expected given 
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pi—the set of expectants—and the set of propositions which delimit the rules encoded 

in TT—the set of delimiters. More carefully: 

Definition 2.23. Let TT be a c-coherent expectation frame. Then: 

1. £• is the set of expectant propositions given TT iff 

E =  {{ i ) } : is a (P-default within TT for some ©}. 

2. D is the set of delimiter propositions in TT iff 

D there is a I/; such that {^j is a (^default within TT}. 

Now we are in a position to say when a default applies in a given epistemic state. 

The idea is something like the following. Say you have the default rule o f. the 

acceptance base s and the expectation frame TT. So [I/jl is a O-default in TT. and heuce 

TT [(PI • = TT 1^1. We know that the normal worlds in TT [CJL are (i-'-worlds. The default 

(0 appUes given the facts you have in s just in case "forgetting"" some of the 

facts you know would not make you think that all c-normal worlds are (Z>-and-not -c'-

worlds—i.e., iff there is no set of possibilities d' Ds such that the c-normal worlds in 

Trrf' are all (0 A -i-i/'j-worlds. The definition generaHzes this idea to sets of defaults. 

Definition 2.24 (Applicability, Veltman 1996). Let k = (s. TT) be any c-cohereur 

epistemic state in K*^. Suppose that E = {[vil,---•[%!} is the set of expectant 

propositions given TT. and D = {|0I|,..., [0NL} IS the set of delimiter propositions in 

TT. Assume, moreover, that |^t| is a 0i-default ni TT, for 1 < i < n. Then: 

1. A possibility w complies with E iff for any 6 E and e Z?: if ic G [oi| 

then w 6 

2. The set E of expectants is active in s iff for every d D s there is a w € N -d 

such that w compUes with E~ 

3. The set of defaults {0T '^i • 6 D and |^I| € E} applies in s iff E is active 

in s. 
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Now, to figure out what aa agent expects we first need to pick out the sets of 

worlds which are optimal given her epistemic state. Then we can gather the optimal 

sets in much the same way as we did in the general default case to determine her 

objective belief set. 

Definition 2.25 (Veltman 1996). Let k  = (S.TT) be any state in K*". 

1. A set E of expectant propositions given TT is a maximal active set in .s iff E is 

active in s and there is no E' D E such that E' is active in s. 

2. X is a c-optimal set of worlds in K iff 

X  =  { w  £ s  : w  complies with a maximal active set of expectant propositions given 

is the set of such sets in k. 

Definition 2.26 (Objective Belief Sets). Let k  = (S.TT) be ciny epistemic state in 

K"^. The objective belief set based on k, is the set of formulas o true at each 

world in UM^: B'=(/c) = { (p  € C : \ jm l  c  [0|}. 

We are finally in a position to state in a precise way how the construction of a 

GDEC belief revision fimction can be extended to the case of conditional defaults. 

That is, we can now give a precise model of conditional default epistemic change— 

CDEC for short. The idea is a simple one. Say your epistemic state is k = (.S.TT). 

Now a new piece of information, say comes along that you have decided to accept. 

Either this new information is a default rule or it is a plain fact. If it is a default 

rule—i.e., if (^ = i/; x for some plain facts (//,x—then you have to refine yoiu: 

expectation firame TT. Otherwise—i.e., if (j) itself is a plain fact—you have to revise 

what you accept. If this is the case, then either <f) is already compatible with your 

stock of acceptances, or it is not. If it is, then you just update yoiu" acceptance base. 

If not, then you first downdate your base with -^4> and then update with o. In other 

words, if 0 is itself a plain fact, the revision goes exactly as it would if the theory-

were GDEC. And this matches our pre-theoretic intuitions that I started this section 
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with: conditional defaults ought not seriously compUcate how revision on episteiuic 

states works, they only seriously complicate how we assess what those revised states 

commit us to. 

Definition 2.27 (Conditional Default Epistemic Change). Let k = (s.-) be 

any epistemic state in 

1. The conditional default epistemic change operator, -+ is defined by 

these cases: 

(a) U (t) e C, K o" (f) = {{s i -<0) T 4 > ,  TT). 

(b) Otherwise, i.e., if ^ = (0 x )  for some tp. x  G C. k  o'= o = (.s. 

2. CDEC = {K*^, 0"=) is a revision model for the language £•). 

So we can generaUze the theory GDEC in a straightfonvard way to annve at a 

revision model for this enriched language £•> in which agents can learn conditional 

defaults like If it is monsoon season in Tucson, then normally it rains in the afternoon. 

More importantly, extending the theory in this way only forces us to change how the 

process of refining goes—the general case of revision is the same as in the general 

default case. Revision models for a language specify a set of epistemic states, a 

revision function on those states, and a way of determining the rational epistemic 

commitments for any given state—beliefs that an agent in that state is committed to 

holding. The only non-trivial departure that CD EC makes away from GDEC is in how 

we assess epistemic commitments. More precisely, the only serious difference between 

the two revision models lies in how expectations are supported by epistemic states: 

the two models agree on acceptances and everything else. So long as oiu: core interest 

is in how to revise an epistemic state, it does not matter much whether we deal with 

CDEC or restrict our attention to GDEC exclusively-

There is a general point to be had here. I argued in Chapter 1 that it is important 

to investigate territory somewhere near the intuitive midpoint of the continuimi of 
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theories of belief dynamics. The poles of that continuum, pure foimdations theories ou 

one side and the AGM theory plus its closely related belief-base models on the other, 

are separated by how seriously the respective theories take the idea that some beliefs 

are held solely on the basis of others. An equivalent way of describing the spectnuu 

of theories is by pointing to how robust the respective theories take the classes of 

expectations and acceptances to be. The AGM theory and its belief-base relatives, 

for instance, treat 'behef as a monoUthic concept picking out all and only the agent's 

acceptances. Thus Gardenfors (1988) offers the epistemological interpretation of au 

AGM beUef set as a set consisting of "exactly those sentences that the individual 

accepts in the modeled state of beUef. Instead of saying that the individual accepts 

the sentence, we can also say that the individual believes it to be tr-ue or regards it an 

certain" (p. 21). So the concept of acceptances is quite rich, but expectations play 

no role at all. 

On the other hand, pure foimdations theories of belief change—here I have Pollock 

(1997) in mind—regard 'behef as picking out all and only (or ver\' nearly only) 

an agent's expectations. In Pollock's theory, the only viable epistemic inputs ar^ 

percepts, which are sub- or pre-doxastic states. Every belief that an agent lias is 

based on reasoning (defeasible and conclusive) that ultimately appeals to percepts 

as premises. The link between percepts and beUefs about the world, moreover, is a 

defeasible one. Having a 0-percept (e.g., that there is an apple on the table) is a 

defeasible reason to believe that (p. So every behef about the world is an expectation 

about the world, given the defeasible reasons that an agent has in her epistemic 

repertoire. Here it is the concept of expectations that is paramount while the concept 

of acceptances is very impoverished. 

In our quest for a theory of epistemic change that hes somewhere near the intuitive 

midpoint between the two poles of pure foundations theories and coherence theories we 

have adopted a representation that takes both acceptances and expectations seriously. 

The region of the continuum that we mean to be explormg is just that region that 
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takes both kinds of epistemic attitude seriously, but it does not seem to matter (in 

picking out this region) whether the expectations are based on general defaults or 

on conditional defaults. Investigating the region between foundations and coherence 

theories, as we have been doing, amounts to taking the position that e.xpectations 

and acceptances are both robust epistemic concepts that matter in epistemic change. 

If it is the case that belief revision models must recognize these two distinct 

categories of epistemic commitments then the fact that CDEC only differs from GDEC 

in assessing expectations and not in how to rationally change an epistemic stcite 

suggests that it is not important (from the point of view of the Problem of Epistemic 

Change) what kind of expectations a theory recognizes. I am assuming that belief 

revision theories must take acceptances and expectations to be interestingly different 

kinds of epistemic commitments—from which it follows that we can investigate some 

region between pure foundations and coherence theories."'" So it is enough that the 

difference between acceptances and expectations is noted, and that they both play a 

role in how beliefs change. As a consequence, we need not even commit ourselves to 

Veltman's particular theory of how to assess expectations in the context of conditional 

defaults. If some theory along the general lines of his is right, then that is enough for 

our purposes. The lesson I want to draw is that for the piuT)oses of investigating the 

dynamics of epistemic states under the influence of new information, once we know 

that we can generalize GDEC then we know that we do not have to bother—we can 

safely ignore the case of conditional defaults. And so I will."'^ 

''"It is not merely an assumption, though. I think that there is good intuitive support for the 
difference, too. But for the present argument, which is a methodological one. all I need is the 
assumption. 

•'^Consequently, "epistemic state' will henceforth always refer to a general default epistemic state, 
and similarly for refinement and revision operators. 
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2.8 Basic Properties 

To close this chapter, I want to just quickly remark on some basic properties of the 

GDEC revision operator o. There axe two different levels at which we can look at these 

properties: we can look directly at how the revision operator o says that epistemic 

sates should change, and we can look at how the revision operator o predicts that 

objective belief sets should change. In the following two chapters I will take a more 

sustained look at the structure of the change induced by o on epistemic states. To 

draw some preliminary connections between GDEC and the AGM theory. I want to 

look now at some GDEC predictions about how objective belief sets behave under the 

impact of new information. 

It is easy to see how the revision of epistemic states induces a revision timetiou 

at the level of objective beUef sets: if an agent in epistemic state k has the objective 

beliefs K, i.e., B(K) = K, then K revised to include 0 should be just the set of beliefs 

determined by the state Kop. 

Definition 2.28 (Objective Belief Set Revision). Let K be the objective belief 

set based on the general default epistemic state k. The objective beUef set revision 

opera tor  de te rmined  by  o  in  K,  i s  def ined  as  fo l lows:  w £  K o  1'  G  B{k 0  o ) .  

When no confusion will result, we can drop the subscript from and write *. 

Straightaway we can show that this definition is equivalent to letting A' o be 

the set of formulas true throughout each optimal set in k 0 o: 

Proposition 2.9. iif 0 = {lA € £ : (J ^ W}-

Similarly, we can define a notion of belief set expansion + that is derived from the 

updating of epistemic states and a notion of beUef set contraction ~ derived from the 

downdating of epistemic states. 

Definition 2.29. Let k  be any general default epistemic state. Consider the objective 

belief set K such that B(/c) = K. 
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1. The belief set expansion operator is defined as follows: For any 0. \v G £. 

ij} ^ K -{"K iff € B(/t + (j)). 

2. The belief set contraction operator is defined as follows: For any o. f G £. 

B(« — 0). 

Again, subscripts can be omitted when no confusion will result. The first thing 

to notice is that *«, defined in the way I am suggesting, satisfies virtually none of the 

AGM postulates if we consider what changes are brought about when an agent learns 

a new rule. Consider, for example, the case of the success postulate—postulate (*2) 

from Chapter 1—according to which (j) E K*(t>. N'ow. the GDEC revision operator. 0. 

reduces to refinement when an agent learns a new rule—and learning new rules makes 

different worlds optimal. For example, suppose I have no direct information about 

whether it is now sunny now in Tucson and no direct information about whether it is 

warm now in Tucson, but I have learned the default normally it is sunny in Tucson. On 

that basis I expect that it is sunny. So my objective beUef set is just the closiure of 

this beUef under classical consequence. But now a new nde comes along and I want 

to revise this epistemic state to reflect this new information I have learned: normally 

it is warm in Tucson. My resulting objective beUefs should be just those formulas of C 

which hold in each optimal set in this new state: I am left believing It is warm now in 

Tucson and It is sunny now in Tucson. So far, so good. But, notice, my belief set does 

not include anything like the new input: I am not left with the beUef that normally it 

is warm in Tucson. So, strictly speaking, the AGM version of the success postulate is 

not satisfied in GDEC derived belief sets. 

The sort of failure just illustrated is not too surprising: it is beyond the expressive 

power of the AGM postulates to cope in any satisfying way with epistemic inputs and 

epistemic commitments which are not just formulas of classical propositional logic. 

This, it tiums out, is a serious problem with the AGM theory which will retium in 

Chapters 3 and 4 when we allow various kinds of modal epistemic commitments. 
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For now, the lesson is that to make some cormections to the AGM postulates, we 

have to only consider very restricted versions of them in which the epistemic inputs 

are formulas of C. Even with this restriction, we can show that the GDEC revision 

operator on objective belief sets has some but not all of the formal properties that 

AGM compatible revision functions have. 

Objective belief sets derived in the way I have suggested from epistemic states 

are, to be sure, belief sets in the AGM sense: 

Proposition 2.10. Let k  = (s.E) be any epistemic state, and let B{K) = /v. Then 

Cn{K)  =  K ,  

Combining this with Definition 2.28 it follows that satisfies the AG.M postulate 

(*1) we saw in Chapter 1: 

Proposition 2.11 (Closure). Let k  be any epistemic state. be defined as m 

De f ini t i on  2 .28 ,  and  (p  be  any  fo rmu la  i n  C .  Then  i /B(« : )  =  K.  K  *^0  — Cn(K  * k O ) .  

Now let us retium to the success postulate. GDEC revision on episteniic stares 

is successful in the sense that revising a state to include a plain fact always leaves 

an agent believing that fact. This is as it should be since the goal of the theory is 

to explore the dynamics of incorporating new information given that the agent has 

decided by whatever mechanism to accept that new information. 

Definition 2.30. The GDEC revision function o is successful iff. for any epistemic 

state K and formula 0 6 £: U Mito<p Q M-

Proposition 2.12 (Success). The GDEC revision function O is successful. 

We can use this to show that, so long as we only care about objective beliefs and 

epistemic inputs expressible in £, the belief set revision function * is also successful. 

Definition 2.31. A beUef set revision function satisfies objective success iff for any 

0 € £ and any belief set K: (l>^K*(j>. 
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Proposition 2.13 (Objective Success). For any epistemic state k , the belief set 

revision operator satisfies objective success. 

Objective belief sets also satisfy a restricted form of the inclusion postulate (*3): 

revising to include the plain fact 0 leaves an agent with a set of beliefs included in 

the set she would have had she merely expanded her original state by ©. 

Definition 2.32. A belief set revision fimction satisfies objective inclusion iff. for any 

objective belief set K and <t) G C: K *<j)C K + (i>. 

To see why, for any given K, satisfies objective inclusion, the following lemma is 

helpful: 

Lemma 2.14. Let k .k ' be any general default epistemic states, and let K. K' he the 

ob j ec t i v e  be l i e f  s e t s  based  on  the se  ( r e spec t i ve l y ) .  I f l JM^  Q  

Proposition 2.15. For any epistemic state k . the belief set revision operator 

satisfies objective inclusion. 

The kinematics of objective beliefs, as it is driven by the kinematics of GDEC 

epistemic states, also satisfies vacuity of revisions (again, restricted to objective facts). 

If the plain fact (j) does not conflict with what you already accept, then revising with 

respect to that fact should reduce to expanding with it. 

Definition 2.33. A belief set revision operator * satisfies objective vacuity of revisions 

i f f ,  fo r  any  ob jec t ive  beUef  se t  K and  4> EC:  i f  ->0  ^  AT then  K*( t )C  K  +  o .  

Proposition 2.16. For any epistemic state k , the objective belief set revision operator 

satisfies objective vacuity of revisions. 

Similarly, the revision function on belief sets that we can derive from GDEC preserves 

consistency of objective belief sets. 
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Definition 2.34. A belief set revision function * satisfies objective consistency preser

vation iff for any belief set K and <{> EC: if -iip ^ Cn(0), then K * o is consistent. 

Again, a lemma on epistemic states makes clear why this is the case: 

Lemma 2.17. Let k  = {s . e )  be  any  ep i s t emic  s t a t e .  I f  \J M .k ^ 0. then k ^ A.. 

Proposition 2.18. For any epistemic state k , the belief set revision operator *« 

satisfies objective consistency preservation. 

Finally, consider postulate (*6). Rational changes of belief should not distin

guish between logically equivalent epistemic inputs. And the objective belief revision 

function clearly does not. 

Proposition 2.19. Let k  be any epistemic state and (p, ti) be any formulas in C. 

Let K be the objective belief set such that B(K) = K. If {o w) € Cu(0). then 

K *K (l> = K *K 0-

So satisfies restricted versions of the first six AGM postulates for revision functioa.s. 

Two things are important here. First, the restrictions make a difference. The AGM 

firamework is not expressive enough to handle either inputs or commitments in a rich, 

modal environment. Second, GDEC derived expansion and GDEC derived contraction 

are not even remotely AGM compatible. To see this, notice that the most basic AGM 

requirements for each of these fails even on objective beliefs. What is more telling is 

that there are clear cases in which they ought to fail. 

Consider the case for expansion first. AGM expansion is ver\' simple. To expand 

K by p, merely set-theoretically add 0 to K, and close the resulting set imder Cn. 

Thus, an AGM compatible expansion must obey the simple constraint that, for any 

K and plain fact 0: 

KCK +  (t>.  (2.1) 

If is a belief set expansion operator defined in the way I am suggesting—its 

behavior being derived firom the behavior of GDEC updates on epistemic states—then 
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this constraint is not met. If (2.1) fails for a given expansion operator, let us say that 

that operator does not satisfy expansion inclusion. 

Proposition 2.20. There are epistemic states k  such that +« does not satisfy expan

sion inclusion. 

Here is a simple counterexample to expansion inclusion. Suppose my state k  = {s . ; )  

is such that s rules out just those worlds in which both not-p and not-q and I hcive 

learned the two defaults i^p and '^q (so that s encodes a preference for (p A f/)-worIds). 

In such a state, I believe both p and q, since I expect that they are the case. Xow 

consider the update of « with, the fact ->{p A q). My acceptance base .s then shrinks 

to containing two equi-optimal sets of worlds: one containing (p A -i(/)-workls. and 

the other (-ip A 9)-worIds. I no longer expect p nor do I expect q. and so my new-

objective belief set does not set-theoretically contain my old one. violating (2.1). The 

fact that objective beliefs can include expectations makes expansions more subtle 

than the AGM theory can handle. 

Similarly for contraction. The most basic contraction postulate—assumed in the 

belief dynamics Uterature to be beyond reproach—is the requirement that contrac

tions be successful. That is, the requirement that, for any K and consistent. objecri\-e 

(t>: 

0 (2.2) 

This constraint follows from the postulates (-2) and (-3) we saw in Chapter 1. If a 

belief set contraction operator does not satisfy (2.2) let us say that that operator does 

not satisfy contraction success. It is easy to see that derived from the downdating 

operator of GDEC does not satisfy contraction success. 

Proposition 2.21. There are epistemic states k  such that does not satisfy con

traction success. 

Contraction success fails for much, the same reason that expansion inclusion does: the 

difference between acceptances and expectations matters. The point of downdates 
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is to weaken our epistemic commitments to make room for some new information. 

Consider again the epistemic state outlined above: I expect that p and that q. and 

have ruled out (-ip A -i^j-worlds. Now suppose I want to downdate with respect to 

p. Well, since p was not something I accepted to begin with. I shoidd perform the 

minimal downdate and not change my base at all. The minimal change to my state 

which would leave open the possibility that p is not the case is just to leave it as it is. 

Since neither nor behave on belief sets as they do in the AGM theory, we 

get as a consequence that is not fully AGM compatible. 

Proposition 2.22. The belief set operators induced by the general default revision 

operator o are not transitively relational partial meet revision functions. 

We can get another, more direct, comparison between the AGM theory and GDEC 

by seeing how to recover rankings of implausibility—similar to Spohn's—from the 

interaction between an agent's expectation pattern a and acceptance base .•>. The 

difference between GDEC derived unplausibiUty rankings and Spohn's is that the GDEC 

ranking will not in general be complete. 

The idea, given an epistemic state k  = (s.£) is to order possibiUties in 11" so that 

in the resulting ranking: (1) the worlds common to all the agent's optimal sets tirp 

minimal in the ranking; and (2) outside of the agent's acceptances, the ranking is 

isomorphic to the normality ranking of her expectation pattern £. 

Definition 2.35 (GDEC Implausibility). Let k  = {S,c) be an epistemic state. 

Define the K-implausibility ranking, <«. as follows: 

1. If u; € U Mk, then Vv: w <« v. 

2. If u; 6 (J Ms and u 0 (J M^, then v w. 

3. If to, u U Mr, then u/ <k v iff w u. 

Two immediate facts about «:-implausibility; 
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Proposition 2.23. Let k  = (s ,  e )  be  any  ep i s t emic  s t a t e .  Then :  

1- (t'K w a pre-order but not a total pre-order. 

2 .  w , v  are  " ^ ^ - i ncomparab le  i f f :  w .  v  are  - ^ s - i ncomparab le  and  no t  i n  any  op t ima l  

set of K. 

Prom this it akeady follows that the family <« of «-implausibility rankings is not 

equivalent to Spohn's ranking functions. Now. we can define an objective beliet:" 

revision function using <« in a straightforward way: 

Definition 2.36 (GDEC Implausibility Revision). Let k  = (s.f) be an epistemic 

state, 0 be any formula in £, and K = B(k:). 

1. min(0, <K) — {if;: w 6 I</»I and s.t. v  6 |0| and v  <«  i v } .  

2. * is a GDEC implausibility revision function on belief sets iff 

K*(j) = {^l;eC : min(0,<«) C [^|}. 

Proposition 2.24. Let * be a GDEC implausibility revision function on belief sets. 

Then * is not AGM compatible. 

Corollary 2.25. The revision function o o/GDEC is not AGM compatible. 

This result is not too siurprising, nor should it be too disturbing. Darwiche and 

Pearl have shown that the AGM postulates are. in a precise sense, too weak to 

characterize rational belief change: there are AGM compatible revision operators 

which behave in irrational ways. I suggest that GDEC revision be thought of as 

establishing the converse: the AGM postulates are likewise too strong in the sense that 

they rule out what seems to be a perfectly intelligible, epistemologically motivated 

revision function. 
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Chapter 3 

EPISTEMIC MODALITY AND EPISTEMIC CHANGE 

3.1 Epistemic Possibility 

Suppose that I neither accept that it is raining outside nor accept that it is not raining 

outside; the conclusive information I have about the current weather does not decide 

the issue of its raining outside now. Furthermore, suppose that the forecast calls for a 

50% chance of rain, so that I have no defeasible expectation about its raining or its not 

raining. If my epistemic state is configured in this way, then according to me. it might 

be raining, in the epistemic sense of might} Conversely, if (again, according to me) 

it might be raining, then my epistemic state had better be constructed in something 

Uke this way. I accept that it might be that p just in case I have not akeady nilefl 

out that p just in case I do not already accept that not-p. Equivalent ly. we can count 

the beUef It might be raining as among my rational epistemic commitments. 

In the theory of belief change in Chapter 2. however, epistemic commitments have 

been restricted to beliefs expressible in the language C of classical propositional logic. 

Modal commitments like It might be that ... have not been allowed. Moreover, it 

is not that GDEC is idiosyncratic in this respect: a restriction to "objective beliefs" 

or "plain facts", as I have called them, is the rule not the exception in the belief 

dynamics literature. But surely we have such commitments, and so oiu: theorx' of 

epistemic change has to be sensitive to that. No sooner do we expand oiur horizons 

in this way than we face a series of potential pitfalls. Introducing, and hopefully 

avoiding, some of those pitfalls will occupy this chapter. 

^The epistemic might is synoaymous with epistemic possibility and what Isaac Levi calls serious 
possibility. These epistemic modal constructions do not express the same modality that is at work in 
logical possibility ("it is not a tautology that not...") and subjunctive possibility ("it might have 
been ..."). 
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Isaac Levi (1984,1988) has defended a view for the evaluation of epistemic modal

ities which is related to the view which I want to propose. What makes idealized 

epistemic states philosophically interesting and epistemologically significant, accord

ing to Levi, is that those ideal states serve as the standard for serious possibility. I 

ought to consider it a serious (epistemic) possibility that p just in case my idealized 

epistemic state does not rule out that p. Epistemic modals like It might be raining are 

evaluations of serious possibiUty in this sense. 

In Chapter 1 I sketched a quite different justification for thinking that idealized 

epistemic states are interesting and important to epistemological theories. Suitably 

idealized epistemic states are significant because they are the standard for assessing 

rational epistemic commitment. And a theory of rational epistemic commitments, and 

how those commitments change given new information, is crucial for understanding 

what our cognitive competence is with respect to epistemic change. 

So we have reason, independent of serious possibiUty, to regard ideaUzed epistemic 

states as epistemologically important. This, I claim, is as it shoidd be: in so far a.s 

our epistemic states are the standard for assessing serious possibility, tliis is the 

case because our epistemic states are the standard for assessing rational epistemic 

coimnitments and we plainly have cormnitments about what might be the case. So. 

if Levi is right that our epistemic state is the standard for assessing what might or 

might not be the case, then he is right in virtue of his view being a special case of 

mine. 

Returning to the obvious point I noted above: it is just a fact that epistemic 

agents have commitments about what (given then: state) might be the case, and oiu: 

theory of belief change ought to be able to come to grips with this. I have imtil now 

assumed for the sake of simplifying the models that rational epistemic commitments 

are fully expressible—and in a satisfying way—by formulas of ordinary propositional 

logic. Now we are in a position to start relaxing this assumption. It turns out that the 

fact that an agent's epistemic commitments can contain modal beliefs like It might 
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be raining in Tucson, introduces serious philosophical difficulties—difficulties which 

threaten to become outright paradoxes both for the theory of epistemic commitmeats 

and for the theory of rational beUef change. The main thrust of this chapter will be 

to introduce, motivate, and offer a solution to these problems. 

Before moving forward, I want to anticipate just a bit what the landsccxpe of uiy 

developing theory will look like. Suppose I say to you: 

I believe that Amsterdam is the largest city in The Netherlands. (3.1) 

What, exactly, is it that I have told you? That I have some attitude toward the 

proposition that Amsterdam is the largest city in The Netherlands, no doubt. But 

just what attitude? Quick reply: the attitude of belief. I think the quick reply is too 

quick; (3.1) is genuinely ambiguous, and the ambiguity turns on believe. If I beliew 

0, then either I accept 0 or else I have some defeasible expectation that o. These two 

attitudes, moreover, are importantly different. 

Say it is the case that I accept that Amsterdam is the largest city in The Xether-

lands. I have ruled out all possibilities in which this is not the case." But then, 

intuitively, I do not consider it to be seriously possible that Amsterdam is not the 

largest city in The Netherlands. Suppose, on the other hand, that my strongest 

commitment with respect to Amsterdam's relative size is that I have a defeasible 

expectation that Amsterdam is the largest city in The Netherlands. Then although I 

expect this to be the case, I still may well regard it as a serious possibility that some 

other city in The Netherlands is bigger. The point I want to make is just that if we 

think of beUef as constituting a monolithic attitude, we lose this distinction between 

what is accepted and what is expected. And, as I have argued, this is a distinction 

worth holding on to. It is better to think of belief as being ambiguous, and taking 

care to make clear just what sorts of commitments are at issue in particular cases. 

^In line with the contextualist subcurrents cuiming throughout my argument, it is more accurate 
perhaps to say that I have ruled out all possibilities which I am not properly ignoring in which 
Amsterdam is not the largest city in The Netherlands. 
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One way to keep track of the distinction is in the meta-language. That was 

just the strategy I adopted in Chapter 2. Adopting this strategy, we said that an 

agent accepts that p just in case that agent's acceptance base inchides only p-worlds; 

an agent (merely) expects that p just in case she does not accept that p and all 

of the optimal worlds consistent with what she accepts are p-worlds. Since this 

chapter is devoted to exploring behef dynamics when we represent modal beliefs 

exphcitly. I will adopt another strategy here: introduce the acceptance-expectation 

distinction expUcitly into the language we use for representing the rational episteniic 

commitments of agents. 

This chapter represents a dual interest. First. I have a rimning concern here for 

generality. The introduction of epistemic modality requires us to generaUze every

thing from our language for expressing epistemic commitments and the concept of 

epistemic commitment to the process of epistemic change itself. Second. I am inter

ested in exploring the puzzles and paradoxes that the interaction between episteniic 

modality and epistemic change poses. Introducing epistemic modality—in particu

lar, the epistemic might—threatens to do serious harm to the inteUigibiUty of belief 

change models. There are two puzzles in which we shall be particularly interested: 

Moore's paradox and an impossibihty result due to Andre Fuhrmann. 

3.2 Generalizing Epistemic Commitment 

The first step toward extending the theory of rational epistemic change in order to 

deal with epistemic modalities is to generalize the concept of epistemic commitment. 

EarUer, in Chapter 2,1 followed the standard assumption in much of the beUef dynam

ics literature and insisted that agents have commitments all of which are adequately 

expressible by formulas in classical propositional logic—our language £. The result

ing theory GDEC does rely, however, on richer languages for expressing defaults: the 

imary "normality" operator i; in the simplest and most transparent case and its con
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ditional counterpart ^ in the more general case. Nevertheless, commitments hcive 

been restricted to objective beliefs. Now we want to allow epistemic commitments 

like It might be raining. I want to introduce the imary modal operator O to represent 

the epistemic modal might, and incorporate this expressiveness into the theor\' GDEC 

of general default epistemic change. It is worth making a key simphfying assmnption 

perfectly explicit: what is interesting about the interaction between epistemic modal

ities and epistemic change is not lost—indeed, it is more clearly seen—if we focus on 

the simple case where ordering information is given by general defaults instead of by 

conditional defaults. Since we gain a tremendous amount of insight, and lose nothing 

in our understanding of this interaction, I will restrict the discussion in this chapter 

to general default epistemic change (and, accordingly, to general defaidt epistemic 

states). 

From a formal point of view, we need to extend the language for deaUng with 

epistemic cormnitments and epistemic change. As before, let C be a language of 

classical propositional logic for a given set A of atoms. In Chapter 2. GDEC models of 

epistemic change made use of the normality operatorwe took £i to be the smallest 

set including C and such that if o is a formula of classical propositional logic then :o 

is a formula of Similarly, here we will introduce another extension of L—we want 

this new extension to be closed under O.^ 

Definition 3.1. Let £ be a language of classical propositional logic. Then define the 

extension £•*" of C as the smallest set such that: 

1. £ C £+; 

2. If <^, 6 then ->0. (<^ A 0), 0(t> 6 £"^. 

In GDEC an agent's epistemic commitments in a given state k  are identified with 

the set of objective formulas "supported" by /c. "Support'^ in turn, on that pictiure 

^So, £i and the new Tnight^-extension both extend £. But they are inclusion-incomparable 
ectensions in the sense that Ci g and %Ci. 
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amounts to propositional containment: an agent's set of commitments consists in just 

those objective 0 such that the collection of worlds which are :^j-minimal modulo the 

agent's acceptance base is included in [0j. 

If we continue treating epistemic states in the way I have been (as a set of possible 

worlds, and an ordering), then such a "propositional containment" account of epis

temic commitment is inadequate for capturing rational epistemic commitments with 

respect to epistemic modality. For such an account to be generaUzable to deal with 

the epistemic might, we would have to be able to identify for any o. the set of might-o 

worlds. Suppose my epistemic state contains just two equally normal possible worlds, 

lui and W2, and suppose that in the first it is raining in Tucson and in the second 

it is not. Suppose, moreover, that the actual world is wo. In such a case. I ought 

be committed to It might be raining. So u/o must be in the proposition expressed 

by It might be raining. But, if I then rxile out wi as a possibiUty. my new epistemic 

state intuitively does not commit me to It might be raining. But W2 is the only live 

possibility, and we akeady established that it is a might-raining world. So. it looks 

like I am committed to It might be raining after all. This is an absurd conclusion. 

The upshot is that might (p expresses a property of my information I have about 

the world, not a property of the world itself. There just is no set of worlds answering 

to the description "might 0-worlds". It follows from this that, at least on the classical 

account which takes propositions to be sets of satisfying worlds, might o does not 

express a proposition. And so our being committed to might (p cannot be modeled 

as a relationship between the most normal worlds consistent with what we know and 

the proposition expressed by might (f). 

That epistemic modals like It might be raining do not express propositions m^ikes 

a difference in the dynamics of belief as well. Consider the case of acceptance base 

updating. The agent is supposed to just eliminate possibilities from her acceptance 

base: updating a base s with the new fact 0 is just taking the intersection of s with 

the proposition I^J. This clearly will not do if 0 has any epistemic modalities in it. 
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say if (^ = Op, since there is no such set as |0p|. 

We can solve both the problem of epistemic commitment and the problem of 

base updating in the context of epistemic modals in a single stroke. The intuitive 

motivation for propositional containment approaches to epistemic commitment goes 

something like the following. An epistemic state commits you to 0 just in case learning 

(j) in that state would not make any difference to you with respect to the question of 

(^'s truth. And the prepositional containment model captiu-es this well enough if o 

contains no epistemic modalities. But this analysis is just one way of making precise 

the intuitive picture. Another way would be to treat commitment as a sort of fbced-

point construction: state « commits you to (p just in case updating k with o produces 

no change at all to K—just in case the information that 0 carries is akeady present in 

K. So, solving the problem of how to update an epistemic state with epistemic modals 

can be turned into a solution to the problem of generalizing epistemic conunirmenr. 

In fact, we have more epistemic modalities in the vicinity besides the epistemic 

might. We also have a "normality" modal which encodes general defaults. .And. im

plicitly, I have been appealing to the related notion of when a proposition is to be 

expected. One important distinction that GDEC captures is the difference between 

acceptance-contravening belief change and expectation-contravening belief change. 

The difference between acceptance-contravening and expectation-contravening kinds 

of belief change rests on a similar distinction between acceptances and expectations. 

Veltman's update semantics (Veltman, 1996) for default reasoning adopts a represen

tation in which this difference is marked in the object language in an explicit way: a 

conclusion licensed by a default bears a flag—presumably 0—a imeuy operator indi

cating that it is a result of applying a default normally 0. 

Veltman's representation strategy is technically convenient. But. more impor

tantly, as I suggested earlier, it makes good epistemological sense. Beliefs can be 

sorted by whether they are something we take ourselves to just know (or have direct 

information about) or whether they are something which we merely expect to be the 
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case (have indirect information about). Suppose I accept that a certain coffeeshop 

A is open. This is conceptually a different epistemological phenomenon from a case 

in which I have an instance of a general default normally A is open, and (htiving no 

direct evidence to the contrary) on that basis expect that A is open. In both cases, 

to be sure, I believe that A is open. But my commitment in the latter case can more 

carefully be described as being committed to presumably A is open. Most of the time, 

this is a difference which does not make much of a difference. In both cases. I have 

the behef that A is open. 

However, the difference matters in at least two ways, and this difference supports 

a representation strategy which makes the line between what is accepted and what is 

expected clear. First, as I argued in Chapter 2, it makes a difference in belief change. 

A minimal requirement on theories of belief change, it seems to me. is that they 

must respect the difference between expectation-contravening and belief-contravening 

kinds of change. That this is the case means that the theories have to make, in 

some way or other, a distinction between acceptances and expectations. Second, the 

presumably operator matters when we are being extraordinarily careful with respect 

to our commitments. Most of the time presumably <3) is indistinguishable from o: I 

count (j) as among the things I believe in either case. But in the latter case—the case 

where I have a general expectation that <p—if a meddlesome epistemologist were ro 

try to play the skeptic's game with respect to <p, I could weaken my commitment 

without altering my epistemic state at ail merely by vocahzing what I had previously 

left unsaid: namely, that I really am committed to the weaker thesis that presumably 

<j). Certainly there is a contextnaJist story that can be told here about what the 

rules are for when I must vocalize the presumably operator and when I can leave 

it left unsaid—a story like David Lewis' seems to me to be on the right track in 

giving an analysis of this mechanism (Lewis, 1979. 1996). Notice, though, that no 

such weakening is possible if I accept that 9, either with or without a more detailed 

contextualist story. To weaken my commitment in that case would require a non-
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vacuous change in the structure of my epistemic state. I would, perhaps, have to 

expand the space of possibilities to reflect the contextual shift. To use a metaphor, 

the presumably OT^ev&tov is typically a transparent operator—agents see right through 

it unless the context provides a special reason for taking note of it. 

Representing the difference between what an agent accepts and what she e.xpects 

by using some kind of unary operator just makes perfectly explicit an epistemologi-

cally interesting distinction that was at play all along. The language Ci in Chapter 

2 was defined as the smallest set which includes classical propositional logic, and is 

closed under the unary operator of normality i3. For my purposes in this chapter, 

and given the argiunent in favor of representmg explicitly the difference between ac

ceptances and expectations, let us redefine the language £i as being the smallest set 

containing classical propositional logic, and bearing the two modal operators: nor

mally ... (1;) and presumably ... (b)."* The basic idea connecting these two is that a 

default li0 commits an agent to b0. 

Definition 3.2. Let £ be a language of classical propositional logic. Then Cy is the 

smallest set such that; 

1. C C C i ;  

2. If 0 6 £, then -ib0 G and 

3. If 0, ^ are in £i, then so is 0 A 

Let £^- = £i U £+. 

Here is the argumentative landscape that is emerging in this section so far. It is a 

brute fact that we have epistemic commitments with respect to what might and might 

•'The choice betweea representing presumably as an operator in the object language versus the 
method in Chapter 2 is a choice between dealing with this distinction in the object language or 
in the metalanguage. Once we supply the contextualist story about the (typical) transparency of 
the operator in the object language, the two proposals entirely collapse into one. So all of the 
definitions and results in Chapter 2 go through once we make the obvious translations. The key to 
the translations is Proposition 3.2 below. 
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not be the case. This forces us to extend our formal language for expressing epis-

temic commitments. It also forces us to extend and revise the analysis of episteniic 

commitment since, given how we are thinking of epistemic states, the propositional 

containment model does not apply to the case of epistemic modals. But epistemic 

commitment is interesting at least in part because it plays a role in belief change— 

including simple-minded updating. So we need to extend the notion of updating to 

capture the pecuhar kinematics of the epistemic might—both, for acceptance bases 

and full-blown epistemic states. But might is not the only epistemic modal in our 

language: we have normality operators and, expUcitly now. presiunption operators. 

Furthermore, since we are generahzing updating and commitment to include the epis

temic might, we ought to be able to say something similar about updating and beiu^ 

committed to beliefs containing these other modaUties of normality cind presimiptioii. 

too. What is left for me now is to generalize the notion of an update in such a way 

that we can, from there, generalize epistemic commitment. 

In fact, we already have most of the pieces assembled for generahzing the notion of 

acceptance base updating for arbitrary formulas in C^. and from there it is ea.sy to get 

a more general picture of updating an epistemic state since the ordering inibrmatioii 

is unaffected by this sort of beUef change.^ One of the lessons to be drawi from the 

discussion so far is that the epistemic might acts as a "test" on acceptance bases. 

If my acceptance base contains just two possibihties, one m which it is raining the 

other in which it is not, then updating with the information that It might be raining 

should produce no change to my epistemic state. If, however, there are no possibilities 

in my acceptance base in which it is raming—if I have already nded out that it is 

raining—then updating with It might be raining conflicts with what I accept. Mere 

updating, as opposed to revision, in this case should leave my acceptance base empty. 

®This refined notion of updating a base lias tlie same form as simple update semantic theories of 
propositional modal logic which have appeared in the recent dynamic semantics literature (Beaver. 
1993; Dekker, 1993; Gillies, 2001; van der Does, et ai. 1997; Veltman, 1996). 
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Equivalently, my acceptance base is my standard for epistemic possibility: it might 

that p, according to me, iff my acceptance base does not rule p out. 

Definition 3.3 (Modal Base Update). Let I be the set of acceptance bases (i.e.. 

subsets of W), and let s be in /. Let p be any propositional atom, and o. f any 

arbitrary formulas in C^. The modal base update function ^mbu- I —^ ^ is given by 

the following recursion (subscript omitted when unambiguous): 

1. s t p = 6 s : w{p)  =  I}; 

2. s T ->0 = s\ (s T ^); 

3. s t (0 A 0) = (s t 0) T 

4. s t 00 = {tv € s : s t © 0}. 

Updating a base s with an atom p removes all not-p possibilities from .s. The 

propositional connectives work in the expected way. Negation is set subtraction: 

updating the picture of what you accept with ->o should remove from corisideratiou 

just those possibilities in s which survive the update with 0. Conjimction is sequential 

updating: to update your acceptance base with you first update with 0 and then 

update the resulting base with 0. Updating an acceptance base with the epistemic 

modal 0(j) invites the agent to perform a test on her epistemic state. If that state 

can be successfully updated with 0—i.e., if (p has not ahready been niled out—then 

updating with 00 returns the original base. Otherwise—i.e.. if 0 has already been 

ruled out—then updating with 00 leaves the absurd acceptance base-

In Chapter 2, base updating was restricted to non-modal formulas, and was defined 

as an operation of set intersection—s updated with 0 simply being the intersection 

of s with the set of 0-worIds [0}. Before moving on to generahzing the concept of 

epistemic commitment, it is worth pointing out that the modal base update fimction 

captures the restricted version as a special case. So long as 0 contains no modal 

operators, updating any beUef base s with 0 amounts to intersecting s with |oj. 
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Proposition 3.1. Consider any 0 € £, and any acceptance base s. Then: 

s Imbu <i> = sH 

Updating epistemic states with some new information reduces to either updc\tiiig 

the acceptance base with that information or refining the expectation pattern with 

that information. Accepting new plain facts needs to be reduced to accepting them at 

the ground floor of the epistemic state. But agents can update with respect to formu

las that, intuitively, express something other than plain facts. If the new informatiou 

is a default rule, then and only then ought updating affect oiu* relative patterns of 

normality. And I have akeady said in Chapter 2 how this refinement process ought 

to go. 

But what would it mean to update with the third epistemic modality presumably! 

Like the epistemic might updating with presumably ought to act like a test on an 

agent's epistemic state. Suppose that I have learned the general default about uiy 

favorite coffeeshop A, normally, A is open. So my expectation pattern £ encodes an 

overall preference for worlds in which A is in fact open. You have the same default 

rule, and so the same expectation about A's being open. However, suppose that you 

are unaware that I have this expectation about .4's being open. So. suggesting a place 

for coffee, you inform me that presumably, A is open. "Updating" my epistemic state 

with this information should be completely vacuous—it should produce no change at 

all. If, on the other hand, I do not have a general default to the effect that normally, 

A is open (and I do not ahready just accept it as true that A is open), then so t'cir as 

simple-minded updating is concerned what you have told me is not compatible with 

the facts and default rules I have learned. My epistemic state is structured in such a 

way that it just is not to be expected that A is open—so simple-minded updating in 

this case ought reduce my epistemic state to the absurd state. Revising, not updating, 

seems to be ui order. 

Finally, we can put together the pieces of the puzzle. Updating an epistemic state 
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by either a non-modal fact or one with an occurrence of the epistemic might just 

reduces to modal base updating, updating with a new rule reduces to refining the 

agent's expectation pattern, and updating a state with presumably performs a test 

on that state. If <j) really is to be expected in that state, then the update is vacuous: 

otherwise, it drives the state into the Umiting case L. Formally, then, we have: 

Definition 3.4 (Modal Epistemic Update). Let k  = (5, c) be any epistemic states 

in K. The modal epistemic update function +meu '• K —K is defined by these cases 

(subscript omitted when unambiguous): 

1. If 0 6 C^, then k + (p = (s t 0.c): 

2. 114) = FOR some i I j 6 C, then: «-F = K if IJ C |ar|; otherwise K + O = ±: 

3. If 0 = -bib for some ip ̂  C, then: k-\-0 = k if IJMk % [lyl; otherwise k+o = ±: 

4. If (p = A X, for some ip, x 6 Ci, then « + 0 = (K -f w) -f \: 

5. If 0 = qi/; for some w 6 C, then « + <p = (s. £ • ly). 

We can now make precise the intuitive solution to the problem of generalizing 

epistemic commitment to reflect the fact that agents can have modal epistemic com

mitments. An agent in epistemic state k is committed to just those beUefs expressible 

by formulas of that are supported by her epistemic state. An epistemic state, 

moreover, supports 0 just in case updating with (j) induces no change whatever in the 

information structure of that state. 

Definition 3.5 (Support and Commitment). Let k  be any general default epis

temic state, and 0,1/; be any formulas of Then the modal epistemic update 

relation of rational epistemic commitment ^meu^ is defined as follows (subscript 

omitted when unambiguous): 

1. K supports (f>, K ^ (p, iS K + (f) — K. 
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2. ( f )  c ommi t s  an agent to ^ iff for any epistemic state k. k -f © [= it'. 

The relation ^meu of epistemic commitment, notice, is an entailment relation for 

the language . 

Thinking of rational epistemic commitment as we can capture what is right 

about the propositional contaimnent analysis of epistemic commitment as a special 

case in a straightforward way. This generalized aotion of commitment reduces to 

the propositional containment analysis if the beliefs we are interested in contain no 

modals and, as we did above, we think of presumably as a transparent operator. More 

precisely, if ^ contains no modal operators, then if k = (s. c) conmiits an agent to o 

then each optimal world in /c is a <^world. Conversely, if each optimal world in k is 

a 0-world but there is some possibility in s such that it is not a o-worlcl (so that o i.s 

expected, and not accepted, in K), then k supports presumably o. Formally: 

Proposition 3.2. Let k  = (s,c) he any general default epistemic state. Then: 

1. For any (f> £ C ,  i f  k ^x[eu then (J C [©j. 

2 .  I f  [ JM^C |0 |  bu t  s  g  [0 | ,  t hen  k \=.\[eu '<?• 

Let me just sum up before moving on. The introduction of epistemic modals into 

our language for expressing epistemic commitments forces us to adjust oiu: pictiure 

of belief updating and, so long as we hold how we are modeling epistemic states 

fixed, also to generalize the notion of epistemic commitment. I have argued that one 

natural way of doing this—both from the technical and philosophical perspectives— 

is to introduce a fixed-point analysis of epistemic commitment. A solution to the 

problem of generalizing updating can thus be turned into a solution to the problem 

of generalizing epistemic commitment. 
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3.3 The Epistemic Lattice 

All along we have been thinking of updating as the simplest case of belief change. 

Updating is supposed to be "simple-minded" updating—the limiting case of epistemic 

change where the agent just incorporates some new information. As a result, modeling 

updating (beUef set expansion, in the AGM theory) is trivial, and its properties are 

imsurprising. Not so, however, in the context of epistemic modalities; simple-minded 

updates have an interesting kinematics to be explored. In this section and in the 

next two sections I want to highlight some of the basic properties that epistemic 

modals have in the context of belief djmamics. This will proceed in two steps. First. 

I introduce and explore what I call the epistemic lattice: the structiure of the set of 

epistemic states, ordered by a concept of "strength". That will occupy this section. 

Second, I show how epistemic modals behave in this structure. It turns out. I will 

argue, that the way epistemic modals behave in belief dynamics buys us a new solution 

to Moore's paradox as a corollary. That will occupy the next section. In Section 3.0'. 

I will introduce a surprising incompatibility result, due to Andre Fuhrmann. which 

poses a serious philosophical challenge to extending our understanding of epistemic 

change to account for the epistemic might. 

There is a natmral sense in which one epistemic state can be stronger than another. 

Suppose that I have ruled out it is raining, but still think it possible that the coffeeshop 

is open. You, on the other hand, think it possible that it is raining and think it possible 

that the coffeeshop is open. Then, ceteris paribus, my epistemic state is stronger than 

yours—I am committed to more objective matters of fact than you are. Likewise, if 

my epistemic state encodes more default niles than yours does, then ceteris paribus 

my state is stronger than yours. I have more commitments with respect to what I 

expect than you do. 

Definition 3.6 (Strength). Let k  =  {s .a )  and = {s ' . c )  be two general defaidt 

epistemic states, k is at least as strong as kf, k Q k', iS s C s' and c C 5^. k C k' iff 
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k Q k ' and either s Cs ot s 

Epistenaic updating and comparative strength induces a natiural structiu-e over the 

set of epistemic states. The first thing to notice is that the set K of general defaulr 

epistemic states is in fact partially ordered by the concept of strength C. 

Proposition 3.3. (K, Q) is a partial order. 

To get a clearer picture of what structure is imposed by the concept of strength, 

we need some basic tools from algebra. In general, a set X together with ci refle.xive 

partial ordering < determine a lattice just in case X is partially ordered by < and for 

any a and b which are members of X, there is a least upper bound (i.e.. a meet) and 

a greatest lower bound (i.e., a join) of the set {a, 6} with respect to the ordering <. 

It turns out that the set of epistenaic states, together with the ordering imposed by 

strength, determines a lattice. 

Definition 3.7 (Epistemic Aggregate). Let tc = (s.£) and k' = (.s'.;') be any 

general default epistemic states. Then the epistemic aggregate of k and k'. k tt) h'. is 

defined as follows: 

1. K:l±)/c' = (sns',cn£'),if this is an epistemic state (if the ordering is coherent); 

2. « W /c' = ±, otherwise. 

The epistemic aggregate of two states is just the result of combming all of the infor

mation in the states in a simple-minded way, ignoring the challenges of revising either 

one of those states in cases of conflict. There are two limiting cases. If s and s' are 

not compatible, then the aggregate will be the absinrd epistemic state ±. Likewise, 

if the ordering information in c is not compatible with that in c. then the epistemic 

aggregate of k and will be the absurd state In cases where there is no conflicr. 

the aggregate of two non-absurd states will itself be a non-absmd state. 
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The epistemic aggregate of two states is the join (i.e., the greatest lower bound) 

between those states with respect to epistemic strength C. That is. the ciggregate 

operation W has all the properties of a join operation: it is commutative, idempotent. 

is the identity function when paired with the state of ignorance T. and is associative. 

Proposition 3.4 (Epistemic Join). Let K, K'.T. and p be any epistemic states m 

K. W has the following properties: 

1. « W «' = «' te) k; 

2. K tt) K = K; 

3. K tt) T = k; 

4. (/cWr)t±)p = «:y (rtfp). 

From here, it is easy to define a dual of W. That is a technical exercise. The important 

point is that the dual of W is a meet operation (determines a lowest upper boimd with 

respect to strength). And this is enough to establish that epistemic strength indeed 

imposes a lattice on epistemic states. 

Proposition 3.5. (K, Q) is a lattice. 

It turns out that epistemic aggregation and strength in the epistemic lattice to

gether track a special case of epistemic change. If the aggregate of k and k' is just 

K, then we can show that k is at least as strong as (carries no fewer commitments 

than) k'. And k is stronger than «' just in case there is some new information such 

that the simple-minded update of with that new information retiurns K. So moving 

through the epistemic lattice corresponds in a precise way to simple-minded epistemic 

updating. We can state these results formally as follows: 

Proposition 3.6. Let k and be any epistemic states in K. Then: 

L  7 / /C  W k' = K, then k C K'. 

2. K C /«' iff nf -{• (j) = K, for some (I >e C '1. 
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3.4 Basic Properties of Epistemic Modals 

Might has a natural dual: the epistemic must If I am committed to It might be 

raining, then I ought also be committed to It is not the case that it must be not raining. 

And conversely. Intuitively, I am committed to It must be raining just in case in ever^-

possibihty consistent with the facts I have, it is raining. But that is just to say that [ 

am committed to It must be raining in a given epistemic state if and only if that state 

is one in which I already accept that it is raining: just in case I have ah-eculy ruled 

out all not-raining possibilities. If we let 0(j) abbreviate -lO-xp. then the definitions 

of modal base updating (Definition 3.3) and modal epistemic updating (Definition 

3.4) gives us this analysis of must as a corollary. 

Proposition 3.7 ('Musi'). Let k. — (s.c) be any general default epistemic state, and 

(f) be any formula in . Then: 

1 .  s  1  D ( f )  =  { w  &  s  :  s  ]  ( j )  =  s } .  

2 .  K ^ U c j )  i f f  s  1  < j )  =  s .  

The box of epistemic must and the diamond of epistemic might relate to each 

other in just the way they would if their logic were determined by the classical modal 

logic S5. To see that this is the case, let us say that two formulas are eptstemicully 

equivalent just in case they have the same update potentials—if and only if they 

update an arbitrary epistemic state in the same way. 

Definition 3.8 (Epistemic Equivalence). Let d.p be any formulas in o and 

•ijj are epistemically equivalent, for any K 6 K: k + 6 = k + w. 

All modalities in S5 telescope. Suppose we have the two modalities M and .V. The 

telescoping property is just the property that, if © is a formula (without a leacUng 

modality), then iW0 is equivalent to any formula with any string of arbitrary- combi

nations of M's and iV's immediately proceeding iVf0. And likewise for No. Epistemic 

might and must it turns out, telescope in just this way. 
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Proposition 3.8. Let 0 be any formula in C^. Then: 

L 00 ̂  00<^ ^ DO^. 

2. 00 <=> nO(j) ^ OOcj). 

I showed above that simple-minded updating and moving through the epistemic 

lattice characterize the same transitions in information. We can see yet another man

ifestation of this here. Updating your epistemic state always carries more epistemic 

conmaitments. In the technical sense defined below, epistemic updating is eliminativH. 

Definition 3.9. A function / is eliminative in a structure {X, <) iff / : A' — A" and 

f { x )  < X fo r  a l l  X  6  X .  

Proposition 3.9 (Eiiminativity). Modal epistemic update, +meu- is an eiiminatu't' 

function in (K, C). 

But even this simple-minded notion of update has some interesting properties in the 

context of epistemic modals. Above I argued that epistemic modals like might o do 

not express propositions in the sense that there is no set of might o-worlds. Epistemic 

modals express properties of our information about the world, not properties of the 

world itself. It is this fact about modals that prevents the notion of modal epistemic 

update from collapsing into the classical theory where update is just set intersection 

of sets of possibilities. We can now give this conclusion a formal foimdation as well. 

Say that a function on sets distributes over its domain if and only if the residt of 

applying it to a set x is the same as applying it to each member of x as a singleton, 

and collecting the results (van Benthem, 1991). 

Definition 3.10. A function / distributes over its domain X iff for every x G X: 

fix) = U /({a}). 
a6x 

The basic idea here is we want to focus on the effects of updating with informa

tion expressible by formulas of (we want to ignore ordering information for the 
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moment). Epistemic update, restricted to plain facts and might/must, reduces to 

acceptance base update. We want to see what properties epistemic update has in this 

domain in virtue of the properties that base update has. Now. modal epistemic ui> 

date + is a function which, as far as plain facts and the epistemic modaUties might and 

m u s t  a re  concerned ,  r educes  t o  the  moda l  b a s e  upda te  opera to r  T :  k  +  0  =  [ s ]  o . z ) .  

for (l>€.C^. What properties + has, when restricted to this fragment, it has in virtue 

of the properties that modal base updating t has. 

Definition 3.11. A function / is distributive in a structure { X .  < )  restricted to F  

iff / reduces to /' on argiunents in F and /' distributes over its domain. 

Informally, this definition can be impacked in a pretty clean way. What we care 

about is the properties that + has for formulas in But it is defined for the whole 

language C^. To isolate the case we care about, it is enough to look to the behcwior 

of + on formulas in C^; this restriction, moreover, straightaway reduces the behavior 

of + to the behavior of t- And so the distributivity of + in the epistemic lattice 

will stand or fall on the distributivity of t over the set / of acceptance bases. .And 

this is just what we want to see. Using this we can show that base update is not a 

distributive function over the set of acceptance bases. And so. by the above definitiou. 

ep i s t emic  upda te  i s  no t  d i s t r ibu t ive  in  the  ep i s t emic  l a t t i ce  r e s t r i c t ed  to  C ~ .  

Proposition 3.10 (Non-distributivity). L e t K  b e  t h e  s e t  o f  g e n e r a l  d e f a u l t  e p i s 

temic states, and I be the set of acceptance bases. Then: 

L The modal base update operator t does not distribute over I. 

2. + reduces to t for any <j) ^ C^. 

3. The epistemic update operator + is not distributive in (K. Q relative to C^. 

Here is a simple counterexample to the distributivity of Let s = {a'l, lu-i}. where 

Wi(p) = 1 and W2ip) = 0. Then 1 Op = {wi} and {^2} f Op = III. So 

U (W} T = {^1}- But s t Op = s since s t p ̂  0H 
w € s  
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If simple-minded updating of epistemic modals like might and must had just the 

structure that modalities in classical propositional modal logic have, then updating 

would distribute over the epistemic lattice. On the classical pictiure. base update is 

just set intersection: s updated with (j) would return the set of worlds common to both 

s and |0|. Set intersection, n, is a distributive function over the set I of acceptance 

bases. 

Proposition 3.11. Let s be any acceptance base in I. Then: 

snl0|  = U ({u/}n|(?il) .  
W ^ 3  

We know that, when restricted to plain facts—facts expressible by formulas of the 

language C of ordinary propositional logic—base update amounts to set intersection 

(Proposition 3.1). And set intersection does indeed distribute over I. But I have 

shown that updating an acceptance base is not in general a distributive function. 

From this it follows that the source of non-distributivity is the behavior of updating 

with respect to the epistemic modal might The dynamics of simple-minded updates 

are more subtle than the classical analysis would have. 

3.5 Epistemic Modality and Moore's Paradox 

Suppose we meet in a hallway. Not having been outside for quite sometime, you ask 

about the current weather. Now suppose that I (sincerely) reply: 

It is raining, but I don't believe it. (3.2) 

What an odd thing to sayl G. E. Moore first noticed that rephes Uke mine, in 

fact, pose a general paradox.® For starters, (3.2) seems to be inconsistent. I cannot 

sincerely say that it is raining, and then go on to deny that I have the relevant belief 

about the weather. So (3.2) must be inconsistent. But, there is an assigmnent of 

truth-values to the constituents of (3.2) such that the conjunction is true—we need 

^This first bit of this section overlaps some with Gillies (2001). 
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only consider a possibility in which it is raining but such that in that world I either 

have a false beUef or no beUef at all about the ciurent weather. But if there is such an 

assignment of truth-values then (3.2) cannot be inconsistent. Since a single sentence 

cannot be both inconsistent and not, we have our paradox. 

Moore's paradox has typically been thought of as a problem in the philosophy 

of language. Consequently, most solutions proceed by distinguishing logical incon

sistency from pragmah'c inconsistency. (3.2). it is alleged, is logically consistent and 

merely pragmatically inconsistent.^ But (3.2) is not just an odd thing to say. it is 

also odd as a potential epistemic commitment. In fact, I suspect that Moorean-type 

sentences are odd things to say in virtue of the fact that they are odd as potential 

epistemic commitments. It turns out that our more general pictiue of modal epistemic 

updating buys us a new solution to Moore's paradox. 

One way of thinking about Moore's paradox is as pitting our intuitions about 

the consistency of a potential epistemic commitment against the theor}--laden hiuclle 

of truth-functional consistency. But truth-functional consistency may well be the 

wrong theory when it comes to assessing the consistency of commitments containing 

epistemic modaUties. A more refined theory of epistemic commitments—adequate 

for dealing with the properties of epistemic modals we have aheady seen—has the 

consequence that Moorean-type sentences are logically inconsistent to begin with. 

There is no paradox simply because truth-functional consistency is the WTong hiudle 

for our intuitions about the oddness of (3.2). 

Intuitively, a potential commitment (f) is consistent just in case it is possible to 

learn that <f) and not be left in the absurd epistemic state. If updating any epistemic 

state whatever with 0 leaves you believing everything, then & must be inconsistent. 

Definition 3.12 (Consistency). Let 0 e C^. (t> is consistent iff there is an epistemic 

state k: E K such that K + L. 

^For reasons I gave in my (2001) I find this a generally unattractive option, evea when we are 
thinking of Moore's paradox as a problem in the philosophy of language. 
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As fax as plain facts are concerned, this concept of consistency coincides with the 

standard, truth-conditional one. If contains no modal operators, then it is consistent 

(according to Definition 3.12) if and only if there is a (^world. 

Proposition 3.12. //0 € £, then (f) is consistent iff [0] ^ 0. 

Moore's paradox can in fact be split into two paradoxes: what I will call a might 

version and an expectation version. Not surprisingly, this mirrors the difference be

tween the epistemic modalities might and presumably.^ Let us focus first ou the mhjht 

version of the paradox. The essential structure of a Moorean-type sentence is this: 

(p, but I don't believe <p. (3.3) 

In this version of the paradox, every epistemic commitment is full commitment—if I 

believe (j) I accept that 0 is true (as opposed to expecting that it is tnie). So. in this 

version, we can just identify an agent's epistemic state with her acceptance base .s. and 

changes to that base constitute the only changes to her epistemic state. Now. concepts 

of consistency and epistemic commitment (i.e.. entaihnent) are particular to a given 

semantic theory. The model theory of epistemic change that I have been developing 

has its own regimentation of our intuitive notions of each of these: Definition 3.12 

and Definition 3.5, respectively. Even given this relativity, any plausible theor\' about 

epistemic commitment has to obey a monotonicity constraint 

Monotonicity If 0 A ^ is consistent and i j j  entails x -  then ( i ) A \ i s  consistent. 

My solution to the might version of Moore's paradox proceeds from this point in 

two steps: 

Claim 1 I don't believe 0, the second conjunct of (3.3), entails that It might be that 

not-0. 

®The solutions to each paradox proceed in exactly the same way, but the complexity raries a bit. 
The might versioa is simpler, since the ordering information encoded in an epistemic state phu-s no 
role. 
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Claim 2 The conjunction 0 A O-i0 is inconsistent. 

If both of these claims are right, then it follows (by the contrapositive of the mono-

tonicity constraint) that (3.3) is inconsistent after all. 

What remains is to argue for each of the two claims in my solution. The first claim 

is that from the second conjunct of (3.3), I don't believe 0. it follows that according 

to what I have accepted it might be that not-(p—i.e.. my acceptance base will always 

in such circumstances commit me to O-i0. VVe can draw one of two consequences 

from the disavowal of belief in (3.3). Either I believe -xp (call this the commissive 

case), or else I neither believe 0 nor ->0 (call this the ommissive case). In both cases 

I claim that my information supports that it might be that ->0. Let us look at the 

ommissive scenario first. VVhy in such cases am I reluctant to beUeve one way or the 

other with respect to 0? Only because I am uncertain as to the truth or falsity of o. I 

have not already ruled out that (p, and likewise I have not akeady ruled out that -<0. 

Equivalently, there is at least one possibihty in my acceptance base in which o and 

at least one possibility in my acceptance base in which -<0. But then, given what I 

have not ruled out. I can count both 0(p and O-Kp among my epistemic commitments. 

And thus ui peurticular, I am committed to o->0. So the ommissive case entails that 

I am epistemically committed to O-i0. 

Now consider the commissive case. If I beUeve that -^0. then clearly I ccinnot have 

already ruled out that ->0. So there must be some possibihty in my acceptance base 

in which -10 obtains. And so my epistemic state again supports that ->0 might be the 

case. Thus, the commissive scenario also entails that my epistemic state carries O-^o 

as a rational epistemic commitment. The cases being exhausted, the second conjimct 

of (3.3) entails that I am committed to O->0. 

Now to the second claim: according to our refined notion of modal epistemic 

updating, conjunctions Uke (ft A 0-i<f> are mconsistent. 

Proposition 3.13. Let k =  ( s . e )  b e  a n y  e p i s t e m i c  s t a t e  i n  K, and let 0 be any 
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formula in C^. Then: 

1 .  s  1  { ( j )  A  0-10) = 0. 

2. ^ N O-10 is inconsistent. 

Updating any acceptance base with a conjunction d and it might be that not-o reduces 

that base to the empty set. It is easy to see why in the atomic case. A simple-niiiidetl 

update of your acceptance base s with the new fact that p removes from s all not-p 

possibilities. If updating s ] p with 0-ip were to be consistent, there woidd hiive to 

be at least one possibility in s t p in which not-p. But you just ehminated all of those 

possibilities by updating with the first conjunct. So updating s with the conjimctiou 

reduces it to the empty set. reducing your epistemic state to ±. Hence p A O-^p is 

not consistent. 

Although p A 0 - f p  is inconsistent, 0-ip A p is consistent. Suppose I do not know 

whether it is raining. Let p be the proposition It is currently raining. Suppose that I 

have just two possibilities in my acceptance base: wi and w-i. the first a raining-world 

and the second not. A simple-minded update of this base with the modal It might be 

that it is not raining "tests" my acceptance base. And the test is successful: I have 

not yet ruled out that it is not raining. If I then leam that as a matter of fact it 

is raining, then I have to update my acceptance base accordingly by eliminating all 

not-raining worlds. But this updating sequence does not leave my acceptance base 

empty. This is as it should be: there is nothing epistemically amiss about a situation 

in which I first update with It might be that not-p, and then leam that in fact p. 

Although not inconsistent, this sort of situation does have a pecidiar featmre. 

There are epistemic states which can be updated with O-rp A p (without collapsing 

into the absurd state). However, there is no single non-absurd epistemic state which 

supports it: you caimot be committed, at a given instant, to both It might be that 

not-p and p. If there is a single epistemic state which supports a particular fonnida. 
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let us say that that formula is cohesive.^ 

Definition 3.13. Let 0 be any formula in ^ cohesive iff there is a single 

non-absurd epistemic state k such that « [= 0. 

It is easy to see that cohesiveness implies consistency, but not vice versa. Formultis like 

0->p Ap are not cohesive—they caimot be supported all at once by a single epistemic 

state—since no single epistemic state can simultaneously support both that it might 

be that not-p and p. What this means is that for successful updates with O-ip Ap. you 

have to learn something genuinely new about the world: namely, that p is the case. 

But, again, there is nothing epistemically amiss about this fact. The next proposition 

records this formally. If 0 is not cohesive, then updating a state with o always leads 

to a state which is properly stronger. 

Proposition 3.14. I f c p  i s  n o t  c o h e s i v e ,  t h e n  f o r  a n y  K € K. K + O C K. 

An immediate consequence of all of this is that conjimctions are not in general, by 

the lights of epistemic equivalence, commutative. A simple-minded update with o A < • 

need not have the same kinematic profile as a simple-minded update with c A o. [f 

this strikes you as counterintuitive, you ought to be comforted by two facts. First, if 

0 and 0 are just plain facts (i.e., formulas in the language C of ordinary propositional 

logic), then conjunctions of (j) and are commutative in the normal way. 

Proposition 3.15. Let 0, ip be any formulas in L. Then (p A iv ti> Ao. 

So non-commutativity only arises in the context of epistemic modals. Second, we have 

robust examples involving epistemic modals which suggest that conjunctions plainly 

do not allow for arbitrary commutations. Moore's paradox is an excellent example. 

Reversing the conjuncts in a Moorean sentence makes a difference: 

It might be that it is not raining. ... It is raining. (3.4) 

®Groenenclijk, et al. (1996) call this property coherence. I have chosea a different name since ai%' 
topic is epistemological, and 'coherence' has well-established and quite different uses here. 
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The ellipsis indicates a pause where you pick up a new plain fact. Picking up the 

new fact that it is raining after all just amounts to monotonic information growth. 

Contrast this with the Moorean version (remember that we are only cousidering 

simple-minded updates): 

It is raining. ... It might be that it is not raining. (3.5) 

The Moorean ordering of the conjuncts—even with an eUipsis—is still intuitively 

inconsistent. The difference between the two conjunctions is a difference that nuikes 

a difference to the dynamics of beUef involving modals. 

Now let us turn to the expectation version of Moore's paradox. The original 

paradox, exemplified by potential epistemic commitments like (3.2) above, involve 

the modal belief ia the second conjunct. In the might version of the paradox. I argued 

that from I don't believe 0 it follows that It might be that not-o. That argiunent relied 

on the assumption that all commitments are acceptances. If we relax this assuinptiou. 

we get a very similar version of the paradox, but one in which the might modality 

is replaced by the presumably modality. So—since jo entails Oo—this versiou. in a 

precise sense, is more general than the first. 

In spelling out my solution to the might version of the paradox I relied on a 

monotonicity constraint: if 0 Ai/; is consistent and w entails (commits you to) then 

0 A X must also be consistent. This constraint will play much the same role here. 

My solution to the expectation version of Moore's paradox proceeds from this point 

in two steps: 

Claim 1 I don't believe (j), the second conjunct of (3.3), entails that It is not the case 

that I expect 0. 

Claim 2 The conjunction <i> A is inconsistent. 

If both of these claims are right, then it follows (by the contrapositive of the mono

tonicity constraint) that (3.3) is inconsistent after all. 



The first claim is trivial in this case; if I do not believe (p, then (p is not a member 

of the set of rational epistemic comniitments. given my epistemic state. So I neither 

accept that (j) nor do I expect that 0. And so, obviously, it is not the case that I 

expect that <f). (Of course, this does not mean that I expect that aot-o.) Recalling 

that 0 is not to be expected in my epistemic state iff my state supports -'QO. we htive 

that my epistemic state must support -ib^. So I don't believe o entails It is not the 

case that presumably 0 which is to say It is not the case that I expect that o. 

The second claim, that o A -ib© is inconsistent, mirrors Proposition 3.13 above. 

Thus, (3.3) is inconsistent, and this respects our pre-theoretic intuitions in the case. 

Conjunctions involving presumably, again mirroring the case with might, are not in 

general commutative. All of this is reflected formally in a straigiitforward way: 

Proposition 3.16. Let (p be any formula in C. Then: 

1 .  ( ^ A - i b ^  i $  i n c o n s i s t e n t .  

2. -ib4> A 0 is consistent but not cohesive. 

3 .  { ( p  A ""b^) ^ ("^00 A ( p ) .  

So order matters here, as well. This is as it should be. There is nothing odd about 

a simple-minded update with I don't expect that it is raining followed by an update 

with the new plain fact that it is raimng. N^o inconsistency on this ordering of the 

conjuncts. This is just monotonic information growth, and any model of simple-

minded update has to be sensitive to the difference between this and Moorean-type 

sentences. 

In both versions of Moore's paradox, the first conjunct is an acceptance. The 

difference between the might and expectation versions of Moore's paradox lies in the 

difference in the strength of the denial in the second conjuncts. Presumably it is raining 

is an epistemically stronger conmiitment than is It might be raining. So. contrapos-
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itively, deii5ang that it might be raining is a stronger commitment than is denying 

that you expect that it is raining. 

Levi's analysis of epistemic modalities predicts that there is another paradox in the 

vicinity. Levi's position is that an agent's corpus—set of epistemic commitments— 

is that agent's standard for assessing what is and what is not "seriously possible". 

He restricts the corpus to objective beliefs or plain facts (formulas in £). What i.s 

seriously possible coincides with what I have been calling the epistemic might: o is 

seriously possible, given an epistemic state, if and only if that state supports that it 

might be that (j>. So, according to Levi, the potential commitment 

I believe 0 but it might be that not-© (3.(j) 

is inconsistent. Not only that, but he makes no room for a difference between accef)-

tances and expectations: "What is crucial is that, from A"s point of view, there is 

no interesting distinction between what X knows and what A' believes" (Levi. 1984. 

p. 153). Thus, on his view, the believe locution in (3.6) is redimdant. and the whole 

thing is epistemically equivalent to 

(j) but it might be that not-0. (3.7) 

So, if Levi is right, then (3.6) is just a stylistic variant of a Moorean-type conunitmeut. 

This is an unwelcome conclusion. There are epistemic contexts of (3.6) which 

seem perfectly uncontroversial. Suppose that I also have learned the (instance of the) 

conditional default: birds normally fly. Now, consider the simple-minded update when 

I leam the plain fact that the Mayor has a pet bird. On the basis of this I defeasibly 

believe that the Mayor's pet can fly, in the sense that I expect that it is the case 

that the Mayor's pet can fly. But, though I beUeve that the Mayor's bird can fly. I 

recognize that the Mayor might have a pet kiwi—I regard it as a live possibility that 

his pet cannot fly (though I do not at present believe that this is the case). There 

is no inconsistency in this sequence of simple-minded updates. It is not Moorean. 
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and so something is amiss in Levi's analysis of how what I take myself to know (my 

acceptances) interacts with what I expect, and how these both interact with epistemic 

modals. 

My diagnosis is that (1) there is a difference between acceptances and expectations, 

and (2) Levi's position turns on ignoring the difference. The key attitude over whicli 

Levi and I disagree in (3.6) is belief. I have already argued that this is an ambiguous 

concept, not smted to teasing apart our acceptances from our expectations. Most of 

the time we pay no attention to the difference between things we accept as true and 

things we expect, given the default rules we have, to be true. But when the difference 

matters, we cannot go on treating belief as a monoUthic attitude. Presumably, most 

of the time, is what I called earlier a transparent operator: we typically look straight 

through it (in much the same way that one typically looks through a screen on a 

window). But we can pay attention to the operator (just as we can ptiy attention 

to a screen on a window), and some contexts force us to. A threat of inconsistency, 

moreover, is sure-fire way to raise the contextual bar. thus making important the 

difference between what we accept and what we expect. 

Levi takes an agent's beliefs to be her standard for serious possibility. Moreover, 

he does not distinguish between acceptances and expectations. The result is that 

Levi's standard for assessing epistemic possibiUty is too restrictive: we are left with 

the consequence that some things are not seriously possible though they seem to be. 

Our standard for serious possibility, rather, seems to be what we accept—a special 

set of our beliefs. It is acceptances—more precisely, om: acceptance bases—wliich 

serve as our standard for serious possibility. So, while I believe 0 but it might be that 

not-(j) is consistent, 0 and it might be that not-0 is not. This is captured formally with 

modal epistemic updating as follows: 

Proposition 3.17. For any <f} E C^: b(j) A 0->o is consistent and cohesive. 

All the epistemic modal might ought to be required to do is to perform a consistency 
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check on what an agent accepts. And this is the analysis I have been giving all along. 

3.6 Fuhrmann's Impossibility Theorem 

Extending models of belief dynamics to include beliefs which contain episteniic modal

ities poses serious challenges. Even simple-minded updating is non-trivial: updating 

with an epistemic modal. I have argued, has a vastly different kinematic profile thtm 

does updating with non-modal formulas. Andre Fuhrmann (1989) showed that tliis is 

not the only difficulty. If epistemic commitments include epistemic modalities and (in 

a sense to be made precise below) those judgments of possibility respect the facts that 

the agents has, then even belief revision with non-modal formulas has a very different 

structure than what we would have thought. Fuhrmann's Impossibility Theorem (a 

version of which I wU prove below) can be seen as showing that seemingly plausible 

properties of belief change (e.g., basic principles of information economy) turn out to 

conflict with how rational agents ought to assess what is and is not possible. In this 

section I want to motivate and prove a version of this negative result. In the next 

section I show how an extension to GDEC provides us with an escape route. 

Let us suppose that we have a beUef set K. Furthermore, for the piurposes of 

Fuhrmann's result, let us suppose that belief sets are the standard for assessing what 

is and is not seriously possible.^" There is no question that epistemic modalities like 

might are reflective modalities: how they behave in belief change—and. arguabh*. 

what they mean—is determined in part by the rest of what the agent believes. And 

conversely, what objective beliefs I have determine what I think might and must be 

the case. Let p be any plain fact. If I think p is the case, then I also think that 

not-p is not a serious possibility; if I do not akeady think that p is the ctise. then I 

also think that not-p is a serious possibility.*^^ Given a behef set K. we can generate 

^"Fuhnnann follows Levi ia this respect. 
^'^This notion of reflective modality appeared a bit earlier in the nonmonotonic literature cis the 

starting point of autoepistemic logic (Moore, 1985). 
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another set Poss(K') that meets these intuitive criteria. 

Definition 3.14 (Levi 1984; Fuhrmann 1989). Let K be a belief set. and let o 

be any formula in C. Poss(/C) is the smallest set such that: 

1. If 0 € /C, then 6 Poss(/<'); and 

2. If 0 ^ /C, then O-xj) e Poss(Ar). 

A belief set K is closed under Poss iff Poss(/'f) C K. 

Belief sets which are closed under Poss are supposed to reflect our interest in ideal 

epistemic states. Thus, Fuhrmann argues that in considering non-modal epistemic 

commitments "closure under logical consequence reflects oiu: theoretical interest iu 

corpora which are complete with respect to commitment. The Iccist we can do to 

reflect that interest with respect to corpora [containing epistemic modalities) is to 

close them under Poss" (Fuhrmann, 1989, p. 126). Closure under Poss is therefore 

meant to model epistemic agents who are reflective about their beliefs. Belief sets 

which are closed under Poss have some intriguing properties. First, it is easy to see 

that if K is closed under Poss, then K is complete with respect to what might or 

might not be the case: for any 0 6 £, either O0 6 K or ->Oo 6 A". 

Second, and more siurprising, belief sets which are closed under Poss are saturated: 

that is, they have no consistent supersets which are closed under Poss. 

Proposition 3.18 (Fuhrmann 1989; Hansson 1998). Suppose Ki and /v2 are 

both closed under Poss. If Ki C K2, then K2 is inconsistent. 

Saturation implies that the simplest case of belief change, belief set expansion or 

simple-minded updating of an epistemic state, will in all interesting cases result in an 

inconsistent belief set. 

The landscape gets even more treacherous for theories of epistemic change. Fuhrmanns 

Impossibility result shows that no belief set whatever satisfies five plausible assump

tions on belief change and epistemic modalities. 



The first assumption is that some beUef sets are incomplete, Epistemic states, 

and so derivatively belief sets, are idealized structures: they are meant to model the 

epistemic states of ideal epistemic agents—agents who never have shifts of attention, 

memory limitations, or any other obstacle in applying their epistemic norms. Even 

so, idealized epistemic states need not, in general, be states which are opinionated 

on every issue. Say that a belief set K (the set of commitments of some conte.Ktually 

salient epistemic state k) is complete with respect to the plain facts just in case it is 

opinionated on every objective fact—in case either (p is in K or -lO is in K (where 

(p is just a formula of ordinary prepositional logic). Our models of epistemic change 

should surely allow that not every beUef set is complete with respect to objective 

facts. Formally, incompleteness comes to this: 

Definition 3.15 (Incompleteness). A belief set K is incomplete with respect to £ 

iff there is a 6 £ such that (t>^ K and ->© ^ K, 

Next, suppose that belief sets are closed imder Poss. The final three assumptions 

are general postulates firom the AGM literatiure that we saw in Chapter 2: .success 

of revisions, and preservation of information and consistency. For reference, recall 

that a belief set K and its associated revision function * satisfy Objective Success iff 

(for any (!>)((> ^ K * (j> (Definition 2.13). Likewise, a revision function for A" satisfies 

Objective Consistency iff (for any (p) if -yp is not a tautology then K * o is a tmtli-

functionally consistent set (Definition 2.34). Finally, it will be convenient to have a 

compact version of an informational economy principle at hand. 

Definition 3.16 (Belief Set Preservation). Let K be an AGM belief set. and * 

a revision function for K. The revision function * satisfies belief set preservation iff 

fo r  any  6  E C :  i f  -10  ̂  K"  t hen  K  C K * ( f ) ,  

Fuhrmann's Impossibility result is just this: no belief set is incomplete with respect 

to the plain facts, closed under Poss, and supports the three revision postulates of 

Objective Success, Belief Set Preservation, and Objective Consistency. 
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Proposition 3.19 (Fuhrmann 1989). There is no belief set K and revision function 

* such that K is incomplete, closed under Poss, and * supports Objective Success. 

Belief Set Preservation, and Objective Consistency. 

It i important to bear in mind that Fuhrmann's result only relies on re\asions wth 

respect to non-modal, plain facts. So long as behef sets are incomplete and closed 

under Poss, revising to accommodate new plain facts goes awry. 

3.7 A New Way Out 

There are two well-understood ways out of the puzzle that Fuhrmann"s result poses. 

Levi (1988) prefers to deny closure under Poss: he just denies that epistemic com

mitments can bear any modalities. We do not. he thinks, literally believe things 

Uke It might be raining. This way out is too costly: we clearly do hcive epistemic 

commitments about what might be the case. Fuhrmann's preferred way out is more 

subtle. BeUef Set Preservation is entailed by two other famihar principles: vacuity 

of contractions {i£ 0 ^ K, then K ^ (p = K) and the Levi Identity. He sees this 

impossibility result as pitting vacuity against the Levi Identity. If we must choose, 

he argues, it is the Levi Identity that ought to go. I am not convinced, however, that 

we really must choose. 

The problem lies instead with the way epistemic commitments are assessed iu 

AGM-style beUef revision, and how these assessments interact with Behef Set Preser

vation. Intuitively, AGM-style beUef revision models are static in the sense that they 

treat the contents of belief sets to be fixed, and these contents only change when we 

face truth-functionally contradictory information in the way of genuine revisions of 

behef. However, accepting new information that is compatible with the old changes 

the epistemic landscape. And this change can affect the assessment of commitments 

involving epistemic modals. Rational epistemic commitments are dynamic in a way 
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that AGM-style theories do not allow. We can, I think, turn this difference into & 

solution to the Fuhrmann result. 

To attack the puzzle, let us set aside AGM belief sets and return to my preferred 

representation of epistemic states. Since Fuhrmann's ImpossibiUty Theorem requires 

that the revision function in question only be defined for objective formulas, we can 

use the revision function o from Chapter 2. But we need a more general revision 

model than GDEC since we need to be able to represent commitments involving the 

epistemic might Of course, \=meu is just what we need. 

Definition 3.17. The theory Modal General Default Epistemic Change is the triple 

MGDEC = {K, HA/EC/IO)- MGDEC is a revision model for the languiige . 

What closing under Poss is meant to do is model that agents are perfectly reflective 

with respect to their objective beliefs. But we do not need closure imder Poss to do 

that. Say that an epistemic state k is reflective with respect to plain facts just in 

case: if k supports <p then it also supports 00: and if k does not support o then it 

supports 0-10. 

Definition 3.18 (Refiectivity), Let k = (s.£) be any epistemic state in K. k is 

reflective (with respect to L, according to \=meu) iff: 

1. If /c ^ 0, then K 00; and 

2. If K 0, then k O-i0. 

An immediate consequence is that if /c is reflective, then for any plain fact o either 

K ^ O0 or « f= ->00. So reflectivity does the job that, pre-theoretically. closing 

behef sets under Poss is meant to do. 

A less obvious consequence is that all epistemic states are reflective. 

Proposition 3.20. All epistemic states in K are reflective. 
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As an aside, aotice that while reflectivity looks like just a possible-worlds iina-

logue of closure under Poss, it is in fact a more subtle concept since it recognizes 

the diflference between expectations and acceptances. In particular, suppose that K 

determines the belief set K. That is, K = {(f) E Ci : k |= 0 or k ^ b0}. It is possible 

that K be reflective and POSS(/L) 2 K- The reason is that K might contain some 

beliefs which are expectations and not acceptances. If that is the case for o (i.e.. if 

«: [= b0), then p is'm K even though 0(j) is not. 

Proposition 3.21. Reflectivity of k does not imply that Poss{K) C K. where K is 

the belief set based on k. 

We are almost in a position to see that MGDEC provides a way out of Fulirmann's 

result. What is left is to get suitable translations of Incompleteness. Objective Suc

cess, Belief Set Preservation, and Objective Consistency for epistemic states. Incom

pleteness is the most straightforward: an epistemic state is incomplete (again, with 

respect to objective formulas) just in case there is a o such that that state neither 

supports (j) nor supports not-cf). An incomplete epistemic state is one which does not 

commit you to either beUeving o nor believing not-0. for some potential conmiitmeut 

about the world 0. 

Definition 3.19 (Incompleteness of Epistemic States). Let k be any epistemic 

state in K. k is incomplete with respect to £ iff there is a 0 6 £ such that k^o and 

The postulates for Objective Success emd Objective Consistency are. likewise, 

obvious. The MGDEC revision function o is successful in the sense that koo always 

produces an epistemic state which supports 0. A revision of a state with a formida o 

should end in absurdity only if -<4> is a tautology-

Definition 3.20. Let K be any epistemic state in K and let d be any formula in £. 

Then: 
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1. A revisioa function • is successful iff ^ (j), where |= is a relation of epistemic 

commitment (Success). 

2. A revision function • on epistemic states is consistency preserving iff: if ^ 

Cn(0), then L (Consistency). 

If a revision function satisfies Success (respectively: Consistency), and M = (K. |=. •) 

is a belief revision model for a language £' D £, we say that M satisfies Success 

(respectively: Consistency). 

It is easy to see that o in the belief revision model MGDEC satisfies Success and 

Consistency. 

Proposition 3.22 (MGDEC Success and Consistency). The belief revision model 

MGDEC = (K, O) foT the language satisfies Success and Consistency. 

Finally, consider Preservation. The idea here is that if you are not already com

mitted to not-(^, then revising so as to be committed to q ought to be minimal: the 

resulting state ought be no weaker (with respect to commitments) than was your 

original state. In the core AGM theory, epistemic states are (plus or minus a bit) 

identified with beUef sets. And strength of beUef sets can natiurally be modeled by 

set inclusion: a set is no weaker than another iff the second is a subset of the first. 

But the concept of strength in the epistemic lattice (K, •) is not mere set inclusion: 

it is more general than that. This suggests that it is Q which ought to play a role in 

formulating a precise notion of information preservation. 

Definition 3.21 (Preservation). Let 0 be any formula in C. A revision fimction 

* on epistemic states is preservative in a belief revision model M = (K. *) iff: if 

K ^ then K *• 0 C K. If a revision fimction on epistemic states is preservative in 

the revision model M. we say that M satisfies Preservation. 

It is easy to see that revision with plain facts in MGDEC is preservative ta this way. 
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Proposition 3.23. MGDEC = (K, HMBCA, °) satisfies Preservation. 

The main result to be had in this section is an existence theorem. In MGDEC there 

are epistemic states which are Incomplete and Reflective. Moreover, MGDEC satisfies 

Success, Consistency, and Preservation with respect to revisions with plain facts. 

Proposition 3.24 (Existence Theorem). There are epistemic states k in K such 

that « meets Incompleteness, Reflectivity, and over which the remsion function o 

satisfies Success, Consistency, and Preservation. 

Closure under Poss was meant to captiure our intuitive aotion of an agent being 

ideally introspective, being able to tell what her acceptances are. and on that basis 

be conunitted to what might/might not be the case. The concept of a reflective 

epistemic state, though, does that at least as well. Abandoning closine under Poss. 

it seems to me, is motivated on that score. But we can say more. One of the 

consequences of beUef sets which are closed under Poss is that they tire satiuratetl: 

they can not be expanded in a simple-minded way—even with objective beliefs— 

without becoming inconsistent. If this were an accurate description of the kinematics 

of simple-minded expansion, then I would be back where I started this chapter. If 

expansion produced inconsistency ui all interesting cases, then a fixed-point analysis 

of rational epistemic commitment would be hopeless. Equivalently, it is an argxunent 

afltamsi closing belief sets under Poss that this strategy has the consequence that belief 

sets are saturated, and hence that no fixed-point analysis of epistemic commitment is 

possible. Interestingly, that epistemic states are reflective does not imply that they 

are saturated. 

Proposition 3.25. There are epistemic states ki = (si,ci) and kj = (s>. £•>) in K 

snch that: 

1. K 2  IZ K i ;  a n d  

2. CI = S2; and 
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3. K2 ^ -L. 

The problem with saturated belief sets, and what ultimately has gone wrong in 

Fuhrmann's Impossibility Theorem, is that the background consequence relation—the 

relation for epistemic conamitment—is persistent and epistemic modalities cannot be 

modeled in that way. Say that a relation of epistemic commitment is persistent if and 

only if once an agent is committed to 0, then so long as the agent only does simple-

minded expansion or updating that agent will continue to be committed to o. .A.u 

agent, on the classical AGM-style view, is committed to 0 in belief set K just in case 

0 G Cn(A'). Cn, moreover, is persistent (in fact, it is monotonic: Cn(r) C Cn(A). 

for any A 2 T). MEU epistemic commitment—the relation \=mev of epistemic 

conamitment that MGDEC rehes on—on the other hand, is not persistent, and the 

case of epistemic modals suggests it ought not be. 

Being a little more precise, we can define persistence in this way: 

Definition 3.22 (Persistence). Let k be an epistemic state, and o be any formida 

in. A relation of epistemic commitment ^ is persistent iff: if k [= o. then k' |= O. 

for any k' C K. 

Proposition 3.26 (Non-persistence). The relation \=meu is not persistent. 

And this makes good sense. If I am uncertain as to the tnith of o. I ought to 

be committed to It might be that 0. On this, Fuhrmarm and I agree. But if I then 

learn—in the simple-minded update sense of 'learn'—that not-O. I ought no longer 

be committed to It might be that <j>. No revision is needed to avoid tin inconsistent 

set of commitments; it is just that rational epistemic commitment has to be a more 

dynamic relation than static, classical consequence-

Let me just end by summing up my response to the Fuhrmann Impossibility 

Theorem. Closing belief sets under Poss in the way that Fuhrmann suggests has 

the odd consequence that beUef sets are saturated. It has this consequence. I have 
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argued, because it relies oa a notion of epistenaic commitment which is persistent. 

But persistence fails in the context of epistemic modalities. The relation of epistemic 

commitment I have been analyzing, moreover, is not persistent (and for the right 

reasons). Epistemic states, it turns out, do not give rise to beUef sets which are 

closed under Poss. But that is no big loss. Epistemic states are. however, reflective— 

capturing what is compeUing about the Poss operator in the first place. But this 

reflectivity is of a very dynamic sort: that Op is supported in one state is no guarantee 

that it will still be supported in a state properly stronger than it in the epistemic 

lattice. The existence theorem shows that reflectivity, moreover, is no obstacle to 

incorporating epistemic modalities into our theory of epistemic change. 

3.8 Revising with 'might' 

In this chapter I have already pointed to two kinds of difficulties that epistemic modal

ities pose for theories of epistemic change. First there is the problem of geueraliziiig 

simple-minded updating to account for the test' behavior of epistemic modals. By 

solving this problem, I was then able to go on to generalize epistemic commitment. 

The other kind of problem—exemplified by Fuhrmann's Impossibility Theorem-

shows that epistemic change with non-modal beliefs gets very tricky in the context of 

modal epistemic commitments. 

A third obstacle, not yet explored, is just this: How ought I revise my epistemic 

state to make room for modal epistemic commitments Uke It might be that o? This 

problem is seductive for its simplicity, and yet workable models of behef change over 

modal languages like have eluded the beUef dynamics community.'- With NLGDEC 

we already have, it turns out, something very close to a smprisingly simple model. 

In this section I will show how an extension of MGDEC gives us a workable model of 

epistemic change over the entire modal language £^. 

^-This third problem is listed as unsolved problem #5 in (Hansson, 1998. Chapter 6"^). 
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Earlier in this chapter I generalized the operator t of base updating to cover 

epistemic modals (Definition 3.3), and likewise generalized the concept of updating 

an epistemic state (Definition 3.4). As a matter of methodology. I have treated 

revisions of epistemic states as being the composition of a downdating operation with 

an updating operation. I have thus taken some version or other of the Levi Identity to 

be a useful way of modeling epistemic change. We can therefore e.xtend the analysis 

of epistemic revision to the case of epistemic modals by suitably generalizing what it 

means to perform an operation of epistemic downdating. 

The motivating intuition behind downdates is that these are the simplest changes 

to an agent's epistemic state that weaken that agent's commitments. So. whereas au 

update with 0 is the simplest move of information aggregation so as to include o. we 

can think of a downdate with respect to 0 as being the simplest move of inforniatiou 

loss so as to no longer commit us to (j). In Chapter 2. we constructed downdates 

which captured this intuition by appeaUng to remainder sets of situations. And if 

s C 1^], then s i 0 is the set of possibilities which extend some situation or other in 

the remainder set; otherwise, s i 0 = s. 

This analysis has, I think, basically the right structure, but it is limited in non

essential ways to plain facts—officially, the construction of both remainder sets of 

situations and base downdates refer to sets of satisfying worlds. But I have aheady 

argued against the view that epistemic modalities express properties of the world in 

any direct sense. Luckily, this analysis can be generalized in a straightforward way. 

eliminating any need we might have otherwise had for a set of might-o worlds. 

It is not coincidental that remainder sets with respect to some fact o and base 

downdating with respect to <j) both appeal to the set of 0-worlds |0j. What is impor

tant about a remainder set with respect to <j> is that it be made up of situations which 

do not force 0 to be the case. As long as we are only interested in plain facts and 

objective beliefs, then a natural way of restricting remainder sets in this way is to 

insist that a situation be in the remainder set only if not every possible world which 
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extends it is a (^world. Likewise, in base downdating, if an agent does not accept o. 

then downdating ought to be vacuous. Again, if our concern is with plain facts, then 

this can be made precise by sajring that s|<p = sifsis not a subset of the set of 

•^worlds. In both cases, what we are interested in—at least in part—is that a certain 

set of possibilities not commit an agent to (t>. The point of the early parts of this 

chapter was to generalize epistemic commitment to account for the fact that agents 

have commitments which contain epistemic modahties. We can put that to work for 

us here. 

The first thing to notice is that the possible worlds based on a situation x. pw(.r) = 

[w £W : X C w}, is just a set of possibiUties. and so a potential acceptance base, 

that is, for any situation x, pw(x) € I. So. if we want to miike sure that the set 

of possibilities based on a situation x not force p to be the case (where o is some 

piece of information expressible in £"*"), it is enough to insist (by Definition 3.3 and 

Definition 3.4) that pw(x) is not a fixed-point of the update with o. Making this one 

change throughout the definitions for remainder sets and base downdating. we have 

the following: 

Definition 3.23 (Modal Remainder Sets). Let k be any epistemic state, and o 

be any formula in The situation x is in the modal remainder set of situations k 

less is the set of C-maximal situations x such that: 

1. there is a u/ € s such that x C w; and 

2. pw(x) T ^ pw(x). 

Remainder sets work just as they did in Chapter 2. The lone qualification is this: the 

set of possible worlds based on a situation x in the modal remainder set of k less o 

must not carry enough information to commit an agent to 0. A similar generahzation 

appears in the definiton of modal base downdate: 
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Definition 3.24 (Modal Base Downdate). Let k =  { s . s )  be any epistemic state, 

and let (j) be any formula in The modal base downdate operator IA/BD is defined 

as follows (subscript ommitted when unambiguous): 

1. If s t 0 = s, then s J, 0 = {u;: x C u; some x G 

2. Otherwise, s  i ( j )  =  s .  

Let k—xied^ (subscript ommitted when unambiguous) abbreviate the epistemic state 

We have suitable generalizations of epistemic updating, and now of epistemic 

downdating with respect to epistemic modals Uke It might be that 0. And. given 

my methodological commitment to the Levi Identity, this is enough to generalize tlie 

analysis of the rational revision of epistemic states. Accordingly, then: 

Definition 3.25 (MGDEC^ ). Let k = { s . s )  be any epistemic state in K. The modal 

general default revision operator for the language £^. o"^ : K -• K is defined by these 

ceises: 

1. If (p € C ^ r  K O ' ^  0 =  { k  —  - < ( j > )  +  0 .  

2. If 0 = # for some i p  € C .  then k o"^ 0 = (5, £ • w ) .  

Let MGDEC"'" =(K, ^A/£y,o"'"). MGDEC"*" is a behef revision model for 

Revising an epistemic state to accommodate any new fact expressible in including 

modal behefs like It might be (f), is just as the Levi Identity would have it. To revise 

with respect to 0, first you downdate with respect to -^0. So you dowTidate yoiu: 

acceptancc base accordingly. Then you update the resulting base with o. It is eas\- to 

check that this analysis properly extends the analysis of epistemic change in Chapter 

2. If 0 contains no modals whatever, then MGDEC"^ predicts that k revised to include 

0 behaves in just the way the earlier analysis predicted. 
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Paxadigm cases of coherence theories of belief change—like the AGM theorj- and 

like Harman's theory—put a lot of weight on our intuitions about general principles 

of informational economy. Information is not gratuitous, and so information loss in 

belief change should be minimal. There are a plethora of plausible principles each 

of which may rightly claim to be called a "principle of informational economy". The 

AGM trio, for example, seem to have in mind a principle which aims at minimizing 

objective belief loss. Thus, Gardenfors endorses a version of a "conservativity princi

ple" according to which in your post-change epistemic state 'you should continue to 

believe as many of the old beliefs as possible" (Gardenfors. 1988. p. 67).'"' But that 

is not the only kind of information that we might want to preserve. Epistemic states 

also encode "normality information"—what the relative position of each possibility is 

in a ranking of normality. This is just what default rules do: a world is more noraial 

according to me ceteris paribus the extent to which it obeys more of the defaults rhar 

I have learned. In revising an epistemic state to make room for an epistemic modal 

like It might be that it is this kind of information that needs to be preserved. 

Suppose that I have learned some default rules about my two favorite coffeeshops 

located nearby: normally A is open and normally B is open. And. in particular. I see 

what appears to be clear evidence that A is in fact open (say. that the lights are on or 

some such). So I accept, on that basis, that .4 is open. You are looking for someplace 

to have some coffee, and I inform you accordingly that A is open. But you object: It 

might be that A is closed (perhaps the lights are on because they are cleaning today). 

As far as our conversation goes, we seem to be at an impass: you have said something 

which conflicts with something I accept. 

However, if I regard you as sufficiently reliable, then your objection should cause 

^^Minimal, that is, subject to the other constraints we want sensible belief change operators to 
satisfy. 

"To be fair, Gadenfors endorses this crude measure of conservativity only with respect to belief-
set models of epistemic change. He recognizes that Tn richer models of epistemic states ... the 
corresponding conservativity postulates must be formulated much more cautiously" (Gardenfors. 
1988, p. 67). 
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FIGURE 3.1. Revising with 'might': Pre-revision 

me to revise my picture of the world, I ought to make room for the possibility thar 

A is not open. Moreover, if we suppose that you are being entirely felicitous in your 

utterance, then the strongest commitment that you have with respect to .4"s being 

open is that it might not be open. Now, when I make room for this information. I 

should not entirely abandon my belief that A is open. I was certain that A is open; 

but you have given me reason to thmk that it might be closed. But this is not enough 

to overturn my expectation that A is open—after all. I do have a general default to 

the effect that A is normally open, and you have given me no reason to think that 

the world is any less normal in this respect. Therefore, a principle of inibrmation 

economy would suggest that in such a case revising so as to include the possibility 

that A is closed should still leave me believing that A is open. Our generalized notion 

of revision in MGDEC"^ turns out to have Just this property. 

To see the formal details of how revision works with epistemic modals. suppose 

my epistemic state is « = (s,c) as pictured in Figure 3.1. I have two defaidt rides: 

normally A is open and normally B is open. So, my epistemic state encodes an overall 

preference for A-worlds and an overall preference for B-worlds. Suppose, moreover, 

that I accept that A is open—i.e., s = {u/i.u/a}- Prior to revision, notice. I am 

committed to A's being open but I do not consider it possible that it might be closed. 

Posterior to revision, however, I consider it a live possibiUty that A is not open 
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FIGURE 3.2. Revising with "might': Post-revision 

even though I still expect that A is open. MGDEC*" gets this right. A little ciilciilatioii 

verifies that the modal remainder set k1.'^->0-<A = {{(5.1)}. {(5.0)}} and so .s [ 

-lO-^A = {wudots.w^}. Thus, (s J, ->0-iA) t 0-<A = s' = {tt'i But. given 

my expectation pattern =, I still expect that .4. This is all pictured in Figure 3.2 iuitl 

recorded formally as an observation. 

Observation 3.27. Let k — (s.e) be as above. Then in MCDEG"^ : 

1. A and k ^ 0-iA. 

2. K o* O-iA ^ O-iA and k O"*" O-IA ^ bA. 
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Chapter 4 

EPISTEMIC CONDITIONALS AND CONDITIONAL 
EPISTEMICS 

4.1 Two Problems of "Ordinary" Indicatives 

There has been a murder in the mansion. There are, and we all know that tills is 

so, only three suspects: the gardener, the driver, and the butler. We believe, iiud 

we have our reasons for so believing, that if the gardener did not do it. then the 

butler did. We share beUef in this particular conditional, and this conditional is of a 

particular kind. It is what Quine calls an "ordinary indicative" conditional (so-called 

because such conditionals are typically expressed in the indicative mood). We could, 

just as well, call them ordinary epistemic conditionals since, intuitively amnvay. they 

express some conditional connection about epistemic possibihties. Either way. these 

"ordinary" indicatives have proved to be rather extraordinary. 

There are two kinds of obstacles to a satisfying theory about indicatives, and these 

two classes of obstacles mirror a distinction within the class of epistemic condition

als. A plausible pragmatic constraint on indicatives is that they carr\' a presuppo

sition that their antecedents might be true. Let us call indicatives which meet this 

presupposition—i.e., indicatives whose antecedents are consistent with oinr pictiure of 

the world—open indicatives or open epistemic conditionals. But the pragmatic con

straint on indicatives can be canceled; some indicatives have antecedents the belief in 

which would require us to revise our epistemic states. The well-known example due 

to Ernest Adams (1975) illustrates this fact: I beUeve that Oswald killed Kennedy, 

but I also believe the indicative conditional If Oswald didn't kill Kennedy, then someone 

else did.^ Let us call indicatives of this latter sort belief-contravening indicatives or 

•^That this conditional is an epistemic one, and not a "hidden" counterfactual. can be seen by 
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belief-contravening epistemic conditionals. 

The first kind of obstacle to a comprehensive understanding of indicatives is spe

cific to the belief-contravening indicatives. Frank Ramsey (1931) suggested, in a 

famous footnote, that the basic structure to reasoning about indicatives goes by way 

of a seemingly simple test; "If two people are arguing 'If p will qT and sure both 

in doubt as to p, they are adding p hypothetically to their stock of knowledge and 

arguing on that basis about q ..." (p. 247nl). Suppose that in some sense or other, 

analyzing and accepting an indicative does require this hypothetical endorsement of 

the conditional's antecedent. Now, if behef in that antecedent is incompatible with 

what we take ourselves to know (as is the case with behef-contravening epistemic 

conditionals), then to keep such conditionals from being trivial oiu: story about in

dicatives requires saying what the landscape of rational belief change is. In particular, 

it requires a theory of rational revision of epistemic states. This, of coiu-se. is just the 

Problem of Epistemic Change and has been my main topic throughout. Thus, if I can 

here provide a satisfactory story about open epistemic conditionals, then that story 

plus a model of epistemic change such as GDEC or one of its extensions we have seen 

would automatically yield a story for belief-contravening indicatives. .'Vccordingly. we 

will only be concerned here with the class of open epistemic conditionals. 

Open epistemic conditionals are indicatives beUef in the antecedents of which is. in 

some sense, compatible with our epistemic state. On the siuface. giving an analysis 

of the rational kinematics of these seems a much simpler challenge to meet. But 

open indicatives are not without their own serious worries. This is the second kind of 

obstacle which threatens our understanding of epistemic conditionals, and what will 

be my main focus here. There are two problems, and this chapter is devoted to them. 

The first is a problem which I call the Reduction Problem. This is the problem 

of giving an account of the semantic structure of the ordinary locution "If p. then q " 

without reducing it to the truth-fimctional analysis of material implication ticcording 

contrasting it with If Oswald hadn't killed Kennedy, then someone else would have. 
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to which it means "either not-p or q"} Understood in this way. the Reduction 

Problem looks like a problem for semantics. However, in Section 4.2 I will argue 

that it is also a problem for epistemology, and perhaps threatens to do more damt^ge 

in this new guise. It will turn out to pose difficulties for the epistemic commitments 

of rational agents who have beliefs which are expressed by indicative conditionals. 

Plausible assumptions on epistemic commitment seem to lead inexorably to the result 

that believing indicatives is no different from believing material conditionals. So. for 

those of us who want to resist this conclusion, we must find a way out. 

To motivate my own favored escape route, in Section 4.31 look at some of the other 

options in logical space. None of these solutions—solutions favored, for example, by 

Frank Jackson (1979), Robert Stalnaker (1975). and Vann McGee (1985) as way.s 

out of the Reduction Problem qua semantics problem—will do as solutions to the 

Reduction Problem qua epistemic problem. The central problem is that we neerl. 

I will argue, a picture of epistemic commitment which is sensitive to informational 

context. With the philosophical foundations in place. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 contain 

my positive theory about conditional epistemics. To anticipate, a dynamic view (Df 

rational epistemic commitment which takes information seriously—and which meshes 

in a completely seamless way with the accounts in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3—gets us 

everything we want in a theory of open indicatives: something like the Ramsey Test 

undergirds how we think about them, intuitively rational inference patterns are in 

fact rational, and beUef in indicatives is distinct from beUeving material concUtionals. 

All of this would be done in vain, however, if I could not also free the Ramsey Test 

of suspicion. This is the second problem for open indicatives. Peter Gardenfors (I9{^6) 

has posed a serious challenge to the tenability of anything like the Ramsey Test for 

an epistemic approach to conditionals. His main residt, the Gardenfors Impossibility 

^By calling this the Reductioa Problem I am anticipating just a bit an argument in Section 4.2 
that the material conditional analysis of the ordinary if-then^ is, at least as far as rational belief is 
concerned, inadequate. 
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Theorem, is that the Ramsey Test for opea epistemic coaditionals is incompatible 

with a general principle of information economy and some other basic properties we 

(antecedently) might want behef change of the easiest kind (simple-minded updates) 

to have.^ In the second part of this chapter, I show—in much the same way as 

with Fuhrmann's ImpossibiUty Theorem in the last chapter—that a subtle coofiation 

between two different concepts of epistemic strength drives the negative result. My 

theory of epistemic change, and its connection with the epistemic lattice, does not 

make this mistake. So, in particular, the theory of conditional epistemics (simple-

minded updates with indicatives) I propose as a solution to the Reduction Problem 

supports a suitable version of the Ramsey Test in an unproblematic way. 

4.2 Reduction Problem 

In talking about what my epistemic commitments are given some specified informa

tion, we are talking about what an ideally rational agent with that information would 

conclude. What is rationally warranted, moreover, varies with the complexity of the 

epistemic environment. Our world is a complicated one: we have to be able to form 

behefs defeasibly, and this is the rational thing to do in a world like oiurs. But assess

ing the structure of rational epistemic commitments in simpler environments has its 

philosophical value, too. The structure of epistemic commitment which is based on 

and derived from open indicatives, it seems to me, is just such a case. 

Open indicatives are just those indicatives belief in the antecedents of which is 

compatible with what we take ourselves to know. So, in assessing epistemic commit

ments with respect to open indicatives, let us take the most ideahzed stance possible: 

agents never revise their picture of the world, and all reasons are non-defeasible.' 

^G^denfors' paper has spawned an umnense literature on conditionals, including Gardenfors 
(1988); Hansson (1992); Levi (1988); Makinson (1990); Morreau (1992): Segerberg (1989): Rott 
(1989). 

••What this means in terms of epistemic change is this: epistemic updating is the only source of 
belief change, and the ordering information encoded in epistemic states is completely idle. 
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It will turn out that even in this ideal case scenario our assumptions on epistemic 

commitment will get us into trouble—we will have cause to restructure our rough-

and-ready sense of epistemic commitment, even in the simplest case. 

The puzzle is this. There are a number of plausible assumptions about what 

it is rational to believe based on epistemic conditionals—assiunptions which we are 

all only too happy to agree to—which jointly entail that epistemic conditionals are 

indistuiguishable from the material conditional analysis famiUar from oiu: days in 

introductory logic courses. 

To state the problem precisely, suppose we have a backgroimd propositioiuil lan

guage with the set of propositional atoms A = {p.q,...}. and closed under the 

truth-functional connectives for negation conjunction (A), and material implica

tion (—>). Suppose further that is closed under the indicative if-then (^).' Then 

we can state four assumptions on the concept of rational epistemic commitment. 

First, suppose that £=> is adequate to express the epistemic commitments that 

we are interested in. Next, let us assume that we have a sort of deduction theorem 

for epistemic commitment: <f) is sufficient to commit an agent to tu iff that agent is 

committed outright to the epistemic conditional p uj. Third, the set of rational 

epistemic commitments of an agent (at a given time) is closed imder three intuitively 

rational inference rules: modus ponens, exportation, and what Stahiaker calls the 

"direct argument" for the indicative. Take each of these in turn. If I am committed 

to 0 and I am committed to the indicative conditional (p => u). then I am on that 

basis committed to if}—rational epistemic commitment is closed under modus ponens. 

Likewise for exportation—beUef in (i.e., acceptance of) {(b f\ tv) => x is enough to 

commit an agent to the right-nested if-then 0 => (^ =>• x)—and the direct argument— 

belief in (i.e., acceptance of) the disjunction <p V 0 is enough to commit an agent to 

the indicative -^<f> ^ ijj. 

The fourth and final assumption on rational epistemic commitment constrains 

^Obviously properly extends the language C of ordinary propositional logic. 
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the properties of the relation .. epistemically commits an agent to ...". Straight

away we know that however this relation behaves, it must be that holding a set of 

beUefs commits us to holding each of the individual beUefs that makes up that set. 

Rational epistemic commitment is meant to pick out something like a "justified in 

the limit" notion of rationaUty. One way of codifying this is to say that an agent is 

automatically committed to every tautology. Now, we are confining ourselves to open 

indicatives, and correspondingly to the most idealized epistemic environment. So we 

are pretending that the only reasons agents ever have are conclusive, non-defeasible 

reasons. And thus agents never encounter defeaters of any sort. This means that if 

a set of behefs commits an agent to <(> and then the agent picks up some new beliefs, 

then the agent is still committed to 0. These three properties correspond to three 

natural properties of consequence relations. Let F [= 0 symbolize the fact that o is 

a consequence of F. The fourth assumption is just that epistemic commitment is a 

classical consequence relation, in the sense of Definition 4.1. 

Definition 4.1 (Classical Consequence). A relation \=cl on sets of fonnulas and 

formulas is a classical consequence relation for the language C iff (subscript ouiittefl 

when unambiguous): 

1. 0 ^ 0 for any tautology p. In this case we write \= 0: 

2. F ^ 7 for each 7 E F (inclusion): 

3. If F 1= and F C A, then A ^ 0 (monotonicity): 

Here, then, is our set of assumptions on our idealized concept of rational epistemic 

commitment. 

Assumption 4.1. Epistemic commitments can be any set of formulas of C=o.. includ

ing open indicatives, and all epistemic commitments are expressible in 

Assumption 4.2. The information that (l> is enough to epistemically commit cm 

agent to ^ iff that agent is committed to the indicative (j)=> v outright. 
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Assumption 4.3. The set of rational epistemic commitments is closed under modus 

ponens (MP), exportation (EXP), and the direct argument (DA) for 

Assumption 4.4. .. epistemically commits an agent to " is a classical conse

quence relation for £=». 

But we cannot have all of this. If indicatives are at least as strong as the material 

conditional, and weaker than strict implication, then there is a standard residt which 

shows that in the presence of (MP) and (EXP), indicatives are indistinguishable from 

material conditionals.® The structure of epistemic conditionals, apparently an\n\-ay. 

guarantees that the commitments they carry are all and only the commitments carried 

by material conditionals. 

Proposition 4.1 (Stalnaker; Gibbard; McGee; Veltman). Suppose ^ is a re

lation of rational epistemic commitment for which meets Assumptions 1-4- Then 

if (f> and (j)' (formulas of C:=>.) are alike except that some occurrences of '=>' in o are 

replaced by •' in <?',<!)[= 0' and (p' 

So far. Proposition 4.1 is only a surprising, and perhaps disappointing, result. XO 

deep philosophical puzzle yet. But there is a serious puzzle to be had—the rational 

kinematics of beheving indicatives must be different from that of believing material 

conditionals. The next example auns to establish that. So—this is where the Reduc

tion Problem earns its title—some one of our assumptions needs to be rejected: but 

each assvunption is intuitively what we want from our theory of epistemic conditionals. 

Now, to the example I have in mind. 

Example 4.1. Suppose, as before, that there has been a murder in the mansion. The 

mansion staff can be partitioned into the grounds staff {people who work outside the 

®The direct argument plus modus ponens poses the same problem: (<?) or il>) is truth-fimctionally 
equivalent to the material conditional ->0 and since the indicative is at least as strong cis the 
material conditional, it must be that -«l> ^ ij;. But this proof only works in the presence of modus 
ponens. 
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mansion) and the house staff {peofile who work inside the mansion proper). Again, 

the three suspects are the driver (gromids staff), the butler (house staff), and the 

gardener (groimds staff). You are the lead investigator, and your young assistant 

(who, in fact, is but an apprentice) has been collecting clues and reports back to you. 

She has collected this one clue: the butler has an airtight alibi. Yoiu: assistant thus 

decrees 

Therefore: if a member of the grounds staff did it, then it was the driver (4.1) 

Being a seasoned inspector, you disagree: 

It's not so that if a member of the grounds staff did it, (4.2) 

then it was the driver. 

After all, it might still have been the gardener. 

The truth-functional analysis of conditional statements (i.e.. the material condi

tional) treats an indicative If p, then q as equivalent to the disjunction not-p or r/. 

This cannot be right. If the truth-functional analysis were right, then your denial in 

(4.2) would commit you to accepting that a member of the groimds staff did it and 

it was definitely not the driver. This is too strong a requirement, and would render 

your reply unwarranted. But, given your information, (4.2) is not only the reasonable 

thing to say, it is the rational thing to believe. So the material conditional analysis 

carmot be right. Being epistemically committed to an indicative If p, then q is not 

the same thing as being epistemically committed to the disjunction not-p or q. 

So the Reduction Problem really is a problem. Moreover, it is a serious episte-

vnological problem. Stalnaker, Gibbard, McGee, and Veltman each prove a version of 

Proposition 4.1 as a fact about the semantics of indicatives, and address the Reduc

tion Problem as a problem somewhere near the semantics-pragmatics interface.' But. 

as we have stated the result here, it is a result about the epistemics of indicatives, and 

^As far as I caa tell, each proves the result independently of the others. 
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I like to think of the Reduction Problem, as a problem at the semantics-epistemics in

terface. There is, I think, typically a routine way to tiun most problems of semantics 

into problems for epistemology; this is because the rough-and-ready concept picked 

out by the epistemic locution .. epistemically commits us to ..." is the siime as 

that picked out by the semantic locution "... intuitively entails ...". The assump

tions about semantic entailments needed to prove Proposition 4.1 as a semantic fact 

in the way that Stalnaker, Gibbard, McGee, and Veltman correspond in a straightfor

ward way to our four assumptions about rational epistemic conmiitmeut. Formally, 

the assumptions are identical, and so is the formal result. But there is philosophical 

groimd to be gained by thinking of the Reduction Problem as an epistemic problem. 

I will argue in the next section that some of the escape routes to the Problem that 

might seem plausible when we are thinking of it as a semantics puzzle are simply not 

live options when we are thinking of it as an epistemic problem. 

4.3 Escape Routes 

There are three general sorts of reaction to the Reduction Problem that have been 

proposed in the literature. One can just insist that it is not a problem at all. This 

is the route endorsed by holders of the "strict equivalence thesis" according to which 

the indicative is not distinct from the material conditional. Frank Jackson (1979) 

and David Lewis (1976) belong to this camp. A related way out—Stakiaker"s way 

out—is to deny that the desired inferences for the indicative are semantically valid 

but insist that they are pragmatically reasonable. A third option is to just reject 

some of the desired inference rules as anything like intuitively valid. This is McGee's 

basic strategy. None of these routes, or so I will argue, is open when we consider the 

Reduction Problem as a problem in the epistemics of indicatives. 

The first two kinds of options both involve some kind of retreat to the pragmatics 

of indicatives. These kinds of moves seem plausible enough when we are thinking 
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of the puzzle as a problem at the semantics-pragmatics interface. But this move 

to pragmatics seems to be wide of the mark if the problem we are interested in is 

an epistemological one. These kinds of solutions distinguish between what is valid 

(a semantic notion) and what is felicitous (a pragmatic notion): 0 might entail t-

even though an utterance of ijj is not always feUcitous in the presence of o. This 

sort of distinction is, no doubt, crucial for understanding language use. But our 

concern is an epistemic one—we are concerned only with what the rational epistemic 

commitments of agents are, quite apart from what they may or may not say about 

those conunitments. If holding 0 commits us to then if we accept that o it is clear 

that is one of our epistemic commitments regardless of the pragmatic facts about 

potential utterances of 0.® 

That leaves us with the last escape route. McGee sees the Reduction Problem 

as pitting modus ponens against the law of exportation; we cannot, he argues, have 

both. Exportation (on ordinary mdicatives) seems unassailable. If I believe 

If the butler is out and the gardener Is out, then the mansion is empty (4.3) 

then I am ipso facto committed to 

If the butler is out, then 

if the gardener is out then the mansion is empty. (4.4) 

Examples where exportation with the indicative 'if-then" is intuitively valid are eas}-

to multiply, and as far as I know, no convincing counterexample has been found. 

This gives us good reason to expect that an account of indicatives needs to treat 

this inference as rational. It is rational to hold conditionals like (4.4) on the basis of 

conditionals like (4.3), and our story about indicatives needs to reflect that. 

®To be clear, I am not suggesting that Stalnaker (or Jackson or Lewis) claims to be solving 
an epistemological problem with a pragmatic move. The epistemological problem is mine: I am 
suggesting that their preferred ways out of the Reduction Problem qua semantics problem ace not 
open to those us interested in solving the Reduction Problem qua epistemics problem. 
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While exportation seems unassailable, McGee has several counterexamples to 

modus ponens. Suppose, again, that there has been a murder in the mansion. The 

mansion staff is made up of the house staff (butler, maids, etc.) and the grounds staff 

(driver, gardener, security, etc.). The only three suspects are the butler, the gardeuer. 

and the driver. 

Example 4.2. Suppose that the gardener ahnost certainly did it. it is possible but 

unlikely that the butler did it, and the driver almost certainly did not do it. We can 

partially express this ordering on the Ukely culprit by the complex conditioaal: 

If a member of the grounds staff is the culprit, 

then if it is not the gardener who is guilty, the driver is. (4.5) 

And, in fact, since the gardener almost certainly did it, we have every reason to think 

the antecedent of (4.5) is true: 

A member jf the grounds staff is the culprit (4.6) 

(4.5) and (4.6) would seem to entail, by modus ponens. that we iilso hold that 

If it is not the gardener who is guilty, the driver is. (4.7) 

But this is not at all what our information supports. 

McGee's view is that the Reduction Problem poses a dilenmaa (he grants that 

uidicatives and the material conditional must be distinct): we have to choose be

tween exportation and modus ponens. Exportation seems imassailable. and liis 

counterexamples—cases like Example 4.2—are meant to cast serious doubt on the sta

tus of modus ponens with respect to rational epistemic commitments- All of McGee's 

counterexamples have this essential form. Modus ponens on a complex right-nested 

'if-then' can take us from premises we endorse to a conclusion (which is a simple 

'if-then') we do not. 
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When first presented with McGee-like counterexamples to modus ponens. cue 

feels like the victim of some kind of trick.® Intuitively, something like this seems 

to be going on. It is as if we are being asked to entertain certain premises, and 

decide whether or not we endorse them. But then, when we turn to considering 

the conclusion, we are asked to pretend we have not endorsed the premises at all. 

Our intuitions about our epistemic commitments to (4.7) are being harvested in au 

information vacuum. And this sort of sUppage is illegitimate. Information matters, 

and in particular informational context is important in assessing rational epistemic 

commitments. 

Now, it is one thing to point to a metaphor like "information vacuum" and quite 

another to give an argument that that is what McGee's counterexample t turns on. 

An example with the same content as his above, but one which nattnally blocks the 

information slippage that I allege is at the heart of McGee-like coimterexamples. it 

seems to me, would be sufficient. More precisely, McGee's cotmterexample requires 

that we accept three things: (1) a particular right-nested complex if-then, call it P: 

(2) the antecedent of P: and (3) the denial of the consequent of P. What I need is a 

right-nested if-then Q such that: (1) Q is inttiitively equivalent to P: (2) we accept 

the antecedent of Q; and (3) which blocks the alleged slippage between premise-beliefe 

and the conclusion (and so that we also accept the consequent of Q). 

Example 4.3. Suppose we have exactly the same set-up as in the first case. Example 

4.2. But instead of (4.5), we have what looks like an equivalent complex conditional: 

If a member of the grounds staff is the culprit, 

then If he Is not the gardener, he is the driver. (4.8) 

Furthermore, we stiU have reason to think the antecedent of (4.8) obtains. Oiu: 

®Iii informal surveys, philosophers seem to be split more or less eveoly oa their first intuitive 
reaction to McGee-like counterexamples: roughly half admit feeling like something has beea pulled 
over on them, and roughly half are quick to say that (finally!) someone has a clear example that 
MP is not a rational inference rule. 
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infonnation supports (4.6); 

A member of the grounds staff is the culprit 

Now consider the consequent of (4.8): 

If he is not the gardener, he is the driver. (4.9) 

The crucial question in this example turns on what the referent of he is supposed 

to be on the most preferred reading. Taken in isolation, there is no fact of the matter: 

he is serving to refer back to some already-introduced referent in the discoiurse. If we 

pretend there is no preceding discourse, then the question is open. But the example 

clearly provides us with a preceding discourse—most salient, the antecedent (4.6): A 

member of the grounds staff is the culprit. In this linguistic context, he in (4.9) most 

plausibly refers to the culprit who is a member of the grounds staff—or. more briefly, 

the grounds-staff-culprit. But now consider (4.9) with this referent for he: 

If the grounds-staff-culprit is not the gardener, 

the grounds-staff-culprit is the driver. (4.10) 

And this is supported by the mformation in the example. The only groimds staff 

suspects are the gardener and the driver, so given that one of them did it (which is 

what (4.6) guarantees), and that person was not the gardener, it must have been the 

driver. 

The difference between Example 4.2 and Example 4.3 Ues solely in what appears 

to be stylistic variation—the contents of the relevant complex conditionals seem to 

be the same. But Example 4.3 has some strategically placed anaphora. In order to 

evaluate our commitment to (4.9) we caimot lose sight of the premise-beliefs (4.8) 

and (4.6). And the fact that we endorsed these premise-beUefs makes a difference to 

how we assess our epistemic commitment with respect to (4.9). 
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This is not some odd feature of complex conditionals: it is the epistemic coim-

terpart of a well-known fact in the formal semantics of natural language: interpre

tation is not only context-dependent, it is also highly context-affecting (Groenendijk 

and Stokhof, 1991). Anaphoric reference like that in Example 4.3 is a paradigmatic 

example of the phenomenon. And, in inferences in natural language, anaphora iu 

conclusions can reach back into the premises for their referents. The same is true for 

rational epistemic commitment. If I accept as true 

A woman walks in Vondel Park and talks in Vondel Park (4.11) 

then I am committed to 

So, she walks in Vondel Park. (4.12) 

(4.11) commits me to (4.12), and how this works hinges on the fact that the referent 

for she can get passed from premises to conclusions.Appreciating this, we can .see 

what has gone wrong in McGee-like counterexamples. Information is introduced, but 

(by fiat) made inaccessible to our assessment of rational epistemic commitment that 

follows. And that is illegitimate. 

It is interesting that Stalnaker's direct argument can be used in much the same 

way to make McGee-like counterexamples to modus ponens seem less compelling. The 

direct argument is, while not semantically valid in StaJnaker's treatment, what he 

calls a reasonable inference. Reasonable inference is the pragmatic cousin of semantic 

validity/entailment. The basic idea is that what is reasonable depends on a context 

set the sum total of the background information that has been introduced up to 

that point in. a conversation. But we are not allowed to ignore any information in 

the context set; once information gets introduced, it is part of the backgroimd imd 

has a bearing on what inferences are reasonable. The direct argiunent says that from 

'"For more on this sort of phenomenon, and a semantics for predicate logic that accounts for it. 
see Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991). 



the disjunction p or q it is reasonable in this technical sense to infer the epistemic 

conditional If not-p then q. 

Suppose we have exactly the same set-up as in Example 4.2: there hc\s been a 

murder in the mansion, and we have three suspects. 

Example 4.4. Since there are only two grounds staff suspects at all (the gardener and 

the driver), the antecedent of (4.5) is equivalent to a disjunction: either the gardener 

did it, or the driver did it. So. we have that our information supports the complex 

conditional 

If either the gardener or the driver is the culprit, 

then if it is not the gardener who is the culprit, it is the driver. (4.13) 

Again, we believe the antecedent, since we think it likely that the gardener did it: 

Either the gardener or the driver is the culprit. (4.14) 

By the direct argument, from (4.14) we have 

If it is not the gardener who is the culprit, it is the driver. (4.15) 

And this just is the consequent of (4.13). 

If in moving from (4.14) to (4.15) we are not allowed to ignore the inlbrraarioii 

that (4.14) introduces into the context set, then the direct argument in this case will 

conamit us to exactly what modus ponens would have. The point for my purposes is 

just the same as that illustrated in Example 4.3. In assessing our rational epistemic 

conamitments it is illegitimate to ask that what has been introduced be treated as 

though it hasn't. And this is what McGee-Uke counterexamples ask us to do. 

4.4 Conditional Epistemics 

We have good reason to insist that an account of epistemic conditionals and rational 

epistemic comntiitment—even in the easy case we are concerned with where informa
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tion simply aggregates—must be sensitive to informational context. This sensitivity 

goes two ways: assessing commitments is sensitive to what information an agent has. 

and accepting new beliefs changes that information landscape. What I want to do 

now is turn to giving a precise theory of epistemics—including the epistemics of open 

indicative conditionals—which trades on. taking informational context seriously. In 

Chapter 3 I gave a generalized account of epistemic commitment and epistemic up

dating in the context of the unary epistemic modal might. That theor\' trades ou 

the information context, and how that context changes as agents move through the 

epistemic lattice. Such a theory seems to be what we want here. 

The theory of epistemics I want to give here is related in spirit and in substance 

to two other approaches. In spirit, it is very much related to a proposal made by 

Gardenfors (1984,1988) for a reconstruction of propositional logic. His idea is to use 

the rational constraints on information aggregation as a basis for logic, eliniiuatiug 

the need for propositions defined as sets of possible worlds. The project is. much like 

the one here, one of turning a traditionally semantic problem into an epistemic one. 

While my story and his share this programmatic bit in common, in formal substance 

and philosophical point they differ more than they agree. 

The theory of conditional epistemics that I want to give here will mesh in a 

seamless way with the generalized account of epistemic updating and epistemic com

mitment I gave in the last chapter. Just as that theory bears a relationship to some 

of Frank Veltman's work, so does this. In particular, the theory here (again, in the 

simple case where information growth is monotonic) resembles in its formal appara

tus the semantic theories in Veltman (1985, 1996).^^ But the philosophical point is 

different. 

Resembles, but does not mirror. The core intuition beiiind the account of indicatives in "data 
semantics" (Veltman, 1985) jmd the account I offer here is, I think, the same. But the resulting 
logic there is quite different than that here (different argument forms are validated). I have adopteil 
and adapted what I take the core intuition to be at play in "iipdate semantics^ (Veltman. 1996) 
about the various non-modal formulas and unary epistemic modals, and tried to make that ht nrith 
something like the Ramsey Test for epistemic conditionals. But, ageiin, the detciils differ. 
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As before, we shall concentrate on a language £=> of propositional logic. £=> is the 

s m a l l e s t  s e t  t h a t  c o n t a i n s  a n y  p r o p o s i t i o n a l  a t o m s  t h a t  w e  w i l l  n e e d  A=  {p -q— [ -

and is closed under negation (->), conjunction (A), and the epistemic conditional (=>). 

A lot of "properly semantic" theories of belief change rely in non-trivial ways on 

being able to identify the semantic structure of a fact with its propositional content. 

The "ranking function" approach to belief change, for example, relies on being able to 

identify, for any given formula (a potential fact) what the minimal worlds in a given 

ranking are which are included in the proposition expressed by that fact (Spohn. 1988: 

Grove, 1988; Boutilier, 1994). In Chapter 3 I argued that in the case of epistemic 

modals, such an approach is far too restrictive since epistemic modals do not express 

genuine propositions.^^ 

The point can be pushed further. Theories in philosophical logic often aim at 

characterizing entailment relations of one sort or another. The data against which 

these theories are judged are our intuitive judgments of "consequence" or "entail

ment" for whatever the problem domain is. Typically, entailment is just proposi

tional containment—P entails Q iff the proposition expressed by P is included in 

the proposition expressed by Q. The bulk of the work, then, goes into pinning down 

truth-conditions for the P's and Q's as an analysis of propositions. The linchpin in 

all of this is that what a formula means is just what its truth-conditions are. But 

why should we buy into this dogma? We should not. If meaning is exhausted by 

truth-conditions, then (borrowing an example which is due to Barbara Partee) 

I have lost ten marbles and found all but one. It might be under the couch. (4.16) 

should have the same meaning as 

I have lost ten marbles and found nine of them. # It might be under the couch. 

(4.17) 

similar argument—from quite a different perspective—is made by Gibbard (1981) and Edg-
ington (1995) about epistemic conditionals. 
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since the first sentence in each case manifestly has the same truth-conditions. But the 

second sentence in (4.17) is semantically marked, and not in (4.16). So there is more 

to meaning than truth-conditions—semantics is richer than propositionfil content. 

Recent work in the formal semantics of natural language has tried to do without 

the dogma that meaning is exhausted by truth-conditions. Veltman explains the 

motivating intmtion behind dynamic semantics in this way. In dynamic semantics. 

the slogan 'You know the meaning of a sentence if you know conditions 

under which it is true' is replaced by this one: "You know the meaning 

of a sentence if you know the change it brings about in the information 

state of anyone who accepts the news conveyed by it" (1996. p. 221). 

Accordingly, the focus is not on giving a recursive specification of prepositional con

tent, but on giving a recursive specification of information change. 

It does not take much squinting to see that this is just the sort of theor\-1 gave in 

Sections 3.2 and 3.4 of Chapter 3. The idea was to characterize how simple-mincletl iit)-

dates with information—possibly including epistemic modalities like might— 

the epistemic states of agents, how agents are committed to things like It might be 

that 0, and to relate all of this to the epistemic lattice. And since, as I have argued. 

.. intuitively entails ..." picks out the same concept as . .epistemically commits 

an agent to , there is a clear sense in which semantic models of epistemic change, 

when we are restricting ourselves to the case of simple-minded updates, just are dy

namic semantic theories. So, giving a theory about the rational kinematics of formulas 

in with respect to simple-minded epistemic updating, can be thought of as giving 

a theory of the meanings of formulas of And, echoing what the slogan I intro

duced at the beginning of this chapter, this firmly places the Reduction Problem at 

the semantics-epistemics interface. 

Now to the theory of conditional epistemics. It is by now a truism to say that 

as we pick up new information, we have to update our picture of the world, bringing 
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our set of epistemic possibilities into line with, wiiat we have learned. As I have done 

throughout, I will continue to model epistemic states as a pair: an acceptance base 

(a set of possible worlds or possibilities) and an expectation pattern (some ordering 

information). In fact, since the ordering information will be completely inactive here 

(plus or minus a bit) all epistemic states will be general default epistemic states. 

For reference, recall that w is a possibility, w G W. iff iv is a fimction t'roui 

the atoms of £=> to truth-values. The set of epistemic states is K. and the set of 

acceptance bases, I, is the powerset of W. There are two limiting cases of acceptance 

bases. The first is that W itself is an acceptance base. At the other extreme we have 

that the absurd acceptance base is the empty set of possibilities. This is the result 

of "learning" inconsistent information; the agent has ruled out too much. A happier, 

though rarer, state of affairs is when an agent's acceptance base is a singleton. Any 

epistemic state with a singleton acceptance base is a state of perfect information, [t 

is easy to verify that (/, C) is a partial order. 

Epistemic updating + over new information expressible in £=> will always re

duce to base updating t since there are no niles expressible in this language.^'' So. 

straightaway, we can define epistemic updating over indicatives: 

Definition 4.2 (Conditional Epistemic Updating). Let k = (s.£) be any epis

temic state in K and <i> be any formula in Then: k +ceu = (-5 Tcsc o. £}. 

When this will not lead to any confusion, I omit the subscripts on these operators. 

Of course, this definition is not sufficient until I have said what the natiure of base 

updating tcsa is in conditional epistemics. That will be the task for the rest of tliis 

section. 

Base updating is a process which, takes us from one information state to the next, 

given some new input. 

'^Officially, we can Just define epistemic updating -i- to range over £=» U £i in the ob\ious WTIV: 
if 0 6 £t then K + 0 goes by way of the aneilysis in Chapter 3; otherwise K + (p goes by way of the 
analysis I shall give here. That way, our agents can learn new rules. For readability, I just restrict 
my attention to the language C^. 
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Definition 4.3 (Conditional Base Updating). Consider any w e U'. .•} e I. 

p E A, and 6 £=>. The Conditional Base Updating function Jcbu- I —^ I is 

defined by the following recursion (subscript omitted when imambiguous): 

1. s t p = {u; 6 s : w{p) = 1} 

2. s I -10 = s \ (s T 

3. s ] {(f) Ai)) = {s 1 (j)) ] 4^ 

4. s 1 {((> ip) = {w £ s : {s ] 4) ^ i) = s ] (j)} 

The first three clauses of this definition are exactly those from Definition 3.3 in Chap

ter 3. Updating an information state with an atom p eliminates all possibilities from 

that state in which p is false. Negation is set subtraction. To update tin information 

state with a conjunction, an agent first updates with the first conjunct, and then up

dates that state with the second conjunct. So far. epistemic updating proceeds in the 

expected way: learning new facts about the world leads us to eliminate possibilities, 

winnowing away at our uncertainty. 

The case for epistemic conditionals is difierent. The intuition behind the Ramsey 

Test is something like the following. I should beheve an indicative If p. q just in 

case learning p given my present information would be enough to commit me to q. 

Epistemic conditionals seem to tell us more about the stnictiure of oiu- information 

about the world than they do (directly, an3rway) about the world. And this is the 

intuition codified above in Definition 4.3. Encountering an epistemic conditional 

invites an agent to perform a test on her acceptance base. If the result of updating 

her acceptance base s with 0 and then ^ would add no more information than merely 

updating s with <t>, then updating s with the epistemic conditional 0 => retiums 

the original acceptance base s. Otherwise, it returns the absiurd acceptance btise. 

Equivalently: if hypothetically updating s with 0 already commits her to ii\ then 

her epistemic state indeed passes the test posed by the epistemic conditional o f. 
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Otherwise—i.e., if hypothetically updating with ^ does not rule out ->0—then it fails 

the test. 

An agent does not leam anything about the world when she encoimters an in

dicative conditional; indicatives only give her direct information about her (pre-

established) acceptance base, and so about her pre-established epistemic state. Au 

immediate objection springs to mind: surely this 'test' behavior of indicatives is 

counterintuitive; we clearly do leam something about the world when we encounter 

indicatives. The objection gets all its force by running together the conclusive and the 

defeasible. Suppose that given my present information I cannot discriminate between 

p, q and r: I do not know which possibility is the actual world, but given iny infor

mation either p or q or r is true (but I do not know which). Now. you are iuformefl 

about the relevant facts more than I am. If you say to me If not-p, then r. haveu t 

you told me something significant about the world? Should I not remove all (iiot-p 

and not-r) possibilities from my acceptance base? Not if the epistemic conditional 

acts as a test in the way I am suggesting. What is going on this case, it seems to 

me, is that by saying If not-p, then r you have given me information directlj/ abour 

the structure of your information state and only indirectly about the world. You have 

given me a defeasible reason to think the world is a certain way. namely the way you 

think it is. But we agreed to limit our attention to the simple case where all reasons 

are conclusive and agents engage only in simple-minded updates: so the would-be 

objection just does not apply. 

Moreover, if our attitudes toward a certain epistemic conditional differ—you are 

committed to it, and I am not—then there must be some plain facts in the world 

about which we differ, and some minimal set of such facts such that resolving oiu: 

differences there would ipso facto resolve our difference on this conditional. So. take 

the case above. I am not committed to the indicative If not-p then r and you are. 

Once our disagreement surfaces, you can silence my protests by informing me about 

the plain facts which underwrite your acceptance of the conditional. And this is a 
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perfectly normal conversational path. So, although I cannot straightaway learn the 

conditional, I can leam the plain fact that p or r. 

Now that I have said how acceptance bases can be updated with conditional infor

mation, I have to say how it is that agents can be committed to epistemic conditionals. 

The story is by now famiUar: an epistemic state commits an agent to o (o is su{> 

ported by that state) just in case the information in that state already contains the 

information encoded by <p—^just in case a simple-minded update of the state with o 

would produce no change at all. This, of course, is just the generalized notion of 

epistemic commitment we saw in the last chapter. For the sake of completeness. I 

will restate the definitions here for our new language £=>: 

Definition 4.4 (Support, Entailment, Equivalence). Let K be any epistemic 

state, and 0,0 be any formulas of £=>. We define the Conditional Epistemic Updating 

support and commitment relation, Hcec/r as follows (subscript omitted when this will 

not lead t ambiguity): 

1. K supports <p. K ^ (p, iS K + 0 = K. 

2. An agent in K is committed to (j) IS k ^ (p. 

3. 0 commits an agent to 0 {p entails it), 0 ^ p, iS for all k: « + o ^ f. 

4. <i> and ^ are epistemically equivalent 0 ^ iff for all k: k-\-0 = K + ti' 

A necessary proposition, notice, induces no change in an agent's information state— 

every tautology is everywhere supported. 

The information expressed by epistemic conditionals is information about the 

structure of our acceptance bases. And this information expresses global properties 

of those bases. In Chapter 3,1 investigated some of the properties that the epistemic 

modality might has in epistemic change. If an agent with acceptance base s has not 

already ruled out that 0, then updating with might (j) should return s: otherwise— 

i.e., in case the agent has already ruled out the 0, then updating with might 0 lecids 
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to the absurd epistemic state. And we saw that epistemic might has a natiural dual: 

epistemic must The sense in which the indicative expresses global modal properties of 

acceptance bases is reflected in the fact that we could have defined it using the unary 

operator for epistemic must. In fact, there is no interesting epistemological difference 

between the language containing epistemic conditionals and the langutige we 

saw last chapter containing epistemic modals. We can start with the former language 

and introduce =» as an abbreviation, or start with and introduce O and O as 

abbreviations. 

To see that this is the case, we first need to introduce disjimction ( V )  a n d  the 

material conditional (-•) in the usual way. Then, starting firom our language with 

indicatives, I will show how we can introduce the imary epistemic modalities as au 

abbreviation: and conversely, starting firom our language with might I will show how 

to introduce the epistemic conditional as an abbreviation. Finally. I will show that 

these abbreviations respect the update properties of these modals. 

Fu:st, then: disjunction ( V )  and the material conditional (-^) can be introduced 

in the standard way. 

Definition 4.5. Where 0, p are any sentences of £=>, we hcive the following abbre

viations: 

1. (<P V TJ;) =DF ->(-'0 A -RII;) 

2. {(F> -0) =DF A -̂ ) 

FVom this, plus Definition 4.3, we have that disjunction and the material conditional 

have the following simple-minded update profiles: 

Proposition 4.2. Let d.ijj be any sentences in and s be any acceptance base. 

Then: 

L 5 T («^ V ^) = (s T (^) U (s T 
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2. s T (0 V*) = (s T ^</») U (s t 

Now, we can introduce abbreviations between our two modal languages C=> and 

Definition 4.6. Where 0 is any formula in £=>, and 1 is any tautolog\\ introduce 

the unary modalities via the following abbreviations: 

1. 0(1) =^f !=•(/> 

2. 00 =^f 

Where 0,^ are any formulas in introduce the indicative conditional via the 

abbreviation: 

(3) 0=» i/;=d/•((?!)-> (/;). 

These abbreviations, moreover, preserve the update properties that we want. Foi-

reference, recall that ]cbu is the acceptance base update operator for Couditiorial 

Epistemic Updating (in the language £=>) and ]mbu is the acceptance base operator 

we saw in Chapter 3 for Modal Epistemic Updating (in the language £"^). The next 

proposition shows that Imbu is indistinguishable, in a precise sense, from Tcef-

Proposition 4.3 (Equivalence). The acceptance base update function in Condi

tional Epistemic Updating is indistinguishable from the acceptance base update func

tion in General Epistemic Updating: Icbu—^mbu-

Corollary 4.4. For any K 6 K and p € C=t, U C^: k \=^ceu <? iff 

Given this correspondence, we can omit the subscripts on T and h without the risk 

of any confusion. Further, we can ignore the distinction between the two languages 

£=>. and Notice, also, that we could have defined the kinematic profile of => as 

being a test on what must be the case, given the antecedent: 
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Proposition 4.5. Let k = [s, s) be any epistemic state. If (f), ii are any sentences in 

£=>, then s 1 {<j) ip) {w e s : {s } (j)) ] Oip ^ 0}. 

Calling indicatives "epistemic conditionals" reflects just this structure: they cire tests 

on what must epistemically be the case, given the antecedent. 

Veltman (1985) investigates the relationship between indicatives and epistemic 

modals. A key advantage of his data semantics approach—which is present in my 

theory of conditional epistemic updating—is that this tight connection explains some 

otherwise puzzUng semantic/epistemic data about the negations of indicatives. Con

sider, once again, Example 4.1. There has been a murder in the mansion, and you 

are the lead investigator. Your young assistant leams that the butler has an alibi, 

and concludes hastily from this: 

Therefore: if a member of the grounds staff did it, then it was the driver. 

You rightly disagree, pointing to the fact that it might still have been the gardener. 

One moral to be drawn is that in believing the negation of an indicative o=> c you 

are not committed to endorsing the conjunction of the antecedent with the negarioii 

of the consequent: you need not accept (j) while -ni/. This requirement would be too 

strong, and would render your reply in (4.2) unwarranted. To deny the epistemic 

conditional <f> => it is sufficient that given your mformation state, being informed 

about 0 does not ipso facto rule out -^0. It might be that 6 and still -iv any^^•ay. 

Looking at epistemic conditionals as tests on what epistemically must be the case, 

given the antecedent, explains this in a straightforward way as the next fact illustrates. 

Proposition 4.6. Let 0,^ be any formulas of C=^. Then: 

-I(0 =>. ^) ^ 0(0 A . 

^''Data semantics (DS) does have some difficultj- with the interactioa between the indicati\'e and 
might For example, ^ Oij; ̂ 05 <j) => tj;, which seems counterintuitive. Not so in CEU: o => 
O ip ^cEU <P ^ t—If p. then might q does aot commit an agent to If p, then q. 
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Since the acceptance base update function in our conditional language is indis

tinguishable from that in the modal fragment from Chapter 3. it follows that the 

respective epistemic update functions + are also indistinguishable. And this means 

that the CEU update function -h determines a lattice over K. it is an eliminative 

function (with respect to epistemic strength C) over K (by Proposition 3.9). bur 

that (by Proposition 3.10) + does not distribute over the epistemic lattice restricted 

to £=>. Of course, as before, the base update function restricted to the classical 

fragment, does not differ from thinking of updating as going by way of the classical 

possible worlds semantics for propositional logic: 

Proposition 4.7 (Veltman 1996). Let 0 and w be any formulas of C. Let [of 

abbreviate W \ 0. The [•} has just the properties of the classical propositional inter

pretation function: 

1. IpI = {w eW : w{p) = 1}, for any p£A 

2 .  =  W \  [ ( p i  

3. l(t> A M n 1̂ 1 

But in the full language for epistemic commitments £=>. conditional epistemic 

updating induces a different structure on the set of epistemic states. In particidar. 

simple-minded updates with formulas containing the epistemic conditional do not 

allow for arbitrary unions of its arguments—base update does not distribute over I. 

For convenience, I repeat here the definition of a distributive fimction 

Definition 4.7. A fimction / distributes over its domain X iff for ever\' x € A': 

f i x )  =  U  / ( { o } ) -
a6x 

Proposition 4.8. t does not distribute over I. 
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4.5 Anti-reductionism 

We should take stock of the status of the first puzzle in the epistemics of open indica

tives: the Reduction Problem. The puzzle is that if rational epistemic comniitmeut 

satisfies four intuitively plausible assiunptions. then the epistemics of the indicative 

boil down to just the epistemics of the material conditional. But it seems clear thar 

the two kinds of conditional are just different epistemic beasts. And so some of our 

four assumptions on rational epistemic commitment must be jettisoned. 

But which one? Not Assumption 4.1, for that was just meant to restrict our at

tention to a simple formal language to help us attack our problem. Not Assiunptiou 

4.2; the whole point of epistemic conditionals is that rational epistemic conmiitnienr 

ties them to a sort of deduction theorem. And Assumption 4.4. apparently aimvay. is 

meant to limit our attention to the "easy case" where information simply aggregates 

and all reasons are conclusive and non-defeasible. So Assumption 4.3 must be the cul

prit. Stalnaker and McGee's preferred ways out do. in fact, place the blame here. Bur 

neither of these solutions, I have argued, seems plausible. Stahiaker's pragmatic move 

just won't help us out of our epistemologicd problem, and McGee's countere.xample 

to modus ponens rests on a kind of informational equivocation that is illegitimate. 

All of this led us to thinking of epistemic commitment and simple-minded updates 

for our conditional language in a way that is sensitive to informational context and 

how we update that context in precise ways. The issue now is whether all of this 

talk of informational context is a difference that makes a difference in the Reduction 

Problem. It is. Epistemic updating and our dynamic notion of rational epistemic 

commitment, [=cEUr both of which grew out of the intuition that information is not 

gratuitous, provide another way out of the Reduction Problem qua epistemological 

problem. 

It is clear, by construction, that Assumption 4.1 is met in CEU. Oiu: toy langucige 

is adequate for expressing epistemic commitments, and. any formula of oiur language is 
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a potential conunitment. Assumption 4.2 is the requirement that rational epistemic 

commitment interact with indicatives to give us a sort of deduction theorem. I am 

committed outright to the open epistemic conditional ij) ^ yj just in case if I learn 

(f> that would commit me to i/). The following lemma is useful in simplifying some of 

the proofs: 

Lemma 4.9. For any formula (j) £ £=>, = 

In fact, this lemma guarantees that we can abuse om notation a bit for the sake 

of exposition. Suppose we have an epistemic state k = (s, =) and some potential 

commitment (f> a formula of £=>. The lemma assures us that an agent's attitude 

toward <l> in state k is completely determined by the acceptance base s and the update 

potential of <i>. So, without loss of generality, let us write 5 ^ 0 iff. for contextually 

fixed epistemic state k = (s.c) and (t> 6 £=>, it is the case that 5 is a fixed-point of 

the base update s ] (p. Coming full circle. 310 = 3 \Sk + 0 = k (for o 6 £=>) iff 

K (p. This abuse of notation drastically simplifies the proofs of the propositions 

below, and (hopefully) makes the kinematics of epistemic commitments involving 

open indicatives more transparent. 

Proposition 4.10 (Deduction Theorem). Let k = (s.c) be any epistemic state in 

K, and be any sentences of C^. Then s ] d ^ (jj iff s \= 0 iv. 

The next assumption (Assumption 4.3) is the requirement that the set of ratio

nal epistemic commitments of an agent at a time is closed under modus ponens. 

exportation, and the direct argument for the epistemic conditional. 

Proposition 4.11 (MP, EXP, and DA). Let k = (s,c) be any epistemic state in 

K, and let be any formulas in £=>. Then: 

1. (s T (0 t/')) T h <1^ (^iP) 

2. ST((<^A^)=J>X)1=(«^=J^(^=^X)) (EXP) 
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3 .  s t (o! V/?) [= -la =>/3, f o r a , ^ & C  (DA) 

All of this, and yet we can still resist reduction: epistemic conditionals and the 

material conditional are epistemologically distinct connectives. The material concU-

tional (/> —• 0 induces just the change in acceptance base s that we woidd expect; it 

is just the union of the update s T "^0 with that of s T ip. And. by Proposition 4.7. 

if <f) and ^ contain no occurrences of =>-, this is the same as [-i0l U [ii'J. which is the 

standard truth-conditional interpretation. So, we are justified in taking —' to be the 

material conditional. Now it just remains to be seen that it induces a different update 

on epistemic states (via acceptance bases) than does the epistemic concUtioaal 

Proposition 4.12 (Distinctness). (0 0) ^ (0 

So the indicative is not epistemically equivalent to the material conditional. But 

isn't this just what McGee's main result (Proposition 4.1, above) said we cannot have? 

Close: for full-blown reduction we also need to suppose that epistemic commitment is 

classical. CEU support (and so commitment), however, fails to have all the properties 

of classical entaihnent. Classical consequence relations, for our piu^joses. are assumed 

to satisfy three constraints: they must support all truth-functional tautologies, they 

must satisfy inclusion, and they must satisfy monotonicity. CEU-support satisfies 

the appropriate translations of the first two conditions, but not the thurd. It is ob\-i-

ous that every epistemic state supports every tautology—CEU does not distinguish 

between any propositions true at every world. Likewise. CEU support satisfies the 

counterpart to inclusion. 

Classical consequence is monotonic: if F ^cl <I> then A \=cl 0 for each A 2 T. 

Monotonicity can be thought of as a special case of the more general property of 

persistence that we saw in Chapter 3 (Veltman, 1985,1996). Intuitively, a consequence 

(support) relation is persistent if adding more information never leads us to "taking 

bacid' what has already been concluded. In the classical case, "inore information" is 
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represented as a bigger prenoise set on the left of the consequence relation (and so 

monotonicity coincides with persistence in the classical case). 

In update semantics in general, and in CEU in particular, "more information" 

can naturally be thought of as a shrinking set of possibilities: more information is a 

more complete picture of the world. CEU-support. just like MEU-support that we 

saw in the last chapter—is not persistent. More complete information can take us 

from a state in which a sentence is supported to one in which the same sentence is 

not supported. For reference, I repeat the definition here, restricted to acceptance 

bases: 

Definition 4.8 (Persistence). A support relation / x £=» is persistent iff for 

any s e I and 0 6 £=>: if s ^ 0 then s' [= o, for every s' C s. 

Proposition 4.13 (Non-persistence). CEU-support, ^ceu- is not persistent. 

Here is a simple counter-example to persitence involving epistemic conditionals. 

Suppose you have just two possibilities m your acceptance base—the first a world in 

which it is both sunny and warm, and the second a world in which it is not sunny 

but it is warm. If your acceptances are arranged in this way. then you do not accept 

the conditional If It is warm, then it Is sunny since learning that it is warm would 

not rule out the not-sunny world. In fact, your epistemic state supports the negated 

conditional: It is not the case that if it is warm then it Is sunny. But now. let us say that 

you leam, in a simple-minded update sense of 'leam', that it is suimy. In the resulting 

acceptance base—which is contained in your earlier base—the negated conditional is 

no longer supported: you no longer accept that It Is not the case that if it is warm then 

it is sunny since every warm world according to the facts you have is in fact a siumy 

one. 

All niformation, we have been assuming, is non-defeasible in the sense that agents 

never have default rules and their associated expectations. And my picture of epis

temic updating and rational epistemic commitment m CEU has been faithfiil to that. 
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What Proposition 4.13 illustrates is that defeasibility (non-monotonicity) is not the 

only source of non-persistence in the set of our rational epistemic commitments. Epis

temic modalities, like the ones involved in epistemic conditionals, are another soiurce. 

This, of course, should not be surprising. Epistemic and acceptance base updating in 

the conditional setting, we have ahready established, is indistinguishable from their 

counterparts in the context of epistemic modals, and we saw last chapter that the 

Modal Epistemic Update commitment relation ^meu is not persistent. So while it 

makes perfect sense to limit our attention to the "easy case" of infonnation kine

matics when looking at open indicatives, it is not reasonable on that basis to insist 

that rational epistemic commitment is a classical consequence relation. It must be 

more dynamic than that. Assumption 4.4,1 contend, is the culprit in the Reduction 

Problem. 

4.6 The G^denfors Impossibility Theorem 

So far, I have been concerned with the Reduction Problem—the problem of saying 

what, in a broad sense, the semantic structure of open epistemic conditionals is with

out reducing them to the material conditional. One of the advantages of my solution 

in CEU is that simple-minded updates with an indicative If p, then q go by way of the 

Ramsey Test: you are committed to If p, then q iff updating your present epistemic 

state with p would leave you committed to q. This advantage would be no advantage 

at all if the Ramsey Test were suspect on its own. The Gardenfors" Impossibility 

Theorem, however, threatens the justifiability of the Ramsey Test (Gardenfors. 1986. 

1988). In this section I will present a version of his negative result, and in the next 

I will diagnose what I think has gone wrong—hopefully in a way that can save the 

Ramsey Test for open epistemic conditionals. 

As with the Fuhrmann Impossibility Theorem, let us restrict otur attention for the 

moment to a belief set representation of epistemic commitments, instead of the richer 
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semantic models of general default epistemic states. A conditional belief set. in the 

AGM sense, is just any set of formulas of £=> which is closed under (at least) the 

classical consequence operator Cn. Notice that, already, we have an assimiption being 

made here: epistemic conditionals are members of beUefs sets. In the Fuhrmann Im-

possibiUty Theorem, we made three additional assumptions on the rational structiue 

that revision functions must have. We give similar assumptions here. As background 

conditions on a revision function * for conditional behef sets, it is uncontroversial 

to require that it satisfies Objective Success, Objective Consistency, and Belief Set 

Preservation. The definitions here resemble those in Chapter 3. modified to fit con

ditional beUef sets. 

Definition 4.9 (Preservation, Consistency). Let /C». be the set of couclitioual 

belief sets, and let (/C=>, Cn, *) be a belief revision model for Let o be any fonnula 

in £. Then: 

1. The revision model satisfies Objective Success iff for any conditional belief ser 

K: 0 € /C * 0. 

2. The revision model satisfies Objective Consistency iff for any conditional belief 

set K: Cn(0), then iC * 0 is consistent. 

3. The revision model satisfies Belief Set Preservation iff for any conditional belief 

set K: if ivTU {0} is consistent, K * ((> = Cvi{KU A}. 

Note that if BeUef Set Preservation holds, then if ->0 ^ K" then 0 6/1* o. 

Finally, let us assiune that our conditional belief sets obey the Ramsey Test for 

=»-beliefs. That is, an epistemic conditional 0 ^ is in a belief set AT iff the minimal 

change to K needed to incorporate learning that 0 is a behef set which has ti' as a 

member. 

'^^This parallels closing belief sets under Poss in the Fuhrmann result. 
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Definition 4.10 (Gardenfors' RT (GRT)). A belief revision model (/C=>.Cu.*) 

satisfies Gardenfors' Ramsey Test iff for any conditional belief set K: 0=> u- e K iff 

The Gardenfors' Impossibility Theorem is that these assumptions on K and * are 

inconsistent. First, though, we have the following immediate consequence of GRT. 

Definition 4.11 (Monotonicity of Revisions). A revision model (^=>. Cn. *) :iat-

isfies Monotonicity iff for all conditional belief sets K and /v'': if K C K' tlieii 

K * (i> C K' * <i> iot any 6 £. 

Proposition 4.14 (G^denfors 1984). Let M = (/C-..Cn.*) be a revision rnodd 

for C^. If M satisfies GRT, then it satisfies Monotonicitxj. 

One last assumption; we want to be able to ensure that not all revisions are 

vacuous. So we assimie that the underlying language has three formulas such that 

the first two are consistent with the third taken in isolation, but the three together 

are inconsistent. 

Definition 4.12. A beUef revision model for the language £=> is non-trivial jusr 

in case there are 6 £ be such that {(po.tf;} and {©i.t'} are each tnith-

functionally consistent sets but also such that [00,01, lij} is not. 

Before stating the impossibility theorem formally, we should take a closer look at the 

assumption that are on the table. First, notice that the behef revision operator * is 

only assiuned to be defined for formulas of ordinary propositional logic. Garclentbrss 

result is that being committed to epistemic conditionals in the way the Ramsey Test 

suggests creates problems when agents revising with non-conditional facts. Second, 

notice that the impossibility theorem applies to the case we are interested in here— 

namely, open epistemic conditionals. Open epistemic conditionals are just those the 

behef in the antecedents of which is consistent with what we take ourselves to kno w. 
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So, the conditional p =» 5 is an open indicative relative to an epistemic state k = (.s. e) 

iff s does not rule out that p. Notice that this is compatible with the non-triviality 

requirement since k might carry an expectation to the effect that ->p. 

Monotonicity, it turns out, is incompatible on pain of triviality with Belief Set 

Preservation and Objective Consistency. If we have a revision fimction wliicli satisfies 

Objective Consistency and BeUef Set Preservation, then it cannot satisfy Monotonic

ity. 

Proposition 4.15 (Gardenfors 1984; Segerberg 1989). There is no revision 

function * such that (/C=>,Cn, *) is not a non-trivial revision model which satisfies 

Objective Consistency, Belief Set Preservation, and Monotonicity. 

Corollary 4.16 (G^denfors 1984). There is no revision function * such that 

(C=>,Cn, *) is not a non-trivial revision model which satisfies Consistency. Preserva

tion, and CRT. 

There are a variety of reactions to this negative result. In particular, five escape 

routes deserve mention. One might try to change the underlying consequence rela

tion Cn. But no plausible weakening, as Segerberg (1989) shows, will do; likewise. 

Makinson (1990) has proved a version of the result for various nonmonotonic con

sequence relations. So this approach does not seem promising. In a similar spirit. 

Rott and others have proposed various weakened versions of the Ramsey Test. Again, 

the Impossibility Theorem has withstood attacks on this front (Gardenfors. 1988). 

Rott (1989) and Hansson (1992) have both argued, for quite different reasons, against 

closing behef sets under expansions—i.e., against the assumption that Cn(A' U {o}) 

is always a behef set. Levi (1988) prefers to just deny that epistemic conditionals are 

objects of behef at all (here his argument is essentially the same as with respect to 

the Fuhrmann Impossibihty result). Finally, Gardenfors sees his theorem as forcing 

us to choose between GRT and Preservation—if we have to choose, he argues that 

GRT ought to go. 
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4.7 The Ramsey Test Reinstated 

The problem with all of the escape routes above—at least the open iivenues—is that 

they force us to give up something which seems intuitively compelling. Epistemic 

commitments, I have argued all along, can involve indicatives: so Levi's escape route 

is not one I want to take. Likewise, our theory of epistemic change must be able to 

deal with "simple-minded" belief change where an agent just picks up new facts: so 

we want to keep something like our expansion assmnption. BeUef Set Preservation, 

or at any rate its intuitive motivation, is unproblematic. And of coiurse. the Ramsey 

Test seems to be beyond reproach. Ideally, we want to be able to dodge the choices 

that G&rdenfors' theorem seems to be forcing us to make. I think we can. and with 

the theory of conditional epistemics we have a good start. Interestingly, uiy own 

diagnosis resembles (a bit) Rott's and Hansson's reactions—but they tnisdescribe 

what they see. 

Let us take a closer look at Gardenfors" argument. His version of the Ramsey 

test, CRT, entails that revisions are monotonic. And this is incompatible with Belief 

Set Preservation. Now, he argues, we have every reason to want to hold on to belief 

Set Preservation: "information is not gratuitous and we do not want to give up 

beliefs imnecessarily" (Gardenfors, 1986, p. 82).^® Although it is possible to construct 

a reasonable analysis of conditionals around the Ramsey Test, "it is questionable 

whether the belief revisions in that analysis really are minimal since they do uot 

satisfy (P) [Behef Set Preservation]" (Gardenfors, 1986. p. 88). We can push the 

point further. The Ramsey Test does not call for willy-nilly changes in oiu: epistemic 

states. The test is manifestly not one like the following: you are committed to If p, 

then q iff learning p and forgetting everything else would leave you in a state wliich 

commits you to q. The core intuition behind the Ramsey Test is that it is only the 

^®The formaiizatioaof belief Set Preservation above simplifies the one found in Gardenfors (1986). 
The one he gives is as follows: If-<(i> and t&K, then In the presence of Objective 
Success for *, as he notes, the two versions are equivalent. 
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minimal chmges to include p that count in determining our commitments with respect 

to epistemic conditionals. But, given the tension between Belief Set Preservation and 

GRT, Gardenfors seems to be pointing to an "in-principle" problem for the Ramsey 

Test: it is in principle impossible for an epistemic analysis of conditionals to go by 

way of the Ramsey Test—that analysis will not satisfy Belief Set Preser\'ation. and 

that was the intuition that made the Ramsey Test intuitively appealing to begin with. 

The Ramsey Test undercuts its own motivation. 

All of this turns on the plausibility of BeUef Set Preservation. Now. Gardenfors 

(and much of the AGM belief revision community) thinks that such a principle is au 

obvious rationality requirement on epistemic change. The motto often given is tlu' 

one I cited above: information is not gratuitous, and we do not want to give up beliefs 

unnecessarily. I grant that information is not gratuitous, and that rational changes of 

belief should in some sense or other conserve information as much as possible (subject 

to the constraints unposed by the change in belief). But this is not enough to justify 

Behef Set Preservation.^^ 

The intuition that information is not gratuitous seems to lend support to Belief 

Set Preservation: if learning in a simple-minded way that o in your state is (tnitli-

functionally) consistent, then a genuine revision of that state with o should be just 

the simple-minded expansion with 0. This much seems right. But the AG.\I Belief Set 

Preservation condition guarantees that agents keep on beUeving everything they used 

to believe when they learn a new plain fact which is truth-functionally consistent with 

their belief set. If you are committed, to iIj in your present epistemic state, then so 

long as (j) is truth-functionally consistent with that state, you will still be conunitted 

to 0 when you revise so as to include 0. And this is manifestly not the structure of 

rational epistemic change.^® Here is why. We have beliefs whose semantic stnictiure 

'^Rott (2000) attacks this dogma of belief revision, but his arguments are entirely orthogonal to 
mine. 

^®Some problems for Belief Set Preservation are raised in Pollock and Gillies (2000). There the 
problems have to do largely with undercutting defeaters in defeasible reasoning. I am restricting 
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and the nature of our commitments to them vary depending on what else we believe: 

epistemic conditionals and the unary epistemic modalities are prime examples. 

Take the epistemic modality might. We have good, independent reason to think 

that the proper semantic/epistemic structure of modal constructions like It might 

be raining goes something Uke the analysis of modal epistemic updating (see Beaver 

1993; Veltman 1996; Gillies 2001 and Chapter 3)—at least, no weaker theor\' will do. 

But one of the features of that story is that epistemic modals are not persistent: an 

agent can be committed to 00 in a given state, but not in a state which is properly 

stronger. A simple case: 

Example 4.5. I am uncertain about the current weather: I cannot rule out that it 

is raining, and I cannot rule out that it is not raining. So I believe that it might 

be raining. Then I walk outside and see that it is not raining. This new fact is not 

(tmth-functionally) inconsistent with my previous beliefs, so incorporating it should 

be simple-minded. But clearly I ought not still believe that it might be raining. 

Of course, we can give a sunilar example for epistemic conditionals: we know that they 

are not persistent in just the same way. So we should abandon BeUef Set Preservation 

once we allow agents to have commitments involving epistemic modalities like might 

and the indicative If, then.^® 

Although I think we should gladly give up on Belief Set Preservation, something 

like it is probably right. The epistemic change revision fimction o of the theories 

in Chapter 2 and 3 do obey a version of it, but suitably formalized to a proper 

concept of epistemic strength. But the argument above appUes not just to Belief Set 

Preservation. AGM-style BeUef Set Preservation fails, in large part, because it is an 

attentioa here to a less rich structure of reasons. It is interesting that even under this restriction we 
get a similar conclusion about Belief Set Preservation. 

is worth pointing out that Gardenfors sees something like this as an escape route, but he sa.\-s 
that "The drawback of this expedient is that it calls for a theory of how a proposition expressed 
by a given conditional sentence is determined from the epistemic context" (1986. p. 91). Reply: 
(1) We have a theory; and (2) the motivation for my dynamic semantic/epistemic theorj'. and its 
predecessors, was quite independent of trouble in the dynamics of belief—no mere expedient. 
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attempt at codifying our intuitions in a bad representation—belief set representations 

of epistemic states. If this is how we are thinking of epistemic states, then a natural 

way of getting straight about the relative strengths of these states is by comparing sets 

of commitments with respect to C. But this is insensitive to the internal dv-namics of 

what it means to be committed to certain kinds of beUefs. If this is right, then this 

is just a bad way of getting at epistemic strength in general, and how we can block 

the Gardenfors ImpossibiUty Theorem.-" 

The Gardenfors theorem turns on the Ramsey Test entailing the Mouotonicit}-

condition: if K C K' then K*(j) Q K' *(j). But the Ramsey Test, suitably formalized, 

does no such thing. To see why not, first note that a version of the Ramsey Test—for 

epistemic states, not belief sets—is automatically satisfied by a belief revision model 

which takes the CEU relation of epistemic commitment seriously. 

Proposition 4.17 (Simple Ramsey Test). Let GDEC  ̂ =(K. ̂ CEU-°) « BELIEF 

revision model for the language C^. Let k = (s. =) be any epistemic state in K. and 

be any formulas in C. If ^ ^ ip is an open epistemic conditional relative to s 

then: xj; iff kq 

Now, if this were to entail Monotonicity, then since epistemic strength ought to be 

modeled by C, it would have to be the case that epistemic strength in the epistemic 

lattice is isomorphic to belief set inclusion. But it is not: 

Proposition 4.18. Let k, k ' be two epistemic states in K. Let K = {p € £=> : k ^ o}. 

and K' = {(j> E : K' ^ 0}. kQk' does not entail that K' C K. 

Thus, one can be committed m k' to <p and rationally fail to be committed to o in 

K Q K. And so the derivation of the objectionable Monotonicity property from a 

reasonable version of the Ramsey Test is blocked, thereby blocking the theorem. 

™This solution, not surprisingly, is very similar to my way out of the Fuhrmann result. In both 
cases I claim that the static representation of epistemic commitments interacts in a negative way 
with Belief Set Preservation—itself a static, and hence inadequate, way of codifying our intuitions 
about epistemic strength. That is as it should be: the problems are very similar, and 1 have aimed 
at giving a unified response. 
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Hansson and Rott each identify something like this as the culprit in Gardenfors' 

theorem. They axgue, in particular, that expansions in the presence of modalities 

must be "radically different from that of conventional, non-modal beUef sets. ... belief 

expansion, i.e. the incorporation of beliefs which do not contradict previous factual 

beliefs, does not follow the simple logical rule that holds for non-modal belief sets " 

(Hansson, 1998, p. 359). And, strictly speaJdng, I have no quarrel with tliis. But 

it is more accurate, I think, to read all of this as an argument against the belief 

set representation and its concomitant impoverished concept of epistemic strength 

altogether. 
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Chapter 5 

FORMAL MATTERS 

5.1 Proofs of Main Theorems of Chapter 2 

Proposition 2.10 Let k = {s.s) be any epistemic state, and let B(K) = K. Then 

CniK) = K. 

Proof. Clearly, K C Cn{K), so it is enough to show that Cn(/v) C K. Consider any 

6 Cn(K). We show that ^ must also be in K. Since i> € Cn(A'). by Compactness 

there is a 0 such that o e K and € Cn({ci>}). By the Deduction Theorem for 

Cn, it then follows that (j> —>• ib € Cn(0). Now. (p ^ iv e K iff (JM^ C [o — cj. 

Since 0 ^ ̂  is a tautology (it is in Cn(0)), there is no u; ^ [o and so trivially 

^ Thus, <l) —* ij} £ K. So we have that o.<t> c € K. Whence 

it follows that (JM^ Q [0l and iJM^ C ([-"(pi U [^^1). By set theory, this is so iff 

UMK C M. And so ^ 6 /C, as required. • 

Proposition 2.11 Let k be any epistemic state. be defined as in Definition 2.28. 

and 0 be any formula in C. Then if B(k:) = A'. K *^0 = Cn( A' o). 

Proof. Immediate from Proposition 2.10 and Definition 2.28. • 

Proposition 2.12 The GDEC revision function o is successful. 

Proof. Consider any general default epistemic state k — {s, c). and any oE C. kqo = 

((s I. ->4>) T 05=)- Let s' = s i -i<^. By Definition 2.12, s't © = s' n [oj. Clearly 

s' n [0] C |<^|. From which it follows that (J M^oo Q as required. • 

Proposition 2.13 For any epistemic state k, the belief set revision operator 

satisfies objective success. 
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Proof. Let k be any epistemic state in K. Consider the objective belief set K such 

that B(/c) = K. By definition, K (t> = {t ^ C : UM^oo Q I'/'I}- By Proposition 

2.12, U M«o0 C [0|, so (l>eK*K(l>. • 

Lemma 2.14 Let k, k' be any general default epistemic states, and let K. K' be the 

objective belief sets based on these (respectively). If (JM^ C IJMK'. then /v' C A'. 

Proof. Suppose the hypothesis. Consider any 0 G K'. We have to show that o 6 K. 

Since (p E K' and K' is based on k' we know that (JM^' C |0j. And since jj C 

U MK', therefore (J C |0|. Hence, <j) 6 K, as required. • 

Proposition 2.15 For any epistemic state k, the belief set revision operator 

satisfies objective inclusion. 

Proof. Let k = (s, c) be any general default epistemic state. And consider the ob

jective belief set K such that B(k) = K. By Lemma 2.14. it is enough to see that 

IJ MK+IIJ C y MKO<>. Either s % [-xpj or s C [-i0j. If the former, then k + o = ko o. 

If the latter, then K + = (0, c). O 

Proposition 2.16 For any epistemic state k, the objective belief set revision operator 

satisfies objective vacuity of revisions. 

Proof. Let « = (s.c) be any general default epistemic state. Consider K such that 

B(k) = K. Suppose 6 K. So IJMk 2 [-'Ol, from which, it follows that .s g [--ol. 

So, by Definition of i, s i ->^ = s and hence k — ->0 = k. Thus, by the Le\a Identity. 

K o 0 = « + 0, and so K 4> = K -\-K CI 

Lemma 2.17 Let k — {s.e) be any epistemic state. If 0. then k ^ ±. 

Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then there is a possibility w 6 DM. and K = (0. £•) for 

some coherent s. But, by definition of optimality, «; 6 U M^- only if u,- 6 s. So. 5 7^ 0. 

Contradiction. • 
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Proposition 2.18 For any epistemic state K, the belief set revision operator 

satisfies objective consistency preservation. 

Proof. Let « = (s,e) be any general default epistemic state. Consider the objective 

beUef set K such that B(/«) = K. Consider any (p ^ C. Suppose that -'O ^ Cn(0). 

Hence, |(^| ^ 0. By Definition of the downdate operator i, (s i ^ 0. These two 

facts entail that: (1) ((s i -xj)) T 0) Q M; (2) ((s | -><?>) f ©) ^ 0- Consider 

« o 0 = ((s I -Kp) \ (t),c). Since ((s i ->4>) ] 4>) ko0^ L. from which it follows 

that K (pis consistent. • 

Proposition 2.24 Let * be a GDEC implausibiUty revision function on belief sets. 

Then * is not AGM compatible. 

Proof. (See Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991b).) • 

5.2 Proofs of Main Theorems of Chapter 3 

Proposition 3.1 Consider any o £ C. and any acceptance base s. Then: 

s ]mbu 0 = s n |0|. 

Proof. (Induction on 0) Suppose (p = p, for some y^inA. Then s t p = {a- 6 s : iv{p) = I}  =  

{w £s :w e IPI} = snip]. Now suppose 0 = By Definition 3.3. s ] ->v = .s\(.s f 

^). By the inductive hypothesis, s\{s ] ip) = s\{sr\[i/;|). and so s f -'H' = sfl 

Finally, suppose 0 = (^ A x)- So: 

sHv^x) = (s T 0) T X (Def. 3.3) 

= (s n M) n Ixl (IH, twee) 

=  s n ( M n [ x l )  

=  s n [ ^ A x I .  

• 
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Proposition 3.2 Let k = (s, e) be any general default epistemic state. Then; 

1. For any ^ 6 £, if K \=meu <i> then (J C [0|. 

2. IfUM.C[0l but {(!>], then k \=meu H-

Proof. (1). Consider any 0 € £, and suppose k\= o. This is so iff K + o = k. Since 

6 £, this issoiffst^ = 5iff5n|0j = siffsC And this entails that 

UMK C l(j>l as required. 

(2). Suppose K^b<t> for any (p 6 Then, by the definition of ^meu- h + 'JO^ k 

and so, by Definition 3.4, k + \)(f> = ±, whence it follows that IJM^ 2 as 

required. • 

Proposition 3.3 (K, C) is a partial order. 

Proof. Note that this is so iff: (1) C partially orders the set I of acceptance bases: 

a n d  ( 2 )  C  p a r t i a l l y  o r d e r s  t h e  s e t  o f  e x p e c t a t i o n  p a t t e r n s  o n  W .  •  

Proposition 3.4 Let k, k ', t, and p be any epistemic states in K. tt) has the following 

properties: 

1. K tt)«/ = K' i±l«; 

2. K\tiK — K; 

3. kW T = K; 

4. («:tt)r)l±)p = «:W(Tttlp). 

Proof. (See Veltman (1996) and van Benthem (1991).) • 

Proposition 3.6 Let k and K' be any epistemic states in K. Then: 

1. If K y k' = K, then k Q k ^. 

2. K C iff /c' + (/> = K, for some (f) G 
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Proof. Routine. O 

Proposition 3.7 Let k = (s, e) be any general default epistemic state, and 0 be any 

formula in C^. Then: 

1. s 1 0(l> = [w E s : s 1 <j) = s}. 

2. K ^ 00 iff s t 0 = s. 

Proof. Routine. • 

Proposition 3.8 Let 0 be any formula in C^. Then: 

1. 00 <=• OO0 ^ DO^. 

2. n(j> <:> DD^ ^ on0. 

Proof Messy, but routine. • 

Proposition 3.9 Modal epistemic update, +x[eu^ is an eUminative function in (K. C 

)• 

Proof A routine induction on 0 shows that, for any 0 E Ci, k + o Q k. • 

Proposition 3.12 If 0 6 £, then 0 is consistent iff [0] 0. 

Proof By Definition 3.12. 0 is consistent iff there is a k = {s. s) such that K  + 0 ^  J_. 

Since (f>^ C, this is so iff there is an s such that s t 0 0 iff there is an s such that 

s n [0l 7^ 0 iff [0J 0. • 

Proposition 3.14 If 0 is not cohesive, then for any k G K. k + 0 [I k. 

Proof. Routine. • 

Proposition 3.15 Let 0, ib be any formulas in £. Then 0 A w A o. 

Proof This follows firom Proposition 3.1. • 
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Proposition 3.18 Suppose Ki and Ko axe both closed under Poss. If Ki C A'o. then 

Ki is inconsistent. 

Proof. Suppose Ki C K^. Then there isacj) E K-i such that 0 ^ /v'l. Poss(/vi) C AV 

and so 0->(j> E Ki- K\ C Ko, so this impUes that 0-'<t> G K-i. Since o G K-i and 

Poss(i<'2) C K2 we have that ->O-i0 6 ATo. So Ao is inconsistent. • 

Proposition 3.19 There is no belief set K and revision function * such that A' is 

incomplete, closed under Poss, and * supports Objective Success. Belief Set Preser

vation, and Objective Consistency. 

Proof. Suppose, for reductio, that there is such a K and revision fimction *. By 

Incompleteness, there is a 0 6 £ such that 0 ^ A' and -up ^ K. Thus since A' is closed 

under Poss, O-Kp € K. Consider K*<i>. Since -i© 0 A', by Belief Set Preservation 

K C K *(i>. So, since O-i0 6 K, O-xp E K *<f). By Objective Success, o € A' * o. 

And so, by closure under Poss, -iO-i(p £ A" * 0. K *0 is thus inconsistent. And so. 

by Objective Consistency, ->0 € Ctt(0). But all belief sets are closed under Cri. so -^o 

must be in K—contradicting the assumption that A' meets Incompleteness. • 

Proposition 3.20 All epistemic states in K are reflective. 

Proof. Let k = (s, s) be any state in K. Let 0 be any formula in C. We need to show 

(1) that if K [= 0 then k [= D^, and (2) that if k ^ 0 then k [= O-io. 

Suppose K ^ 0. This is the case iff «: + (p = k iff (since o is in £) s T o = Since 

0 € £, this is the case iff s ft |0j = s, and so iS k ] Dd = k. Since « is a fixed-point 

of the update with D^, k ^ So (1) is proved. 

Suppose, on the other hand, (p. This is the case iff k -h 0 ^ k: iff (since o is 

in £) s t 0 s, and so iff s n |0| 5^ s. Now, either s n |0| = 0 or 0 s n [o| C s. If 

s n |0j = 0, then s n [-i0j = s and so «r j= -^0. whence it follows that k |= O-TO. If 

0 s n [0] C s, then since s fl |0| c s, there must be & w € s such that ic € [-"ol. 
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Hence, sn|-i(^| ^ 0 and so s t ^ 0, which imphes that k [= O-icf), thus establishing 

(2). • 

Proposition 3.21 Reflectivity of k does not imply that Poss{/v) C A', where K is 

the belief set based on k. 

Proof. Construct k = (s,c) as follows. Let s = {u/i. u/o} where Wi{p) = 1 and 

W2{p) = 0. Let £ be such that wi W2. Since all epistemic states are reflective, 

so is K. Then k ^ bp since IJ C [p|. But K [= Dp iff 5 T P = 5 iff .s n [p| = .s. 

s N IpI = {wi}, so K ^ Dp. as required. • 

Proposition 3.22 The behef revision model MGDEC = (K. \=meu- °) for the language 

Ci satisfies Success and Consistency. 

Proof. (Success). Consider any k = (s.s) and 0 e C. So k + 0 = {s ] o.£). Let 

s' = s n 10]. Clearly s t 0 = s'r and s' T 0 = s' from which it follows that k 0 o ^ o. 

(Consistency). Suppose -i0 0 Cn(0). Hence, [cij ^ 0. Now. K o o # ± iff 

(s I -i<t>) t 0 ^ 0 (since 0 E C). By Definition 2.14. s J, -i© must contain some 

0-worlds. So, since |0| is non-empty, we have that (s J. -^0) | 0 ^ 0. • 

Proposition 3.23 MGDEC = (K, °) satisfies Preservation. 

Proof. (This is a consequence of the fact that -f- is an eliminative function in the 

epistemic lattice (K, Q.) • 

Proposition 3.24 There are epistemic states K in K such that K meets Incomplete

ness, Reflectivity, and over which the revision function o satisfies Success. Consistency, 

and Preservation. 

Proof. Construct k = (s,£) as follows. Let s = {u;i,u;2} where Wi{p) = 1 tmd 

w^ip) = 0. Let e be such that wi •<£ wo. k is clearly incomplete since k ^ p and 

K ^ -^p. All states in K are reflective, so k is reflective. Finally, the GDEC re\ision 

fimction satisfies Success, Consistency, and Preservation. • 
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Proposition 3.25 There are epistemic states ki = (si,ci) and ko = (so. :•)) in K 

such that: 

1. K2 C Ki; and 

2. £i = £2; and 

3. K2 ^ -L. 

Proof. Let Si = {wi,w2} where wi{p) = 1 and W o { p )  =  0. Since all states tire 

reflective, Ki ^ Op—since Si ^ Op = Si. Consider KO = (SO.C J) where £2 = £1 and 

s2 = {11*2}. Then K2 ^ Op, and in fact, ko [= -'Op. But ko ^ -L. • 

Proposition 3.26 The relation \=meu is not persistent. 

Proof. Suppose k = {{iOi,u/2}, x W) where Wi(p) = 1 and (v-yip) = 0. Then 

K [= Op. Now, k' = ({u;2}! W X W) is clearly such that k' Q k. But k' ^ Op. • 

5.3 Proofs of Main Theorems of Chapter 4 

Proposition 4.3 The acceptance base update function in Conditional Epistemic 

Updating is indistinguishable from the acceptance base update fimction in Geueral 

Epistemic Updating: Icbu^Imbu-

Proof. Consider any s € /. We must show that s \cbu (i> = s \mbu o. for any 

<t> 6 £=> U C'*'. This is obvious for (f) €: C. The key to the proof is to show chat (1) 

s tAfflcr 1=10 = s ]cBU and (2) s Uibu ]cbu 0=^ tv. 

(1). Note that in CEU: 

s "IcBU ^4' — s \cBU (1 <i>) (Def. 4.6) 

= (it; € s : (s tcBU 1) Tcsa (p = s Icbu 1} (Def. 4.3) 

= [w es:s ̂ cbu 0 = s} since s Test; 1 = s. 
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And, in MBU, we have that s TA/SC; 00 = {ti; G S : S TA/BC; 0 = S}. 

(2). Similarly, in MBU, we have that 

S uibu -0 = [=1(0 ij) (Def. 4.6) 

=  { w  e s : s  ] mbu {(j) i/') = s} (Def. 3.3) 

= {u; 6 s : s Ta/bc/ (-^(0 A -t0)) = s} (Def. 4.5) 

=  [ w  E  s  : { s \  ((s Ta/BI; <f>) \ (s ]x[bu <?) ]mbu t')) = «} (Def. 3.3) 

s if (s ]mbu ©) ]mbu = s ].\[bu 0 

0 otherwise 

= {u; G s : (s Taibi; 0) tA/st; = s tA/Bt; ©} 

And, in CBU, we have that s tcBt; <i> => P = {w E s : {s Test; (5) ]cbu i' = -s tcBf o}. 

as required. • 

Proposition 4.5 Let k = (s, s) be any epistemic state. If o. m are any sentences in 

£=>, then 3 ] {(f> ^ ij;) = [w E s : {s ] (p) \ Ow ^ 0}. 

Proof. Messy, but routine. • 

Proposition 4.6 Let 0, p be any formulas of C^. Then: 

->(0 ^ ijj) ^ 0(0 A ->'0). 

Proo/. Routine. • 

Proposition 4.8 t does not distribute over /. 

Proof. (Here I prove this with respect to indicatives.) Let s = {it'i. u/o} where iri(p) = 

1, wi{q) = 0, and W2{p) = ^^{q) = 1. Now, consider the update of s with the formula 

-^{P => <l)-

s T -"(P 9) = s \ s ]  { p = ^ q )  (Def. 4.3) 

=  s \ 0  

= s 
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But: 

= Wi} \ ({u'l} Hp=> Q)) (Def. 4.3) 

=  { w i } \ 0 ( D e f .  4 . 3 )  

= 

= {^f2} \ ({"^2} T (p 9)) (Def. 4.3) 

= {1U2} \ {tfo} 

= 0 

And so U {u;} T h{p => q)) = { ^ f i }  ̂ 3  = 5 ?  hip => q))- D  
w€s 

Lemma 4.9 For any formula (t) 6 £=>. Kf=(piffst0 = s. 

Proof, Induction on 0. • 

Proposition 4.10 Let k = (s,c) be any epistemic state in K. and 0. c be any 

sentences of £=>. Then s ] <t> ^ p \S s ^ (p => iIj. 

Proof. 

s t 0 [ = 0  i f f  { s ] < t > ) ] w  =  s ' \ ( t )  ( D e f .  4 . 4 .  L e m m a  4 . 9 )  

iff s 1 => ip) = s (Def. 4.3) 

iff s\=<j}=> ijj (Def. 4.4, Lemma 4.9). 

• 

Proposition 4.11 Let k = (s,£) be any epistemic state in K. and let 0. e. \ be any 

formulas in £=>. Then: 

1. (s t (0 => ^)) T 0 ^ (MP) 

2. s T ((0 A ^) x) t= (0 (''/' => X ) )  ( E X P )  

3. s t (a V/3) -la /?, for a,P EC (DA) 

{tui} T Hp => q)) 

{W2} T hip =J' q)) 
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Proof. (1) CLAIM: 

((5 T </>) T ^ = (s T (0 => ^^)) T 

By Lemma 4.9, we know that 

(s 10 ={• tA) T t= 'A iff ((s T (0 =i' ii>]) T <?>) T = (5 T (o => t')) f o. 

So, in order to prove clause (1) of the theorem, it is sufficient to prove the claim. 

Proof of Claim. By Definition 4.3, either s T {(^ =>• 0) = 0 or s T ((<? => t') = If 

the former, then 

0 t < ^  =  ( 0 T 0 )  T  ^ i '  =  0  ( 5 . 1 )  

And hence, trivially, in this case the claim holds. So suppose the latter—i.e.. that .s \ 

((0 ̂  0) = s. Since s t (0 1/') = s. it is enough to show that (s t o) T t' = .s \ o. 

By Definition 4.3, s t (0 => 0) = s iff (s T 0) T 0 = s T 0- as required to prove the 

claim. 

(2) Let s' = s t ((0 A 0) => x ) -  We must show that s' |= o => (f => \). By 

Definition 4.3, either s' = 0 or s' = s. If s' = %. then trivially s' \= o => {u- => \). So 

suppose that s' = s. That is, suppose that s \ {{0 A ti?) => \) = .s. Then we have tlie 

following: 

s t ({0 A 0) ^ X) = 5 iff (s T (0 A 0)) T X = 5 t (0 A li') (Def. 4.3) 

iff s t (0 A 0) ^ X (Def. 4.4. Lemma 4.9) 

iff (s T 0) T 0 1= X (Def. 4.3) 

iff s ^ 0 =>- (0 =?• x) (Prop- 4.10. twice) 

iff s' \= (j) {ip => x) (since s' = s). 

(3) Let s' = s T (aV/3). Hence, s' = (s t a)Us 113). Since (p.il; £C. by Proposition 

4-7, s' = (s n [aj) U (s n |/3|). Now, s' ->0 ^ /3 iff s't -'Ct \= (3. hy Proposition 

4.10. And so iff (s't ~'Q] t /? = S't ~'Ct' But S'T -'Q = S D |/?| = (s'T ~'Q) T •3- AS 

required. • 
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Proposition 4.12 ^ ijj) (0 

Proof. It is enough to show that there is an acceptance base s E I. and sentences 

E C such that s t (0 —> ^ s T (<^ '/')• Let s = {wi, w^. it's, tL'.i} where: 

wi{p) = Wiiq) = 1; Woip) = l,w-i{q) = 0; w^ip) =0. W3{q) = 1: iind Wj^ip) = w^iq) = 

0. Then we have 

s ] { p - ^ q )  =  (s T -^) U (s t 9) 

= {u/s, W4 } U { u/i, 0/3 } (Def. 4.3) 

= {u/i,u;3,tt/4} 

But, s t (p ^ = {w' € s : (5 t p) T 9 = ^ T p} (Def. 4.3). and 

s T p  =  { w u w o }  w h i l e  

(5 T p) T 9 = {mt, Wo} T q (Def. 4.3) 

= M 

So, s T (p =^' g) = 0 7^ {wi, w3, W4} = s t (p 9). as required. • 

Proposition 4.13 CEU-support, ^cbu^ is not persistent. 

Proof. Let 5 = where: wi{p) = 1, w i { q )  = 0: and w ^ i p )  = = 1-

Consider the simple-minded update of s with -<(p q): 

s T hip =>q)) = s \ (s T (p q)) 

=  s \ 0  =  s  ( D e f  4 . 3  t w i c e ) .  

And so we have that s [= -i(p =» q ) .  However, 5' = {u/a} C s  and 

{u/o} T hip =^q)) = {tt'o} \ {"^2} \ip^q) 

= {u/2} \ {"^2} = 0 

Since {u/2} T (""(P 9)) ^ {^2}t we have that / ̂  -i(p q) for some s' C .s. as 

required. • 
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Proposition 4.14 Let M = Cn, *) be a revision model for £=>. If M satisfies 

GRT, then it satisfies Monotonicity. 

Proof. Suppose M satisfies GRT and consider K, K' € AC=i, such that K C K'. aiifl 

0 G /sT * 0. Thus, by GRT, (l> E K and so (since K C K') also in K'. And so. 

by GRT again, e K' * (p, as required. • 

Proposition 4.15 There is no revision function * such that (/C=>. Cn. *) is not a nou-

trivial revision model which satisfies Consistency, Preservation, and Monotonicity. 

Proof. (This proof is a refinement of the one in Segerberg (1989).) Suppose otherwise. 

Since the model is non-trivial, there axe do, <pu ip G C such that {oq.w} and {ot -

are each truth-functionally consistent sets but also such that {^q. <Z>i. is not. Let: 

Ko = Cn({oo}) 

Ky = Cn({9i}) 

K = Cn({0o.cPi}) 

{00,^} is consistent. From this it follows by general properties of Cn that 

Cn({</)o}) U {^} is consistent. So, A'o U {^} is consistent. Hence, by Preservation. 

KQ*ii) = Cxi{KQ U {•0}). So we have that (po, i> E Kq* i;. 

A similar argument gives us that 0i, i/; 6 /Ci * ip. 

Now, KqCK and Ki C K. Hence, by Monotonicity, we have that A'o * t- C A' * (.• 

and ATi*^ C Thus, 0o ^ K*il; and € K*ij; axidip 6 K*v. But setoo. Oi. v is 

inconsistent, so AT* 0 must be inconsistent. On the other hand, {©or w} is consistent. 

so-n/j ^ Cn(0). And so by Consistency K*ii} must be consistent. Contradiction. • 

Proposition 4.17 Let GDEC=^ ={K.,^ceu^°) be a beUef revision model for the 

language £=>. Let k = (s, e) be any epistemic state in K. and o, w be any formulas 

in£. If0^i/;isan open epistemic conditional relative to k then: k ^ o =>• f iff 
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Proof. Suppose 0 =» i/; is open relative to k. Thus s 1 <p and so s g [cil. By 

D e f i n i t i o n  2 . 1 4 ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  ( s  J ,  \  ( j )  =  s  1  ( f ) ,  a n d  h e n c e  t h a t  k o o  =  k  +  o .  

Now, (Proposition 4.10), and so we have that k\= o=> c 

iff «o (^ [= •0. • 

Proposition 4.18 Let k, k' be two epistemic states in K. Let A' = {o € £=>: k ^ o}. 

and K' = {(j)E £=> : k' [= 0}. kQk! does not entail that K' C K. 

Proof (This proof is essentially the same as the proof that }=c££/ is not persistent.) 

Construct k = (s, c) and k' = (s', c) be as follows: 

• s = {wi, u/a} where wi{p) = 1, a;i(9) = 0: and w-i{p) = w-i{q) = 1. 

• s' = {tua}-

• £• is any coherent expectation pattern. 

Clearly s C s', so «: C k'. But s' q = s' and s t=^ 9 = ® (Definition 4.3). Thus 

^ p ^ and K ^ p ?. And so there is a formula in K' which is not iu A', as 

required. • 
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